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ABSTRACT 

Minority language people are sometimes simplistically viewed as lacking the 

language of the majority, and Deaf people are simplistically viewed as lacking hearing, 

thus ignoring the sociocultural realities of both groups. It is only in the last two decades 

that attempts have been made to articulate a Deaf ideology that considers deafness as a 

sociocultural characteristic rather than a defect. 

This dissertation asserts that there are three different types of ideologies that have 

co-existed since the beginning of time, and that influence deaf education even today; 

(1) Deafhess as a terminal trait; this is defined as the type of ideology that places deaf 

individuals on a track that leads to a dead end. 

(2) Deafhess as a limiting trait; This ideology views the deaf as handicapped people with 

limited possibilities for attaining the highest possible intellectual goals; and 

(3) Deafhess as a socio-cultural trait; This ideology views deaf people as having their 

own language and culture who can fully develop their intellectual capacity through their 

natural language and culture and the language and culture of the hearing society in which 

they live, thus becoming bilingual and bicultural. 

This dissertation will answer the following question; How have these ideologies 

shaped deaf education in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala, 

Mexico, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Uruguay, and Venezuela, in the areas of (a) language 

use; (b) educational trends; and (c) societal aims for the deaf population? The results of 
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this research can help Latin American educators to re-evaluate deaf educational systems 

in use today, and educators of the deaf around the world. 

The Deaf in Hispanic America are witnessing the evolution of national paradigms 

as their languages are recognized as official in Venezuela, Uruguay, Colombia, Ecuador, 

Nicaragua and Cuba. Governments are taking legal action to recognize and to accept 

other forms of communication, such as sign language for the Deaf and Braille for the 

blind in Ecuador. The remaining countries do not recognize their sign language as 

official. 

Educators are implementing programs different approaches, such as oralism. 

Total Communication, and bilingual education, and integrating Deaf students into regular 

classes. 
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PROLOGUE 

As an educator, my first experience with deafness began in the fall of 1989 

when I was working as a Graduate Teaching Assistant in the Spanish Department at 

the University of Arizona. While earning a Master's degree, I simultaneously 

concentrated on developing different kinds of techniques that utilized the technology 

available to the department at the time. That particular semester I had the 

opportunity to teach a Deaf^ student in my regular class. I will call him Jason (not his 

real name). It was after having Jason in my class however, that I became interested 

in Deaf Hispanics^ in the Americas as well as Deaf in the United States. During the 

semester Jason participated in my Spanish class, I made use of technology to 

accommodate his needs, which were obviously different than those of his hearing 

classmates. One of the techniques I developed allowed him full participation in my 

classroom without the need for a trilingual interpreter. That experience proved 

successful not only for Jason and me, but for the whole class, which was impacted in 

a positive way. The class was set up in the following manner. During the first part of 

the semester, Jason communicated with the rest of the class only through the 

computer in an open conference. In these interactions, he was one more person in 

the class who was sharing school and life experiences, asking questions and 

contributing to the discussions on different topics. The hearing students were not 

aware that there was a Deaf student in the class. Although I initiated the first topic, 

^ The word Deaf written with a capital letter acknowledges deafness as a socio-cultural 
trait rather than as a physical characteristic, which usually places deafness in a medical 
framework. 
" I use Hispanic America instead of Latin America because the term Hispanic tends to be 
more inclusive. I anticipated that this term would give me more flexibility as I compare 
deaf experiences in different parts of the world. The three "hispanidades" or Hispanic 
cultural groups are; (l)Hispanics in Spain; (2)Hispanics in Latin America; and 
(3)Hispanics in the United States.. 
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"Let's get to know each other" (Conozcamonos), the students chose the topics of 

discussion. From those interactions, I studied the students' responses to begin 

determining their interests. I opened a few more topics in consultation with the 

students to make sure I was interpreting their interests correctly. Some of the topics 

were favorite pastimes, sports, literature, music and travel. The students could 

choose the topics they participated in, and there was no obligation to participate in 

all the topics available. The students could also request new topics at any time, with 

no limit to the number of topics during the semester. 

Halfway through the term the hearing students met Jason during a regular 

session. By that time, the technical equipment necessary to allow his full 

participation was in place. The class was held in a room that already had four 

monitors hanging from the ceiling, originally installed for the purpose of watching 

videos. A computer with no more than word processing capabilities was connected to 

the monitors in such a way that the students could have access to whatever was 

typed on the keyboard. At the keyboard sat Jason and a hearing bilingual teacher 

assistant who had good typing skills. The assistant typed the interactions she heard 

on the computer. The whole class had access to what was happening either through 

the text or through the text and the voices. Anyone who wished to say something 

raised his or her hand, including Jason. The hearing students spoke and the Deaf 

student typed what he wanted to say (Foreign language students do not speak at the 

same rate a native speaker does, even in a third semester Spanish class. It was not 

hard for the aide to keep up with the students). The class was now cognizant of this 

special situation. They had the opportunity to get to know Jason via the computer; 

now they fully welcomed him as a member of the class. The pace of the class did not 

change, nor did I have to change the way in which I wrote my lesson plans. The 
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students realized that their Deaf classmate was not handicapped - he was different. 

The Deaf student felt accepted by his classmates and free to continue to participate 

in the discussions in class and via the computer. 

Jason has a Deaf mother and a hearing father. Sign language is the first 

language of Deaf children (Johnson. Udell & Erting, 1989, pp. 15-17). It is also 

Jason's first language. His development of American Sign Language (ASL) has not 

suffered because he has had access to ASL from birth. Johnson, Lidell & Erting 

(1989) argue that language development in the native/naturaP language plays a key 

role in the intellectual development of children, as well as in the acquisition of a 

second language. This premise also holds true for hearing second language learners 

(Collier, 1994; Cummins 1986). Jason's command of literacy skills in English was 

excellent and he was a very good student of Spanish. He had not only developed two 

languages (ASL and written English) throughout his life, but his participation in a 

Spanish class afforded him the opportunity to become literate in Spanish as well. 

It would seem that normal development of his first language (not delayed in 

any way) may have played an important role in the development of English literacy. 

He made progress in developing language skills in Spanish, however, he was not the 

only one who learned that semester, for I also learned a great deal about him and 

his Deaf world." 

During the course of the semester, I learned that the potential for success in 

education among the Deaf is as real as the potential of hearing students. The Deaf 

have a language and a culture of their own. Learning this motivated me to 

^ Sign Language is considered the natural language of the Deaf because given a Deaf 
community with a critical mass, the sign language of the community will emerge 
naturally. In this dissertation I also propose the use of natural language as meaning 
that the Deaf person is naturally equipped, or best equipped to understand language 
through visual spatial signals. 
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investigate other related issues, especially in reference to adult Deaf Hispanics who 

have already gone through the existing deaf education programs available at that 

time and to students who were participating at the time this research took place. 

When I was accepted in a doctoral program and decided to major in Bilingual 

Education, I had the opportunity to explore further issues of bilingualism and 

bicuituralism for Deaf students. Although the classes focused on bilingualism for the 

hearing, my interests always led me to investigate how theories and practices in 

Bilingual Education for the hearing could affect the education of Deaf students. Thus, 

I decided to write my dissertation on Deaf Education in twelve Latin American 

countries. A secondary outcome from this study could be that educators would have 

an opportunity to draw information and reflect on the implications for the Hispanic 

immigrant Deaf population of the United States. However, the issues discussed in 

this dissertation will have worldwide application. 
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IDEOLOGIES OF DEAFNESS: DEAF EDUCATION IN HISPANIC AMERICA 

Ruth E. Claros Kartchner 

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

The Deaf believe that they are our equals in all respects. We 

should be generous and not destroy that illusion. But whatever they 

believe. Deafness is an infirmity and we should repair it whether 

the person who has it is disturbed by it or not. Dr. Prosper Meniere, 

1853 (Lane, 1992. p. 212) 

This study is about deaf education in Hispanic America. The purpose of the study 

is: (1) to demonstrate that there are three types of ideologies that have coexisted 

throughout the history of the world which have influenced, and continue to influence the 

Deaf world; and (2) to describe how these ideologies influence first and second language 

acquisition, educational trends, and societal aims for the Deaf population. 

As a Chilean-bom, bilingual educator, I am particularly interested in the success 

of Hispanic students. Within the Hispanic community we find hearing students as well as 

students who are Deaf. Much in the same way that children who are speakers of other 

languages are simplistically viewed as lacking English skills. Deaf children are 
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stmplistically viewed as lacking hearing, thus ignoring the sociocultural realities of both 

groups. Up to this point, the education of the Deaf has been shaped by the perception of 

Deafhess as a challenge to be overcome, a deficit to be remedied (Johnson, 1994. p. 103). 

Hearing ideologies have played an important role in defining Deafhess. 

It is only in the last two decades that attempts have been made to articulate a Deaf 

ideology that considers Deafhess a sociocultural characteristic that makes people 

different, not defective. I assert that there are three different types of ideologies that have 

existed throughout history and that coexist and influence deaf education today: 

(1) Deafhess as a terminal trait: This is defined as the type of ideology that either does 

not consider Deaf children fit to live, resulting in physical death, or ignores or hides Deaf 

children, thus curtailing intellectual development; 

(2) Deafhess as a limiting trait: This ideology views the Deaf as handicapped people with 

limited possibilities for attaining the highest possible intellectual goals; and 

(3) Deafhess as a socio-cultural trait: This ideology views the Deaf child as a person who 

is different, not defective. The Deaf are people with their own language and culture who 

can fully develop their intellectual capacity through the use of their own language and 

culture and the language and culture of the hearing society in which they live, thus 

becoming bilingual and bicultural. These three ideologies will be covered in detail in the 

Literature Review. 

Based on this framework, this dissertation research will answer the following 

question: How do these ideologies shape deaf education and subsequent access to 

"possible lives" (Rose, 1995) in Latin America, specifically in the areas of (a) language 
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use; (b) educational trends; and (c) societal aims for the Deaf population? I selected a 

sample of countries that included Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, 

Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Puerto Rico, Uruguay, and Venezuela. The criteria for 

choosing the countries for the study were as follows. I chose Mexico and Puerto Rico 

because of the high number of people who immigrate to the United States from those 

countries. Later on, I added Venezuela and Uruguay because their characteristics 

contrasted with Mexico and Puerto Rico. I included Chile, Argentina, Colombia and 

Guatemala because the data were more easily accessible to me. I included Nicaragua 

because of its unique way of dealing with deaf education, and the manner in which it 

contrasts with all the other countries. Finally, I included Cuba because of the valuable 

information and the creative way in which they are evolving in deaf education. Moreover, 

the countries sampled cover North, Central, and South America, and the Caribbean. 

This contrastive analysis, then, will portray that these ideologies co-exist, and that 

they are not sequential. Furthermore it will provide the opportunity to observe the 

problematic outcomes of these specific ideologies and their significance for the Deaf and 

their possibilities for fulfilling their potential. In addition, it gives a framework for 

considering patterns of change in each country as well as considerations of future 

changes and possibilities in Deaf education. Looking at issues related to deaf education 

through these ideologies can also enhance the possibilities for tailoring better outcomes in 

deaf education programs. This means that as ideologies shift, programs can change and 

improve. In this way, we can set students up for success rather than perpetuate the limited 

achievements experienced in the last one hundred years. The results of this inquiry can 
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invite educators everywhere to re-evaluate deaf educational systems in use today, and to 

better address the needs of the Deaf population. 

Learning to be a Member of a Minority Group 

Three different aspects of my life have shaped my own perspectives on Deaf 

education. First, I belong to two minority groups - Hispanics and women. I can easily 

relate to the Deaf experience as a language minority group. I was bom and raised in Chile 

and came to the United States as a college student. I was not immediately conscious of 

the power structures that negatively affect language minority students' because I had 

belonged to the mainstream majority all my life. The belief often held by third-world 

citizens that sociocultural systems driven by technological advances are somehow 

superior to sociocultural systems that are not, blurred my vision at the time, but 

eventually, I had to leam to be Hispanic. One might ask. What does this mean? Didn't I 

already Icnow I was Hispanic? The answer is simply, NO. 

Padden and Humphries (1988) point out that Deaf children for example, leam to 

be Deaf. At first, they don't know they are Deaf because they don't think about it. As 

long as Deafhess does not seem to affect their lives, there is no need to reflect on it. Or at 

least, they don't know that being Deaf is considered a defect or a problem until they 

encounter the hearing. This is especially true of Deaf children of Deaf parents or 

Hispanic children of Hispanic parents (Cohen, 1994; Rodriguez, 1982). The story is told 

of Sam Supalla,^ a Deaf man bom of Deaf parents; 

One day, Sam remembers vividly, he finally understood that his 

friend was indeed odd. They were playing in her home, when 
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suddenly her mother walked up to them and animatedly began to 

move her mouth. As if by magic, the girl picked up her dollhouse 

and moved it to another place. Sam was mystified and went home 

to ask his mother about exactly what kind of affliction the girl next 

door had. [...] Sam has not yet understood that the outside world 

considers him and his family to have an affliction. (Padden and 

Humphreys, pp. 15-16) 

It is interesting to note that Deaf children of Deaf parents think there is something wrong 

with the hearing until it is pointed out to them that they lack something, they lack the 

ability to receive auditory signals. It is a matter of perspective to decide who has the 

affliction. According to the hearing, the Deaf are defective models of hearing human 

beings, but Sam had asked his mother what was wrong with his fnend. 

Perhaps it is the perception of hearing people that sometimes have made them feel 

that the Deaf must be hidden or ignored. It is possible that this perception has been 

conducive to the treatment the Deaf sometimes receive because they are treated as if 

Deafhess is an illness, or as if there is a need to separate them from the "normal" 

children. They must be fitted with hearing aides and sometimes separated from their 

families. It is through this process of ignoring them or labeling them "defective" or 

"deficient" that they learn to be Deaf 

Speakers of non-English languages in the United States are labeled "limited 

English proficient," implying again that these children lack something, they lack the 

ability to communicate in the language of the majority, they are deficient, and they must 
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participate in remedial programs or in special education classes. This view affects people, 

even young adults who are educated in the best schools in their countries of origin. I 

came to this country in the early seventies thinking I was fine until someone treated me 

differently because of my language and culture. Some refused to interact with me in any 

way because I was Hispanic. My language and culture were not validated, rather, th^ 

were mocked. There was something definitely wrong with me -1 was Chilean, Hispanic, 

I had Limited English Proficiency. My guess is that any minority child leams to be who 

they are when they are viewed as deficient, or by labeling them LEP (Limited English 

Proficient); Afncan-American children learn to be Afncan American, Native-American 

children learn to be Native American, and so forth. 

The Deaf as a Minority Group 

A group can be considered a minority in two different ways. The most obvious is 

in terms of numbers. But if we only understand it in this way, we will fail to comprehend 

what this section is about. Consider another perspective. The term minority has also been 

used to refer to groups with limited and constrained power to control their destiny. The 

decision-making power, whether political, social or economic, is in the hands of a ruling 

majority. There are many examples throughout the Americas that illustrate this point. For 

instance, during the time of slavery in the Americas, the slaves had no power. During and 

after the conquest of Hispanic America by Spain, the indigenous people became slaves 

and had no power. Note that the native Americans were more in number, but it made no 

difference to their status as slaves. Political changes such as becoming independent from 
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Spain gave them back some power, but it was limited because of the deep roots of 

feudalism (Longhena, 1998). 

In the United States, the Civil Rights Movement has given minorities more 

power, such as the right to vote for African Americans, desegregation and anti-

discriminatory laws that did not exist before in the political arena (Lyons, 1990), but it 

has taken many generations to experience this slow change. When Lincoln declared the 

end of slavery in the United States, the country did not experience an immediate change. 

It has taken many years of gradual change to arrive at the present situation, and 

conquered groups such as the Native Americans and the Hispanics in the United States 

have had less power than the Anglo conquering group (Vogel Zanger, 1994). 

The minority status of the Deaf has influenced their education and their role in 

society. Because the hearing majority has had more power in the decision making about 

education, the Deaf have experienced life according to hearing educational constructs. 

Cases such as Deaf President Now (DPN), when Deaf students at Gallaudet University in 

the United States were successful in installing the first Deaf person as president of the 

university, are the exception rather than the rule (Saylor, 1992). 

Minority groups have had difficulty meeting the demands of an educational 

system that caters to the mainstream language and culture. For instance, in the 

development of literacy skills, Homberger (1989) states that "differences among the 

groups are not so much along the lines of oral versus literate cultures as along the lines of 

which literacies most closely resemble those of the school" (p. 113). Students from 

minority linguistic backgrounds have problems meeting the demands of literacy standards 
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set by mainstream Americans (Devine, 1994; Heath, 1983), and they must lose or modify 

their language in order to participate successfully in the educational system. If they do 

not perform according to the majority rules of conduct, they run the risk of failing. 

Standardized tests establish as ihe standard, the language and culture of the majority who 

belong to the upper middle class. The languages of minority groups are usually not even 

found in the schools. Many of the indigenous languages the colonists and conquerors 

heard throughout the Americas have disappeared. If they still exist, they are used only at 

home and they are usually only spoken, not written. People who have ignored their 

language and culture have penalized the Deaf in similar ways. They have punish them for 

using it. 

Most Deaf children are bom into a foreign world, and seldom have the support of 

a Deaf community until they are old enough to seek one out on their own. Some live in 

isolation for many years prior to finding a Deaf community. Others live in isolation all 

their lives. Padden and Humphries (1988) write about "Living in Other's Worid," which 

means that language minorities - Deaf, Hispanics, Native-Americans- live in the world of 

the dominant culture. This is poignantly exemplified in the literature of minority groups, 

which tends to be biographical in nature and meant to shock readers. Padden and 

Humphries (1994) list some of the works the Deaf have produced in the United States, 

such as My Third Eye\ Tales from a Clubroom and Your Name is Jonah. These books can 

help the hearing understand both the plight of the Deaf and their language and culture, as 

well as question existing paradigms about language, education and societal aims for this 

sector of the population. One scene from My Third Eye is written in the following way; 
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The scene opens and we are introduced to a dimly lit stage. In a 

spotlight, we see a young woman held fast by two strong 

attendants. Behind her rises a stem and ominous figure, perhaps 

eight feet high, in a dark flowing robe. The attendants look at the 

figure as if awaiting instructions. The figure pronounces a word, 

which the young woman is forced to repeat, but she cannot 

pronounce it correctly. The figure coldly gives a signal; the 

attendants tighten their grip and dunk her face into an unseen bowl 

of water, (p.37) 

Although the symbolism of power relations and power struggle is cruelly portrayed, the 

scene is introduced with the following comment; "This particular scene, memorable for 

its brutal images, evolved out of a cast member's experience of watching a classmate 

being punished at a residential school" (p. 3 6). While at this time we do not have access to 

the literature of Deaf people in Hispanic America, we know that oralism was the 

methodology used for many years. Later on in this section, I will address the topic of 

cultural inversion in which 1 demonstrate that the students use sign language privately at 

the risk of being punished. 

Ogbu's (1996) research in the area of minorities in the United States makes it 

important to place the Deaf within this theoretical framework. In answer to the question, 

"Why do some minorities successfully cross cultural boundaries and/or opportunity 

barriers and do well in school and others don't?" Ogbu classifies minorities into three 

groups: 
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(1) Autonomous minorities; Mormons and Jews. 

(2) Immigrant minorities or voluntary minorities; They are those who choose to 

immigrate to another country and see this immigration as a positive change that will 

allow them to progress further. 

(3) Involuntary or caste-like minorities; They are those people who were either brought to 

the country as slaves, or became colonized, as in the case of the African-Americans and 

Native-Americans. "I also classify Puertoricans on the mainland United States as an 

involuntary minority group because they consider themselves as more or less a colonized 

people" (p. 366). The first two categories are not considered in this dissertation, but the 

third one is. It is very important to point out that although Ogbu could be criticized for 

not addressing or recognizing that within the conquered or colonized groups there may be 

those who are able to free themselves individually and benefit from the process of 

immigration, the conquered still exist. This status plays a big role in their success in life 

and in school. 

On the surface, it seems that the Deaf community would not fit this theoretical 

framework. However, further study of cultural features of minority groups makes clear 

that the Deaf belong to the involuntary minorities, and that as such, they have 

experienced similar outcomes in school performance. Woodward (1993) reasons that "In 

terms of its economic, political, and social relations to the Hearing society, the Deaf 

minority can be viewed as a colony" (p.7), much as the Hispanic American countries 

were colonies of the conqueror. 
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Ogbu (1996) points out that, with the help of parents who share the same culture, 

children are not confused about their identity and how to function in their culture. The 

Deaf do not enjoy this type of support from their parents because 90% of them are bom 

into a hearing family. Consider the enormity of cultural dissonance that may be 

experienced by Deaf children whose hearing parents do not automatically share the 

culture of their children. On the other hand. Deaf children of Deaf parents are not 

confused about their identity, neither do they have negative feelings about Deafness until, 

through contact with the deficit view of Deafness held by the hearing, they are made to 

feel inferior (Padden & Humphries, 1988. p. 13). 

In reaction to this reality, adaptations of involuntary minorities may include 

assimilation and abandonment of cultural heritages. A diametrically opposed adaptation 

is that of cultural inversion. In other words, they act in a manner contrary to the dominant 

culture (Stokoe 1995. p. 8) because they do not wish to identify with the dominant group. 

Stokoe (1995) gives an example of Deaf children's response to an education that did not 

cater to their needs in reference to oralism versus sign language. 

The teachers and school officials assumed that they were teaching 

a coherent and important body of knowledge, alias "mainstream 

culture," but the pupils learned something entirely different; a 

sign-mediated culture more useful and friendly to them at that 

time and for the rest of their lives, (p. 84) 
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They opposed, although perhaps not openly, the language and culture taught to 

them by developing their own, which was in opposition to the hearing educational 

system. By adhering to their own system, the Deaf demonstrated oppositional behavior. 

In other situations, however, people from majority and minority cultures interact 

in a more intimate way. Parasnis (1996) draws an interesting analogy between hearing 

parents of Deaf children and white parents who adopt children from a minority group; 

Transracial families in which white parents, typically with a 

Judeo-Christian background, adopt non-white children from 

other cultures are becoming frequent in the United States. These 

parents often face issues similar to those facing hearing parents 

of Deaf children. They have to accept that their children will be 

treated differently by the society and that their children may be 

automatically identified with other cultural-linguistic groups 

whether they are practicing members of those groups or not. 

How should white parents raise their adopted Korean child, for 

example? Many experts suggest that the child should be given a 

dual identity and introduced to the Korean culture and language. 

(P-2) 

While this appears to be a healthy attitude, these children will continue to face the 

challenges encountered by minority groups. 

Another issue not covered by Parasnis (1996) is transracial marriages between a 

member of the majority group and a member of the minority group. Obviously, children 
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bom to such marriages are not 50% white and 50% something else. They are whole 

people with different characteristics. How each family integrates the languages and 

cultures available to them will differ from family to family. Nevertheless, a healthy 

attitude towards both languages and cultures will no doubt benefit the children. 

The birth of a Deaf child into a hearing family represents a more extreme case of 

cultural integration. Henderson and Hendershott (1997) bring up an interesting 

suggestion in relation to the great number of Deaf children bom to hearing families, 

"...once a child is diagnosed as Deaf, the family is no longer considered hearing; the 

parents may be hearing, the other children may be, but the family system becomes 

hearing and Deaf (...) the deafness belongs not just to the child, but to the entire family" 

(p. 325). Most of the time however, the family is in shock, and trying very hard to find a 

way to help the child enter into the hearing world. This process can be better understood 

in terms of helping the Deaf child "immigrate" into the hearing world. 

Psychological Implications of the Immigration Process: In other minority groups, 

children are faced with the process of enculturation and acculturation. These terms can be 

exemplified as follows. As children acquire the culture of the home, they are 

enculturated, whereas when children acquire a second culture, they go through a process 

of acculturation. The process of enculturation is a nurturing one. It allows people to fully 

function and participate in the way of life of those who are like them. A Deaf child bom 

to Deaf parents is enculturated as he or she leams the language and culture of the Deaf 

world. Woodward (1993) explains however that; 
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Deaf children differ from their counterparts and other Ethnic 

groups in two important ways. First, (...) Enculturation into the 

Deaf subculture does not generally take place within the home. 

Deaf children of Hearing parents often feel alienated from their 

Families. Contact with Deaf adults is extremely limited, and it is 

not unusual for young Deaf children to imagine that they will 

grow up to be hearing adults. This accounts for the important 

role played by Deaf children of Deaf parents and older Deaf 

children in the process of enculturation of young children, (p.6). 

We can conclude then, that 90% of Deaf children bom to hearing parents do not 

experience enculturation. It could also be said that for Deaf children of hearing parents, 

the process of enculturation is not an option because there is no shared culture, unless 

Deaf adults, who are generally not family members, take upon themselves this 

responsibility. It is also important to realize the crucial role the Deaf community plays in 

the enculturation of Deaf children. They can teach them the positive side of deafness, 

they can teach them their natural language and culture and guide them in learning to live 

in the hearing world. They can also serve as a resource to the Deafi'hearing family. 

Because the Deaf must also participate in the hearing world, they will still need to 

acculturate, but the process of acculturation can sometimes result in assimilation, which 

is the acquisition of the second culture at the cost of the first. This last option can be a 

traumatic process that is psychologically taxing on the person undergoing the process, 

therefore, DeaCliearing families must be aware of this possibility and of the negative 
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consequences this can have for the child. The ideologies of deafness as a terminal trait 

and as a limiting trait illustrate this point very well because it appears that the only option 

given to Deaf children of hearing parents according to these ideologies is to assimilate. It 

is also worth remembering that assimilation is the very thing oralism is trying to 

accomplish. 

McLaughlin (1987) explains Shumann's acculturation model, which addresses 

psychological and sociological distances to attaining acculturation. Under psychological 

distances he mentions culture and language shock, and motivational and emotional 

factors that help or hinder the acculturation process, depending on how different or 

similar are the two languages and cultures. The difference between the native language 

and culture and the new language and culture determines the level of the shock 

experienced by the immigrant. The greater the difference, the greater the shock. If the 

languages and cultures are similar, the process of acculturation may be facilitated 

somewhat. As they immigrate, they may feel the need to learn the new language and 

culture in order to participate fully in the new society. 

Sometimes, language minority people do not acquire the second language and 

culture, other times they adapt by keeping their first language and culture and acquiring 

the second language and culture, thus becoming bilingual and bicultural. Yet other times 

they lose their native language and culture and assimilate to the second language and 

culture. This last option can be a traumatic process that is psychologically taxing on the 

person undergoing the process. It would seem then that adaptation constitutes the best 

approach because immigrants can function and participate in the new society without 
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having to give up their own identity, language and culture. In an oralist approach, 

however, children are forced to assimilate. In summary, it would seem that Deaf children 

are left with two options - to acculturate or assimilate. 

The difference between assimilation and immigration also merits some discussion 

because the negation of identity is inherent in assimilation, but not in immigration. As a 

person immigrates to a foreign world, they do not necessarily assimilate. In other words, 

it is entirely possible for the Deaf child to immigrate into the hearing world without 

having to assimilate by becoming a hearing person. People immigrate for different 

reasons. In the case of the Deaf, the immigration process becomes crucial because they 

cannot escape contact with the hearing world. If we are not careful, the process of 

imnugration can sometimes be cruel and unfnendly; therefore we must be aware of the 

issues that make it problematic. 

Portes & Rumbaut (1996) report a study done with Mexican-bom immigrants, in 

which there was a positive correlation between immigration and depression. The study 

also found that "a pervasive sense of cultural heritage was positively related to mental 

health and social well-being among both immigrant and native Mexican-Americans" 

(p. 180). They add the fact that "recent research has shown a striking relationship between 

acculturation and risky behaviors, which in turn are associated with poorer health as well 

as mental health outcomes." This is important when we consider that the process of 

enculturation can take place only among people who have the same linguistic and cultural 

backgrounds. This is not say that hearing parents of Deaf children must be left out of the 

process; it does, however, point out that parents may need to meet their Deaf children 
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half-way by acquiring a sign language and learning the Deaf culture. In the meantime, it 

is also important to realize the crucial role the Deaf community plays in the enculturation 

process and the acculturation process of the Deaf child. They can not only teach the child 

the positive side of Deafness, they can teach them their natural language and culture and 

guide the child in learning to live in the hearing world. They can also serve as a resource 

to the family of the Deaf child. The point I want to make, however, is that adaptation is 

necessary, healthy and important. Hearing parents of Deaf children must assist them in 

the process, as they themselves go through a similar process in acquiring the Deaf 

language and culture. Oralization, however, results in assimilation, which is a traumatic 

process. Although the process of immigration does not require the loss of identity, it does 

require certain coping strategies in order to deal with change and adaptation to the new 

linguistic and cultural environment. 

Given the above analysis of the processes of enculturation, acculturation and 

assimilation, it is important to point out that the last two usually occur when people 

immigrate to a foreign country. In a sense, they are entering a foreign world. This is what 

Deaf children must do - they must enter a foreign world - because they cannot escape the 

proximity and the necessary interaction with the hearing world. It would be worth it then, 

to examine the information the literature about immigration has to offer. I believe that the 

psychological struggle to acculturate and/or to assimilate, and the different reactions of 

people as they immigrate can be very damaging. Although the process of immigration 

does not require the loss of identity, it does require certain coping strategies in order to 

deal with change and adaptation to the new linguistic and cultural environment. 
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Dichotomies of Bilinyualism 

I live in a country where English is the main language of conununication. My 

native language is Spanish, therefore I needed to become at least bilingual in order to 

participate as much as possible in the society in which I live (Skutnabb-Kangas, 1988). 

However, language majority groups, such as the Anglos in the United States and Spanish 

speakers in Latin America, hold conflicting paradigms about bilingualism. This is 

exemplified by Ruiz's language orientations. Ruiz (1987) proposes about three different 

orientations to the worthiness of a native language; (I) language as a problem, (2) 

language as a right and (3) language as a resource. When the native language of a child is 

a minority language, L-1 is often perceived as a problem. The native language is not a 

problem for language majority children, yet both need to develop their native language in 

order to facilitate cognitive development and achieve academic success. This is a 

dichotomy that can only be explained in terms of power relations. By the same token, it 

has been said in deaf education that if the Deaf child's natural language^ (the one that 

naturaly emerged in his language community) is sign language and not an oral language, 

L-1 is a problem. If the hearing child's natural language is an oral language, it is not a 

problem, thus arriving at a similar dichotomy. It is important to clarify that in the case of 

the Deaf child, we can only talk about a first language or a dominant language, since they 

can more effectively and efficiently acquire sign language than a spoken language (that 

could be labeled the mother-tongue). 

Upon arrival in the United States my L-1 was never a problem to me, in fact I had 

learned a great deal of academic material through my native language. Because of that 
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and my relatively good grasp of English, I was able to develop my bilingual skills very 

rapidly. The focus was my need to acquire English, not my academic knowledge in 

Spanish. Although I could have helped my classmates who were taking Spanish at the 

time, they did not perceive my linguistic ability as a resource. University professors were 

not interested in my Spanish, they were only concerned about my ability to keep up with 

the work in English. Yet, many professionals spend a tremendous amount of money 

attending programs in Mexico and other countries in Latin America, but when Latin 

Americans come to the United States they do not constitute a resource, but only a 

problem. This presents yet another dichotomy because people who wish to become 

bilingual in order to maximize their potential for success in life, seldom perceive a 

minority language speaker as a resource, even if the language is Spanish and the person 

lives in the Southwest. The focus of this situation is usually to help the language minority 

speaker leam English. This is yet another illustration of language as a problem rather than 

language as a resource. 

My bilingualism has opened many doors of opportunity, and I have succeeded, 

although not without great struggle. It has allowed me to function in the majority culture 

as well as in the minority culture. In the same way, the sign languages of the world 

should be valued alternatives for second language acquisition, especially in view of the 

fact that there is a Deaf community in every hearing society around the world. 1 can 

socialize, read, write, leam new concepts and explain them in two languages, I can also 

travel in the English speaking world and the Spanish speaking world without 

communications barriers. Bilingual programs that aim^ at producing monolingual 
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students in the majority language do just that - produce monolingual speakers of the 

majority language. A bilingual program that aims at producing monolingual students does 

a great disservice to the students who participate because they cannot take advantage of 

the same opportunities. These programs curtail their intellectual development and 

sometimes limit their ability to participate fully in their family life and in their 

communities, thus, they are "subtractive"^. 

On the one hand, bilingualism for language majority people is highly valued, and 

on the other hand we fail to recognize the value of bilingualism for members of a 

minority group. However, bilingual education is a necessity for language minority 

students, including the Deaf, but it only enhances the education for language majority 

students. There is a great need to reflect on these issues. Our ideologies sometimes blur 

our understanding of what is best for our students, even when we want the best 

opportunities to be made available to them. I have taken the time to reflect on the fact 

that, as a Chilean-bom hearing person, 1 was able to gather the data necessary to write 

this dissertation. In fact, I gathered the data from Spanish speakers and I am writing this 

dissertation in English. But even though the data will portray the situation of the Deaf in 

Hispanic America, I never had to communicate with Deaf educators or administrators 

because they simply were not any in the programs I studied. All the people that directed, 

taught or were in some way involved with deaf education were hearing, except for one 

teacher's aide 1 met in Mexico. 
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Had I been Deaf 

As I thought about my life as a hearing person, I started with the here and now. I 

am about to finish my Ph.D. in bilingual education for the hearing and the Deaf. If I were 

Deaf, I would not have had the opportunity to reach this level of education. Had I been 

bom Deaf, I would have not been able to accomplish this work even though my 

perspective as a Deaf person would have offered valuable data. Reflecting on life as a 

very young school child, I realize that I would not have immigrated to the United States 

to continue an education that I would not have had a chance to start in my native country. 

Instead, 1 would have been numbered among the 90% of Deaf children bom to hearing 

parents (Carty, 1994. p.41). I can only imagine, given my mother's dedication and drive 

to overcome any obstacle that stood in front of her, that she would have spent countless 

hours teaching me how to speak. In pursuing the best education available to me, she 

would have been counseled to ignore my hand signs, and maybe even punish me for 

using them, while making every effort to help me become a hearing person, and perhaps 

failing to accomplish that in the end. I would have not received a fraction of the 

education required to write this dissertation, or to become a researcher, for I would not 

know about language acquisition, literacy development, second language teaching, the 

history of any language or any methods that helped me in my data-gathering process. 1 

realize that probably 95% of the human population won't write a dissertation, but my 

argument is that I would have had fewer choices. In the best of cases, had I somehow 

been able to study long enough to get a Ph.D., hearing educators of the Deaf may have 

experienced culture and language shock because it is not remotely common for Deaf 
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people to achieve that level of education in Hispanic America. The fact that Deaf people 

in general have been seen for centuries as "defective" or "ill," has not helped us see them 

as fully capable of making decisions about their own future or articulating their own 

perspectives in deaf education, let alone earning a Ph.D. or writing a book. It is crucial to 

keep in mind that the only thing that would be different about me, would be that I could 

not access sound. My mental capacity would have been the same when 1 was bom. 

Without access to comprehensible language and adequate schooling, 1 would have been 

limited at best. 

A socio-cultural perspective of deafness recognizes the human need to interact 

with other human beings. For the Deaf, a socio-cultural perspective addresses their need 

to communicate with each other as well as their need to communicate with the hearing 

community. It also recognizes the fact that their way or their culture is based on their 

visual spatial characteristics. Deaf culture, even when recognized, is not always valued, 

and neither has sign language. The Deaf along with other linguistic minorities have not 

enjoyed the same status as the language and culture of majority groups. Because this 

study will contribute to deaf education as a sociocultural system, it is important that we, 

as educators, parents and administrators, also reflect on the issues that affect education 

for language minority students, such as power relations and the dichotomies mentioned 

above. It will require that we look at Deafness from different perspectives, including a 

Deaf perspective, it will also require that we realize how bilingual education can 

contribute to the field of deaf education. 
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Bilingual Education 

Although in the field of education we relate bilingual education to the hearing and 

special education to the Deaf, this section is based on a different paradigm that relates the 

Deaf to bilingual education. As a bilingual educator I feel a great responsibility to help 

my students succeed, not as passive receptacles of knowledge, but as active critical 

thinkers in charge of their own learning. Therefore, one of my goals is to be a facilitator 

in the educational process, to set the students up for success, to have high expectations, 

and to create opportunities for growth. Cummins (1986) writes about how teachers can 

empower language minority students. I realize that to believe we are capable of 

empowering our students carries with it the assumption that they are passive recipients of 

our actions. This is not so, for we can only provide an environment in which they can 

empower themselves. Nonetheless, Cummins' suggestions have greatly influenced my 

philosophy of education. It is important therefore, to list them here; (I) incorporation of 

students' language in the classroom; (2) minority community participation in the schools; 

(3) active use of language to help students generate their own knowledge; (4) 

professionals must advocate for their students. The practice of these principles constitutes 

for me a guiding standard of professional performance. As a bilingual educator I know 

that these principles can be practiced within a strong bilingual education setting. It is 

often the case that we look outward towards the student to find the reason or reasons for 

their lack of success. Taylor (1988) points out the importance of looking inward at our 

perspectives, our philosophy of education, in order to reflect on our practices and how 

they affect the success of our students, and finally, the environment in which students 
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function at home, at school, and in their communities. We must take into account the 

students cultural, linguistic, social and educational background in order to plan their 

future experiences as they move through the different levels in education. Without this 

information, it is very difficult to understand their needs. This has been a problem with 

hearing language minority students in the United States, since many of them attend 

remedial programs because of this lack of understanding on the part of policy makers. On 

the other hand, a strong program in bilingual education would offer them a much more 

desirable option to students who are users of languages other than English. However, not 

all bilingual education programs are strong. Sometimes policy makers decide to mandate 

the implementation of programs that don't have a solid research base. 

Just as hearing language majority policy makers, teachers and administrators 

make decisions for hearing LM students, we, the hearing educators, administrators and 

policy makers have had the power to make decisions for the Deaf since the beginning of 

recorded history. In my travels I decided to ask a hearing teacher of Deaf students this 

question: If you had the power to make changes in the situation the Deaf are living in 

your country, what would you do? She answered, [translated from Spanish to English] 

I would not do anything because I believe they have to initiate the 

changes themselves. We are so worried because we feel it is our 

duty to take care of them, but no matter how much power we have, 

we cannot move their system. A system moves when the pieces in 

that system move. They need to demonstrate that they have within 

themselves the power to move the system. They have not yet 
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discovered that power because up to now, everybody wants to 

make decisions for them. (See Appendix A for Spanish Text) 

That statement constitutes this teacher's ideas about the Deaf She believes that they are 

where they are because they are not willing to move the pieces of the system. Who are 

they who must discover their power and move the pieces of the system? These are three 

of their voices; 

The first one comes from a person who became Deaf between the ages 0-2, and her life 

story constitutes one of the success stories of oralism; 

I never forgot I was Deaf, and I pointed it out when people seemed 

to ignore I was Deaf. I have always been proud to be different than 

everyone else (although I had a million fits because I felt isolated 

from communication). I made progress in lip reading thanks to my 

linguistic development similar to that of the hearing person. But 

the main- and 'fat* - problem was that I could not access 

information. As time went by it became more and more evident 

that I was losing ground in being able to access information and 

that the feedback was diminishing progressively. (See Appendix B 

for complete life story) 

How then, can this person move the pieces of a system that is foreign to her and deal with 

a communication barrier so difficult to overcome? 1 do not wish to imply that the Deaf 

cannot move their system. I would argue however, that they could only move the system 

to the extent that we, the hearing, provide for them and advocate for them an empowering 
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environment in which they can move it. Within an empowering environment, they can 

not only move the pieces of their system, but also the pieces of the hearing system. When 

we begin to see the Deaf as productive human beings with a potential similar to that of 

hearing people, they will make a contribution as productive human beings. 

Since it has been mentioned several times the need for an empowering 

environment, it is important to point out that empowering environments would allow this 

individual to use her natural language, to interact with people that were sensitive to her 

differences and considered her equal in every way. If that were the case, she would have 

been treated with every consideration to help her break the communication barrier. 

The next comment comes from a person who became Deaf at age IS; 

I was Deaf. I dropped out of school. I had problems with my 

parents because my personality changed. 1 began to act like a 

person with no future. I threw in the garbage all my dreams, all my 

talent, all the respect I had felt for my family, for my friends, for 

the society in which I lived. I cursed God, I cried a lot, I tried to 

run away from home twice, I wanted to leave my parents and turn 

into a vagabond with no goals, no objectives. I stayed in my room 

for months. I only went down to eat. Alone in that room I was 

consumed by hatred and pain. I discovered the kind of bitterness 

that doesn't hurt, but it consumes you deep inside. I was a nobody, 

I was the remains of a social being, I yelled at my parents, and my 

personality changed from a model child, a talented child, to a 
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future delinquent - the antisocial. (See Appendix C for complete 

life story) 

If society looks at Deafness as a terminal trait or as a limiting trait, it is no wonder that 

this person felt like "the remains of a social being." Even as a hearing person he had 

been socialized into the idea of Deafness as a limiting or terminal trait. No wonder he did 

not want to belong to that group. By feeling like an "antisocial", he now felt isolated from 

the rest of the world he had known so well. The theme of fhjstration and isolation 

surfaces again in this narrative, and it is certainly an issue that would not have helped this 

person move the pieces of the system, unless he can function within an empowering 

environment. 

Ideally, Deaf Hispanics themselves should narrate this story, but this is not yet 

possible. While some have been lucky enough to acquire literacy skills either because 

they are post-lingually deaf or because they received extra help, many of them would not 

be able to tell their story in a way we could easily understand. Consider the following 

sample; 

4 year School teacher (non-word - NW) good program child very 

when year doctor sick no because are Maria NW is mad NW for 

me spank many child to speak because to 12 year 1 elementary 

teachers. Juan angry mad to speak she soul because Ana maria 

speaks outside NW all fourth doll this place fnend Deaf when 

Carlos like to help NW studying where exam 2 Elementary all 

good only class to be bom in order to (name of school) NW to 
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dance, to speak, NW ear my love Mom radio to sing in vain very 

well Afterwards give away 7 year pro Marcusia words teacher 

everybody takes person soul, NW, tone, NW. Caria, Jose, Iv^ 

German, Jorge, Mario, Francisco.(See Appendix D). 

This is a real life story, which we cannot access at this point, except for the explanations I 

received personally from the parents. Something went wrong with this person's 

education. This person has been given education in name only. She is not able to 

communicate effectively in writing or through oral language, and therefore, it is a loss not 

only to her, but also to us. 

The subject of bilingual education for the hearing merits some discussion because 

there is much to leam from bilingual education models that are currently being used with 

hearing students. For instance, there are strong models and weak models. There are three 

main determiners of the success of a program: (1) whether the participants are language 

majority or language minority students; (2) whether the desired outcome is bilingualism 

or monolingualism in the language of the majority; and (3) whether bilingual educators 

are available. Strong programs tend to be offered to language majority students and the 

outcome is bilingualism. As it will be explained later in this section, some attempts at 

beginning bilingual education programs for the Deaf have fallen short of their goals 

because these characteristics were not taken into account. 

Bilingual education can also be one of the vehicles through which educators can 

provide an empowering environment for language minority students and bring about 

positive necessary changes, but it is relatively new to the field of deaf education. There is 
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still great debate as to which models are best to use or whether to include an oral 

language or not. There is no question that development of a sign language from the time 

the child is bom (if at all possible) is crucial to their success in life because it is through a 

first language that a child can acquire knowledge of the world. Because of the visual 

spatial characteristics of deaf individuals, the use of sign language should undoubtedly be 

one of the components of any bilingual education model. The question remains as to the 

mode of inclusion of the majority language. Some models formally include the majority 

oral language while others focus only on literacy skills in the majority language. My own 

thoughts are that the majority oral language must not be formally included, because this 

would detract from the focus of academic development in the sense that the time needed 

to leam to speak should be used to develop academically, not to acquire oral language. 

Ultimately their residual hearing will be the greatest determiner of their success with oral 

language acquisition, not the program. Because the Deaf live in a hearing world, most 

likely with families who are hearing and are already providing auditory input, they will 

acquire oral language as much as the residual hearing permits it. 

Language minority (LM) students in general have participated in some programs 

that have not been helpful to them. The first one I will discuss is the "submersion" model 

in which LM students are placed with students who are speakers of the majority 

language. LM students are given little or no help to succeed. Many of them "drown" in 

this environment. They feel fhistrated and depressed, they drop out, give up, and do not 

pursue their education. The idea is that if they are in contact with language majority 

students, they will acquire their language. Unfortunately, this is often not what happens. 
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In order to acquire a second language, they need to receive comprehensible input. In a 

regular classroom, sometimes teachers do not have the necessary skills or do not focus on 

the needs of LM students. LM students are bombarded with academic as well as social 

language that is foreign to them, both in the community and at school. The main points 

here are that if the language is not made comprehensible somehow, and if they do not 

reach an academic level of language proficiency, it becomes very difficult to acquire the 

second language well enough to succeed at school. 

When inclusion becomes one of the ways in which the Deaf are educated, 

something similar happens. In fact, the barrier of communication is made even more 

complex by the fact that Deaf students not always have a strong native/natural language, 

but most of all the mode of communication is different if we consider that one language 

is spoken and the other is signed. Furthermore, the fact that an oral language requires a 

strong auditory sense places the Deaf at an immediate disadvantage because hearing is 

their weakest sense. With no comprehensible input to help them navigate the new 

linguistic environment, the barrier of communication is sometimes insurmountable. 

Moreover, educators often discourage parents from signing; therefore. Deaf students 

sometimes do not have the benefit of developing their native/natural language. 

It is important that ail LM students strengthen their native language, whether they 

are hearing or deaf, in order to successfully acquire the second language. If teachers have 

not received training in bilingual education, sometimes they do not understand the 

struggle LM students are going through. Their expectations tend to be low and the 

students are considered deficient. Without strong language and literacy skills, hearing and 
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Deaf students do not have the opportunity to pursue a high quality education because 

their language and literacy skills do not afford them that opportunity. 

Another weak program is the Early Exit Bilingual Education Program. Early exit 

implies that LM students begin their education with some kind of linguistic support in a 

bilingual setting, but after two to three years they are expected to transition to a class in 

which only the language majority is used. This is similar to the integration programs for 

the Deaf Most of them begin in some type of deaf education, but must transfer to an 

environment in which they are required to function in the language majority before they 

are ready. In other words, they transition to an environment that is foreign to them. These 

programs usually ignore the importance of continuing the development in the 

native/natural language while strengthening the second language. They also ignore the 

importance of academic language development before transitioning. Their goal is to 

produce students that are monolingual in the language of the majority. In the case of the 

Deaf, they are expected to function as hearing individuals. If they cannot do that, they are 

considered failures. 

There are also some strong programs such as a Dual Language Program in which 

LM students are given the opportunity to develop two languages all through their 

education, thus becoming bilingual and bicultural. This is the environment in which both 

languages and cultures are valued. In this type of environment the students not only leam 

two languages, but also gain an appreciation for both languages and cultures. This 

program can also help them strengthen their identity by enhancing their self-esteem and 

in providing the advantage of being able to analyze the world from two different 
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perspectives. It is not only possible, but also crucial to offer this type of environment to 

Deaf students in such a way that they can strengthen their native/natural language and 

also acquire literacy skills in the language of the hearing majority. Articulating the 

existence of a Deaf language and culture only initiates a long process to establish them as 

people with great potential, rather than handicapped people. Educators in dual language 

programs are more likely to consider LM students productive, healthy human beings with 

great potential for academic success. These educators see that the Deaf can play an 

important role in our society, make contributions as important as any of the greatest 

hearing scientists or writers that have lived so far. It may be a Deaf person who will find 

the cure for cancer, but we will never know unless we reflect on the issues presented thus 

far. Dual language programs can be especially helpful to LM students. But can the Deaf 

be considered a LM group? The literature review that follows will reveal that they are. 

Language Complexity 

Language complexity within the Deaf community is compounded by a variety of 

factors. In the first case, the Deaf are a minority sociocultural group bounded by the 

larger hearing society, which does not participate in any formalized way with the Deaf. 

This means that the Deaf, if they wish to gain access to the institutions and societal 

structures of the hearing society, are necessarily diglossic ( Rutherford, 1993). That is, 

the language separation of sign language and oralized or print language is structurally 

determined. Additionally, the Deaf have their own natural sign language, but they are 

also pressured externally by the hearing community to acquire a least one of the 

following varieties in the language of the hearing; manually coded spoken language, and 
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pidgin signed language. In addition, they must leam fingerspelling to function within this 

communication codes. It must be pointed out that the acquisition of these languages is not 

for the purpose of communicating within the Deaf community, but only to participate in a 

diglossic society. This complexity is further compounded by the multiple language 

interactions faced by the Deaf, as they interact with hearing people, oralized Deaf people, 

and Deaf users of sign language. "The Deaf person, therefore, functions day-to-day at 

various points along the diglossic continuum..." (Rutherford, 1993 p. 10). 

Furthermore, the Deaf community itself can be divided into the ten percent of 

Deaf children bom to Deaf parents who acquire sign as their first language, and the 

remaining ninety percent of children bom to hearing parents. As a rule this second group 

receives instruction in a language other than sign, and even those lucky enough to be 

given the opportunity to acquire a first language typically experience significant delays in 

language development because that their access to sign has been chronologically delayed. 

Rutherford points out that another element affecting this late acquisition of sign is that it 

often occurs between the learner and expert peer, rather than in an adult-child interaction. 

Rutherford (1993) also points out that the continued use of pidgin and manually 

coded languages by the Deaf in communication with the hearing community may also 

represent a deliberate choice on the part of the Deaf to prevent open communication with 

the majority hearing group. That is, by using a mode of communication that is 

necessarily limited, the Deaf can block the outside influence on their community. 
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Inclusion 

Perhaps, it would be fitting to begin the discussion of this section by quoting 

excerpts from a statement made by the American National association of the Deaf in a 

Joint Publication by the Conference of Education Administrators Serving the Deaf and 

the Gallaudet Research Institute: Full Inclusion, the placement of all children with 

disabilities in their neighborhood schools, irrespective of their unique abilities and needs, 

is a popular movement and not a federal mandate. (...) In the case of many deaf and hard 

of hearing,^// inclusion creates language and communication barriers that are potentially 

harmful, and consequently deny many of these children an education in the least 

restrictive environment. 

The National Association of the Deaf (NAD) does not support inclusion. 

The statement goes on to list the characteristics of the environment that 

would be conducive to give the deaf child access to quality education. 

Quality education 

• enhances the child's intellectual, social, and emotional development 

• is based on the language abilities of the child 

• offers direct communication access and opportunities for direct instruction 

• has a critical mass of age-appropriate and level appropriate peers 

• takes into consideration the child's hearing level and abilities 

• is staffed by certified and qualified personnel who are trained to work with 

deaf and hard of hearing children. 
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Provides full access to all curricular and extra-curricular offerings customarily 

found in educational settings (p. 78). 

Moreover, Innes (1994) points out that 

Hearing students in a public-school setting can communicate 

directly with their teachers, counselors and peers. The standard 

access should not be any different for a deaf student, and merely 

providing a deaf child with an interpreter does not make a setting 

fully inclusive. 

According to the standard for quality written above, there are several pieces missing, 

depending of the residual hearing of each child. U is important to parallel this model of 

education for deaf children with the bilingual model of submersion explained earlier in 

this chapter and recognize the consequences this type of program can have for Deaf 

children. 

It would be useful at this point to be reminded of the negative impact segregation 

had in the United States. It is understandable then to assume that all segregation is wrong 

or negative. In the case of the severely and profoundly Deaf child, it would result in the 

opposite outcome. These children would feel isolated in an environment of full inclusion. 

In first place, they would feel isolated because the mode of communication is different 

for the Deaf and the hearing. Their linguistic abilities would also differ because one 

language is oral and the other language is visual, and their cultural background would not 

mesh naturally with the culture of the hearing. Children who are different in other ways, 

would still have language and culture in common with the rest of the hearing children. 
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Another issue that merits discussion is the different types of communication codes 

used by the Deaf and hearing communities. This situation can have negative 

repercussions within the classroom where Deaf children are included, especially in cases 

where interpreters are provided. Nover (1995) reports variations among a variety of 

communication codes. The English spoken by the instruction went through a 

transliteration process transmitted and transformed into a written code, a manual code 

(not necessarily, and not generally ASL) or a lip code. In addition, the students could 

never have direct communication with the instructor. They could only communicate 

through the interpreter (p.41). Nover (1995) also points out what hearing and Deaf 

students can glean from a presentation made by their instructor: "... Hearing students who 

use only one language heard 91 spoken words per minute. Deaf students say 6 

fingerspelled English words and 39.5 ASL sign in two mixed codes. Deaf students saw a 

message that was only 7% English and were frequently forced to use their attention and 

memory skills and knowledge of English to fill in missing letters" (p.45-46). The amount 

of academic material hearing and deaf students could access was drastically different, 

especially if we take into account that the hearing students were using their first language 

all the time, and the Deaf were struggling with several incomplete codes used in 

conununication with the hearing interpreters. 

Clearly, the proposal for inclusion of the Deaf in classes for hearing students must 

be reconsidered, at least, on the bases of most effective mode of communication, 

linguistic differences, residua! hearing, and language variability. 
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Ideologies 

Ideologies are at the heart of our different perspectives on the education of LM 

students; power relations and dichotomies in language orientations. At the beginning of 

this introduction I asserted that there are three types of ideologies that have coexisted 

within a continuum in different parts of the world from the begirming of recorded history. 

They are not determined by time periods, but by social realities and existing educational 

systems in different geographical areas, and by power relations between deaf and hearing. 

Because this work is about ideologies, the importance of paradigm shifts and how they 

affect the Deaf, it is important that I define ideology as it will be used in this dissertation, 

and to explain how ideologies form, whether through acquired or learned processes. I will 

also discuss the importance of bringing our ideologies up to consciousness or awareness. 

This can be achieved through reflection, thus allowing us to look at the issues of language 

acquisition, deaf educational trends, and societal aims for the Deaf from different 

perspectives. It is by examining issues from different perspectives and through reflection 

that we can begin to acknowledge the needs of a diverse society. 

Schieffelin et al. (1998) identifies the following four general themes that re-occur 

in the literature on ideologies. 

The first common strand is an understanding of ideology as ideational 

or conceptual, referring to mental phenomena... A second, and the most 

widely agreed-upon, strand is a conceptualization of ideology as derived 

from, rooted it, reflective of, or responsive to the experience or interest 

of a particular social position, even though ideology so often (in some 
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views, always) represents itself as universally true. ...The third major 

strand of ideology, often seen as following from the second, is a direct 

link to inhabitable positions of power—social, political, economic. 

A fourth major strand in the text of the ideology concept, closely related 

buy not identical to the third, is... that of distortion, illusion, error, 

mystification, or rationalization. 

These strands share commonalties with other definitions of ideology. latridis (1994) 

defines ideology as "a comprehensive set of beliefs, attitudes, and opinions" and he 

explains that, "All beliefs are socially determined in some way - by economics, the social 

structure, the interests of a particular social class, the power structure, or a political party" 

(p.S7). He also comments that" ideologies are not just ideas, as the term was originally 

used, but social processes and practices on which people fail to reflect" (p.57). Moreover, 

Schieffelin, Woolard and SchiefTelin (1994) explain that, "Although ideology in general 

is often taken as explicitly discursive, influential theorists have seen it as behavioral, pre-

reflective, or structural, that is, an organization of signifying practices not in 

consciousness, but in lived reactions" (p.58). 

Gee (1996), while identifying the word itself as a 'socially contested term', 

explains ideology in this way. 

By ideology I mean a social theory which involves generalizations (beliefs, 

claims) about the way(s) in which goods are distributed in society...ideologies are 

important because, since theories ground beliefs, and beliefs lead to actions, and 

actions create social worlds, ('reality'), ideologies simultaneously explain, often 
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exonerate, and always partially create, in interaction with history and the material 

bases of society, the distribution of goods. (p.21) 

Gee (1996) brings in an additional dimension to the discussion of ideologies, with 

the notion from his "conceptual principles governing human discourse— that we have a 

responsibility to make explicit any theory that disadvantages any other social group, and 

that the possibility that one's beliefs, actions might cause harm is a reason not to act in 

that way. (p. 19, 20) 

What all these definitions of ideology have in common is the sense of the 

transparency of these beliefs to the people that hold them, and the implicit manner in 

which they are acquired. That is, this comprehensive set of beliefs is acquired 

unconsciously, similar to the way in which we acquire our native language. It is part of 

the enculturation process we all go through. As children we do not reflect on the 

acquisition of our native language because it is a subconscious process (Krashen, 1996). 

This process of language acquisition is made conscious, for example, when we begin to 

acquire a second language that is rule-governed by a different grammatical system and 

we begin to deal with new knowledge in two different ways; (1) By accommodating 

existing schemata to fit the newly acquired knowledge. As this process causes us to look 

inward at the grammatical structures that govern our native language, we begin to 

consider things we had never considered before. Through the process of re-constructing 

our existing knowledge, we accommodate and assimilate new knowledge in the 

acquisition of a second or foreign language; (2) if we fail to reflect we can still 

accommodate new knowledge to our existing schemata. The results of these 
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accommodations however, don't always yield good results. The following example will 

portray accommodation without reflection. 

Cultural constructs that are already part of the ideologies we acquire through 

enculturation have not required reflection. Without reflection, they can give way to ideas 

that are in tune only with our perceived realities. Johnson (1997) explains this process in 

the following way: 

[I want to] talk about how anthropologists think people survive. 

We think people survive by our ability to interpret the world. 

When humans adapt, they figure out something in a cultural 

solution. This is what we would call an interpretation. If we think 

there is something real, it's called reality. The way people deal 

with reality is to make cultural interpretations of it. As long as the 

interpretations and the reality are the same, we are very happy, 

and we feel that we are adapting well. When we run into 

something we can't understand, when the interpretation and the 

reality are not congruent, we become very insecure, and the result 

is that we are able to deny the existence of that reality that made 

us feel uncomfortable in the first place. When that breaks down, 

we will create cultural constructs that cause us to behave in a 

particular way, and therefore it reestablishes our ability to 

interpret because we start to interpret things according to our own 

construct. Our behaviors attempt to change pieces of reality that 
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cannot be changed, and they make us think we are so effective at 

it when we aren't. 

(Cuarta Conferencia de Educacion Bilingue para Sordos 

Octubre de 1997. Santa Fe de Bogota, Colombia). 

In this passage, Johnson is referring to the fact that we deal with Deafiiess by oralizing 

the Deaf. In this way. Deafness becomes once again congruent with the hearing world. 

We must teach them how to speak, how to hear, and how to behave like hearing people. 

We give way to medical models of education through remedial programs. In these 

programs, the Deaf are subjected to "treatments" in order to alleviate their "illness," and 

they participate in educational trends that teach them how to speak and even how to hear, 

as if it were possible. 

Gee (1996) corroborates the fact that we attain knowledge of the world in two 

ways — through acquisition and learning. The first one is a subconscious process, and the 

second one is a conscious process. We could deduct that much of what happens in the 

process of enculturation is acquired, but beyond that point. Gee contends that it is a 

mixture of acquisition and learning. This means that through a conscious, reflective 

process, we can shift paradigms if necessary, or perhaps by reflecting we can strengthen 

our existing paradigms. 

Understanding these conscious and subconscious processes is important. This is 

how we develop our own ideologies, and it is these ideologies that influence the way in 

which we see the world, people of different races, colors and cultures, and other people 

who are different in some way. If this knowledge is transparent to us, or if we fail to 
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reflect on it, we obviously cannot see it until it is made visible to us. This visibility can 

take place through a change of circumstances, as in the case of LM people who have to 

learn to be Deaf, Hispanic, or Afncan-American when they must live in a world that 

belongs to the language majority. Lazarre (1996) is the White mother of Black children 

who, by virtue of living in two cultures and with two colors, can provide insight into what 

it means to be White in a White-dominant society, and what it means to be Black in a 

White-dominant society. She can demonstrate why and when certain human 

characteristics become important issues. 

I have heard numerous colleagues and fnends insist [...] that they 

do not experience whiteness at all, because they are Jewish, or 

working class, or simply an outsider by personal temperament, as 

if awareness of skin color privilege might threaten the validity of 

equally real constraints. 1 am not a white person, I have heard 

people say. I am a writer - a teacher - a woman - a shy and 

insecure man. (p. 34) 

Their whiteness has not been called into question; therefore, it is not an issue they 

are called to reflect upon. In contrast, Lazarre (1996) writes about a time when her white 

college students expressed their "exhaustion" at the fact that they had spent one-half of 

the semester talking about "race, race, race..." She points out; "I believe it was not the 

study of race [...], but the requirement to think about whiteness that tired them so" (p. 

34). They were not used to reflecting on their color. In response to this complaint, a 

Black student replied "It is exhausting being a Black person in this school." Obviously, 
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the issue of color was something the Black student had to live with and reflect upon every 

day. Issues of skin color concern people of color, as issues of gender concern women, and 

issues of Deafness concern the Deaf. In the same way, hearing people do not reflect on 

the ability to hear sound. It is not an issue to hearing people who live in a hearing world. 

However, because being Deaf in the hearing world places them at a disadvantage, 

Deafiiess is an issue Deaf people think about daily. 

After the initial formation of ideologies and beyond the necessity to reflect upon 

issues that affect each of us personally it is possible to shift paradigms by acquiring new 

knowledge. Gee (1996) points out that 

Much of what we come by in life, after our initial enculturation, 

involves a mixture of acquisition and learning. However, the 

balance between the two can be quite different in different cases 

and at different stages in the developmental process (p. 138). 

And according to Rosaldo (1989), in much of what we come by in everyday life, "[we] 

guide themselves as often by waiting to see how events unfold as by plans and 

predictions [we make]", and he explains that people learn to live with "ambiguity, 

uncertainty, or simple lack of knowledge, until the day, if and when it arrives, that their 

life e experiences clarify matters." I suggest that this may be one of the reasons why the 

three ideologies I propose in this dissertation coexist at this moment and have coexisted 

throughout time. Some people still look at Deafness as a terminal trait, others continue 

considering Deafness a limiting trait, and yet others look at Deafness as a sociocultural 

trait. Through reflection and acquisition of new knowledge, people who hold an ideology 
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that either ignores or limits Deaf children can shift to an ideology that acknowledges the 

Deaf language and culture. As educators, we cannot fail to reflect on issues that affect our 

students. 

This shift towards an ideology that acknowledges the Deaf as a sociocultural 

group will not evolve in a uniform or orderly fashion. Rather, Rosaldo (1989) explains 

that 

Although Geertz and Turner have hastened the erosion of classic 

norms of social description, their early work shows particularly 

well how a paradigm in decline often loses its grip slowly and 

unevenly, more quickly and completely here and there. Like an 

archaic cultural pattern at odds with its present context, certain 

central tenets of classic norms have persisted even in the work of 

those who have labored most to hasten their demise, (p. 94) 

It is likely that this is the way in which the case studies covered in this dissertation will 

show this pattern of change over time with uneven outcomes - more complete in some 

areas than in others, even within the same country, for "change follows no sequence, no 

lawlike succession, no cultural stages" (p. 103). 

The concept of Discourse also comes into play at this point. Gee (1996) describes 

what he considers a Discourse by stating that it is "the sayings-doings-feelings-valuings 

of different groups of people who play 'roles' according to the corresponding discourse" 

(p. XV). We can deduct that we are all enculturated into a given Discourse and acquire 

the ability to play a certain role. If the poor, the colored, the women, the Deaf have been 
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enculturated into a discourse that is different than the discourse of the mainstream 

hearing society, the group with less power becomes the outsider, the odd one, the 

deficient, the weak, the handicapped. Power relations determine who plays the "right 

role " and who does not, and power relations influence our perspective of who we 

consider deficient or handicapped. Those who play the right roles determine who is fit or 

unfit for human existence or for a certain kind of human existence. 

The roles we play along with our way of life become important in defining our 

identity. We expect upcoming generations to be enculturated into the discourse of the 

majority, but when they present different characteristics, our identity is denied and the 

role we play is put into question. In writing about identity Rutherford (1993) quotes 

Erickson as saying that it is, the perception of self-sameness and continuity of one's 

existence in time and space and the perception of the fact that others recognize one's 

sameness and continuity [reaffirms our identity] (p. 91). Deafness is different. It plays the 

wrong role; it adheres to a different kind of discourse; it does not reaffirm who we are; it 

is foreign. Most of the time we don't even know what Deafiiess really is, until we are 

faced with it, usually because a Deaf baby is bom into a hearing family. Somehow, we 

need to understand that to be different is not necessarily a negative thing. It is impossible 

to escape diversity. It exists in every context of human life. To think otherwise is to 

exclude most of the people who inhabit this planet. 

It will probably take several generations for the hearing societies of the world to 

shift paradigms. Tucker (1993) argues that the position of Deaf people is incongruent 

when they want to be recognized as different, not defective, but they want the services 
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that are usually provided to handicapped people (p. 105-106). This issue is not as simple 

as it seems. As long as the hearing society wants the Deaf to assimilate without taking 

measures to adapt to their needs and to participate in an integration process that involves 

both Deaf and hearing, the Deaf will continue to need special services in order to function 

in the hearing society. However, through this work and the work of many others, it is my 

hope that soon. Deaf Hispanics will be able to write about their own perspectives on this 

subject. 

In this chapter I address how people learn to be a member of a minority or 

members of groups with less power within the political structure of a given country. The 

relevance of this topic is that the Deaf are indeed a linguistic and cultural minority. I also 

point out that because they constitute a minority group, there are certain consideration to 

take into account as they immigrate to the hearing world. As we take into account the 

difficulties experienced by other immigrant groups, we may be better prepared to help the 

Deaf immigrate with fewer difficulties. 

I also address the dichotomy between foreign and second language teaching. 

Usually, the participants in foreign language programs are members of the majority 

group, and it is not by chance that these programs are more prestigious. Rather, it has to 

do with the power structures and power relations. In contrast, the participants in second 

language programs are members of the minority group, and those programs tend to be 

remedial. Had I been Deaf, I would have most likely participated in remedial programs 

aimed at rehabilitation. 
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In addition, I address the topic of bilingual models, and make a comparison to the 

models in deaf education, realizing how crucial it is to learn from other's experiences. 

Finally, I offer several definitions of Ideology because this concept is at the heart of this 

dissertation. It is very important to understand how ideologies become the driving force 

of deaf language use in the Deaf community, they influence educational trends and 

determine the societal aims fir the Deaf population. 

In Chapter Two I will provide an historical overview of deaf education fi'om 

ancient Rome and Greece through the start of formal deaf education in the US. I will 

identify three language orientations and how they relate to the ideologies of deafhess as a 

terminal trait, deafhess as a limiting trait, and deafhess as a sociocultural trait. Case 

studies across time will be discussed to illustrate the impact of these three ideologies in 

human terms. Various language acquisition strategies that arise from the three ideologies 

will be described, including Total Communication, fingerspelling, oralism, and 

bilingualism, and their potential to enhance or limit cognitive development of the deaf. 

The complex organization of educational opportunities for the deaf in Europe that arise 

from conflicting and simultaneously operating ideologies is described. The Deaf will be 

established as a distinct community and sociocultural group through research and case 

study review. Finally, two case studies will be presented that illustrate the disparate 

outcomes for deaf children exposed to educational programs oriented fi'om the deficit 

ideology of deafhess as a limiting trait, versus the resource ideology of Deafhess as a 

sociocultural trait. 
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Chapter Three creates a distinction between the challenges faced by Deaf children 

of Deaf parents, and the deaf children of hearing parents, and the resulting educational 

implications. A theoretical framework is established for the consideration of literacy 

acquisition of the deaf as second language acquisition, which underscores the necessity 

for the full development of the deaf child's first language, and the need for a bilingual 

model of education. The significance is established of the philosophical orientation of 

language as resource as a foundation for language programs, and key characteristics of 

literacy learning environments that enhance or limit development are identified. 

Chapter Four provides a description of this cross-sectional study and identifies the 

research questions that will be investigated in the eleven countries of Guatemala, Mexico, 

Chile, Puerto Rico, Argentina, Uruguay, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and 

Cuba. Specific areas to be considered for each country are language use, educational 

trends, and societal aims for the Deaf An indirect connection to the Hispanic Deaf 

immigrant population is briefly examined. The criterion for choosing the countries of the 

study is addressed, as well as data collection strategies and the subsequent grouping of 

the data. Separate narratives are included that describe in detail the data collection 

process for each country. Finally, the process of analysis and organization of the data are 

described as well as the criteria for the selection of cross-sectional research design. 

In Chapter Five, I provide a brief description of each of the countries included in 

this dissertation, as well as information concerning the status of sign language in each 

country, the educational trends present, and the societal aims. For the purposes of 

description, the countries are grouped according to the way in which the data were 
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gathered - in some cases through school visits and talking with educators, administrators, 

and parents, in others through documents written by researchers I personally met during 

the conferences I attended, and in others through interviews made at different times at 

two different conferences with Deaf educators who provided feedback and necessary 

corrections via electronic mail. I also include a description of SignWriting as well as 

information from one of the first publications sponsored by the Sutton Movement - a 

Master's Thesis written about SignWriting in Nicaragua 

In Chapter Six, the Implications, 1 review the tendency of majority culture to view 

language and culture minority children including the Deaf as deficient and the resultant 

trends toward remedial or compensatory educational programming. The significance of 

an orientation of language as resource and the foundational ideology of Deafness as a 

sociocultural trait is discussed in the consideration of the three categories of language 

use, educational trends, and societal aims. I also discuss the recognition of the Deaf as a 

sociocultural group and the subsequent opportunities for the self-driven societal aims 

now made possible, as well as the impact and possibilities for privatization. The effect of 

legal actions on the government level in the recognition of Deaf rights is examined, as 

well as conversely, barriers to change which include the inflexibility of the ideologies 

currently functioning, and the need for educator training. 

In Chapter Seven I point out the limitations of the study, and explain how some of 

these limitations are actually strengths. 

In Chapter Eight, the conclusions reaffirm the need for Bilingual programs for the 

Deaf and the ideological shift that needs to occur for that to take place. Six specific 
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actions and beliefs that must be present are listed. These include (a) recognizing the deaf 

as a sociocultural group, (b) creating pre-service training on the university level from a 

sociocultural perspective, (c) incorporating Deaf adults into bilingual programs, 

(d) increase parent and conununity involvement, (e) support the acquisition of sign 

language of both hearing and Deaf in the community, (f) actively combat ideologies that 

constitute a risk to the DeaC (g) create opportunities for meaningful interaction with both 

hearing and Deaf adults and children, and (h) pursue personal and professional 

development in the area of Deaf education. 

The Epilogue describes my expectation that the language acquisition strategies of 

Total Communication and oralism would constitute the greatest threat to bilingual 

education for the deaf However, I discovered that the trend toward inclusion (essentially 

the submersion of Deaf students in hearing classes) is in reality the greatest barrier to a 

sociocultural approach for Deaf education. In the epilogue 1 report on the legal mandate 

in Spain calling for the inclusion of Deaf students in hearing education that has resulted 

in a variety of limiting instructional approaches, and the response of the Deaf which is in 

diametric opposition to this trend toward inclusion. 

' A member of the majority culture does not need to reflect on power relations and/or 
power structures because they do not affect the majority in a negative way. They exist 
however, and they affect those members of the population who have less power. Usually, 
the literature labels people with less or no power, minority groups. It is difficult for 
someone who has not experienced the negative effects of power relations, to believe they 
exist. At first it causes confusion, and later it causes helplessness and hopelessness. 
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^ Dr. Sam Supalla is an Associate Professor of Special Education at the University of 
Arizona whose story was cited by Carol Padden and Tom Humphries in their book Deaf 
America: Voices from a Culture. 
^ A Natural language is one that emerges naturally when a language community has a 
critical mass of members. However, I also consider a language natural based on the 
ability of the child to receive thi linguistic symbols. That is, a Deaf person is better 
equipped to receive visual linguistic signals, a hearing person is well equipped to receive 
auditory signals, and the blind are better able to receive linguistic symbols through tactile 
means. 
* Not all bilingual programs aim at helping students to become bilingual and bicultural 
even though they are called bilingual programs. Transitional Programs, for example, aim 
at producing monolingual students who acquire the majority language at the cost of 
losing the first language. 
' The term subtractive refers to the act of taking away the language the student already 
has or is best equipped to acquire, and replacing it for another language, which is usually 
the language of the majority. 
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CHAPTER 11: LITERATURE REVffiW 

In a sense, a new "ethnic" group has emerged in this country; the 

Deaf. They see their condition as a cultural identity, and they don't 

want to be "fixed." (Dolnick, 1993) 

In this literature review, I will address important issues with respect to three 

different types of ideologies; (1) Deafness as a terminal trait; (2) Deafness as a limiting 

trait; and (3) Deafiiess as a sociocultural trait. I also examine how the world has and is 

continuing to shape deaf education, specifically in the areas of language development, 

trends in education, and the societal aims for the Deaf. 

As I have previously discussed, ideologies are not delineated by historical eras. 

However, historical events can do much to demonstrate the effects of these ideologies on 

the deaf educational systems in their respective societies. The events that have resulted 

from such ideologies must be written about to evidence how they have impacted the lives 

of Deaf people. In this section, I will define in more detail the three types of ideologies 

documented in this dissertation. I will also present evidence of historical events that were 

shaped or are being shaped by these three ideologies. 

Deafhess as a terminal trait 

This can be defined as the type of ideology that considers Deafhess a dead end or 

that places the Deaf individual at a dead end. This ideology can be terminal in several 

different ways. It either terminates the Deaf by physically killing the person, or by 
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ignoring, isolating or abandoning Deaf people to their own fate by stopping their 

development at any point, thus terminating their possibilities for progress. It is always 

dehumanizing. In Ancient Rome for example. Deafness was considered punishment from 

the gods. Skliar (1997) writes that; 

En la Roma antigua todo concepto relacionado con la educacion 

venia directamente de Grecia...existia un especial cuidado y 

admiracion por la belleza y el cuerpo. Este es el motivo por el 

cual durante muchos anos, igual que en Grecia, los recien nacidos 

que presentaban algun tipo de imperfeccion fisica eran 

sacrificados [... ] hasta la edad de tres aifos [...] Ademas los 

romanos heredaron de los griegos la nocion filosofica que el 

pensamiento se desarrolla solo a traves de la palabra articulada y 

que la capacidad de hablar es mas bien un hecho instintivo que 

adquirido o aprendido. [In ancient Rome every concept related to 

education came fi'om Greece [...] there was a special care and 

admiration for beauty and the body. This is the reason why for 

many years, as in Greece, newborns with any imperfection were 

sacrificed [...] up to three years of age. Furthermore, the Romans 

inherited from the Greeks the philosophical notion that thought is 

developed from the spoken word and that the capacity to speak is 

more an instinct than a learned skill], (p. 17) 
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Although, because Deafness is a physical characteristic that is invisible in the 

newborn child, it is likely that most of the children who were bom Deaf escaped the 

punishment. However, the fact remains that this ideology existed and death was a 

possibility. 

Skliar (1997) further describes two episodes that corroborate this situation. 

Herodoto (490-430 B.C.) tells about a father in ancient Rome who had two sons. One was 

Deaf and the other was hearing. A bad dream announced the death of his hearing son. He 

took all the necessary precautions to prevent this from happening. Moreover, he told his 

hearing son, "porque tu eres mi unico hijo, ya que el otro, arruinado en el oido, es como 

si no lo tuviese (p. 18) [because you are my only son, since the other one, ruined in his 

ears, is as if I did not have him]. Even though this son was alive, he was dead to the 

father. 

The second event, Skliar (1997) explains, is recorded in the minutes of a congress 

held in Rome in 1962. He mentions the discovery French archeologists had made in 

Cartage, in which an epitaph "revela el voto de una pareja de padres al dios Amon. 

Prometian sacrificar a su hijo sordo, siempre que recibieran la alegria de que les naciera 

un hijo sano" [reveals the promise a couple made to the god Amon. They promised to 

sacrifice their Deaf son as long as they could have the happiness of the birth of a healthy 

son] (p. 19). Sadly enough, the epitaph mentions the Deaf son as "progenie maledetta" 

[damned progeny]. These events clearly portray the ideology of Deafness as a terminal 

trait. 
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The second type of death constitutes the sacrifice of a mind and therefore, the 

sacrifice of a human being that does not have the possibility of fulfilling his or her 

potential. Before the French Revolution for example, only the nobility educated their 

Deaf children. Anyone else was ignored, hidden or forced to beg in the streets (Quartaro, 

1994). Not only did these children not have an opportunity for education, they barely 

survived. Deafness terminated their chances for meaningful living. It is interesting to note 

that even in Roman times, when the Deaf were not considered educable, the son of a 

nobleman, Quintus Pedius, was instructed in painting with the approval of Caesar 

Augustus, and became very successful (Moores, 1996; Skliar, 1997). Although social 

class is obviously important to a deaf person's education. Deafness can place a person at 

a disadvantage when compared with hearing individuals. In spite of Quintus Pedius' 

talent and success, Moores writes that "it never occurred to ancient Greeks and Romans 

that a person bom Deaf could be educated." And I would like to suggest that the reason 

lies in the fact that their ideology did not invite reflection of this particular case, thus 

creating a dichotomy between the opportunities offered to the nobility and other citizens. 

For thousands of people throughout history. Deafness has been a terminal trait. 

The problem arises again when we come to the realization that this ideology still exists. 

In an electronic interview of an advocate of the Deaf in Uruguay, this person writes; 

I can simply say Ruth that as a person, I am concerned about my 

own, and it hurts, it calls to act when you see that society in 

general suffers another type of deafness, another type of blindness, 

they don't want to see nor hear, and in that way they don't have to 
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assume a commitment to other handicapped people that don't find 

their way to minimal expression. 

(Anonymous informant, personal communication, February, 1999) 

(see Appendix E for the Spanish version.) 

In his country, all three ideologies coexist. That is what makes his comment even more 

important. The fact that there are educators administering programs, starting programs, or 

even thinking about programs that cater to the linguistic and cultural needs of the Deaf 

does not mean that the other two ideologies do not exist or are consistently applied. 

Neither does it mean that everyone shifts paradigms at the same time in a given country. 

Even when changes are mandated by law, personal ideologies are what determine what 

happens in the classrooms, as we will see more clearly in the description and discussion 

of the countries included in this dissertation. Sometimes people's ideologies place them 

far from the goals of educational programs mandated by governments. 

Other times, we place the Deaf on a track that is terminal/limiting. Consider for a 

moment the following situation. In traveling to different countries and attending different 

conferences, even the ones that push for recognition of the language and culture of the 

Deaf, I have observed hearing people presenting the work of Deaf people and speaking as 

if they are the experts on the subject. They may be experts, but nobody can present the 

research better than the researcher himself or herself As long as we do not allow Deaf 

researchers to present their own work, to write their own papers, to answer the questions 

about their own work, we place them in the category of "terminal/limiting." Giving them 

access to present at a conference is not enough. The tendency is for the hearing person to 
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take over, or to play the role of expert. They have reached a dead end if they can do the 

research, but they cannot present it, and especially if they must rely on a hearing person 

to present and to answer questions for them. They are educated people, but can't 

participate with the hearing on the same level. Reflection of these facts would hopefully 

lead us to agree that if a team of researchers is comprised of Deaf and hearing people. 

Deaf and hearing must present their own ideas. If Deaf people can only fulfill the role of 

teacher's aide, but not teacher, researcher, but not presenter, then they have reached 

another dead end. 

Consider another example I came across when visiting Chile. Two Deaf young 

adults fall in love. Eventually, she has a baby - the fhiit of their love. It is tragic enough 

that they were not permitted to marry (although in some parts of that country now they 

are allowed to write their consent during the marriage ceremony, provided they can 

write). Their own parents consider that becoming parents was a childish act and insist 

that they must continue to live with their respective families and never hope for a natural, 

normal relationship with each other. They are treated like children because they are 

considered children. The couple has reached a dead end because they don't have the 

power to fight society's rules and laws, nor their hearing parents' rules and ideas. The 

situation is dehumanizing in the sense that their emotional, psychological, and physical 

needs are not considered as they would have, were they able to hear. 

Hagar Cohen (1994), in telling about the experiences of her grandmother, 

provides a similar example of the lack of confidence and paternalism toward Deaf people. 
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Fannie Cohen was very independent and capable of taking care of her family, even with 

the small income her husband Sam brought home; 

Of course the hearing relatives still felt entitled to offer bountiful 

unsolicited advice, [...] they looked askance at the notion of a Deaf 

woman rearing children. When Max contracted polio at age 

twelve, one of Sam's sisters decided that Fannie had caused it and 

flatly informed her, "You didn't care for him satisfactorily". In 

fact, the relatives had passed judgment long before, appropriating 

Fannie's right to motherhood before Max was even bom. (p. 141) 

Even though her hearing relatives did not think she was fit to be a mother, Fannie's most 

remarkable accomplishments were in her role as the mother of two sons who are very 

successful professionals. It is fortunate that the terminal/limiting ideology of her hearing 

relatives did not destroy her chances to become an outstanding mother. 

Moores (1996) addresses the issue of immigration of Deaf people to the United 

States at the turn of the century. This can also fit the category of terminal or 

terminal/limiting. She comments that; 

The introduction of federal laws and regulations that increasingly 

restricted immigration, [culminated] with the rigid laws of 1920. 

[...] All immigrants had to pass a physical examination and show 

no evidence of "mental" problems. Causes for rejection included 

eye problems, partial blindness, senility, lameness. Deafness, 
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general weakness, physical deformity, trachoma, scalp disease, and 

tuberculosis, (pp.71-71) 

As people with these challenges were rejected, in a sense, their chances for progressing in 

this country, which at the time offered better opportunities than their countries of origin, 

were terminated because of their Deafness. 

To further illustrate this point, Hagar Cohen (1994) relates the experience of her 

Deaf grandfather, who emigrated with his family from Russia to the United States as a 

young child, trying to escape the czarist regime at the turn of the century. Staying in 

Russia or going back could have meant untold pain, and maybe even death. Deafness 

could have been the reason for a return to their homeland, and would have terminated 

their possibilities for a better life, or for continuing to live. 

Sam Cohen arrived in this country from Russia. Because he was 

still a child, his parents were able to hide his Deafness fi-om 

authorities at Ellis Island, who could have sent him back across the 

ocean with a single chalk mark on his coat if they had detected any 

impairment, (p.5) 

Perhaps the most dramatic example Hagar Cohen (1994) gives of a terminal ideology is 

the memory of her own grandfather's death. He collapsed on the street with cardiac 

arrest. Taken to the hospital, his family was never permitted to see him or to serve as 

interpreters in that most crucial time in his life. Sam never had any kind of interpreting 

services provided at the hospital where he was treated. The whole family went through 

this dehumanizing process in which the medical profession exerted all its power upon the 
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Deaf patient and his family, and watched him die without the opportunity to express his 

pain, his fears, his concerns, his love, and his farewell. This dead end literally meant his 

death. The details of the story clearly show how things could have been different had he 

been able to at least see his family and feel their love and concern or express his pain or 

discomfort to the medical professionals (p. 79-80). 

While I realize not everyone will make their nuu'k -whether Deaf or hearing -

every time the dominant culture places a person on a track that takes them to a dead end, 

it has adhered to the ideology of Deafhess as a terminal or terminal/limiting trait at best. 

Deafness as a Limiting Trait 

Another ideology that becomes visible is the ideology of Deafhess as a limiting 

trait, with the belief that Deaf people are educable, but limited. I argue that Deafhess as a 

limiting trait is an illusion. We think that because we are taking steps to educate the Deaf 

we are really helping them fulfill their limited potential, when in reality we are limiting 

their potential. 

This can be easily portrayed around the era of Pablo Bonet and Pedro Ponce de 

Leon in Spain, although it is an era of oralism, there are important pieces of information 

that tend to be ignored when writing about their experiences as teachers. This is probably 

due to the fact that their methods were kept in secrecy, and not much can be 

reconstructed and written about after their deaths. Of Bonet, we know that he wrote a 

book about teaching speech to the Deaf, but we don't know much about his methods. 

However Moores (1996) writes the following about Ponce de Leon; 
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Since the Benedictines monks at Ponce de Leon's monastery 

worked under a vow of silence except for specified periods of time, 

they used a traditional system of signs. [...] Ponce de Leon was put 

in charge of the Velazco brothers. Plann reasons that the brothers, 

coming from a family with several Deaf siblings, had probably 

developed a system of home signs prior to entering the monastery. 

He concludes that the communication method employed was likely 

an amalgamation of signs Ponce de Leon knew as a monk in a non-

speaking order and the home signs used by the Velazcos. (p.40) 

Furthermore, Moores (1996) finds the account of Don Francisco Velazco himself in 

Peets' (1851, p. 149) writings, where the pupil sheds more light on the methods his 

teacher employed. 

While I was a boy and ignorant, "ut lapis" [as a stone] I began to work by copying 

what my teacher had written; and I wrote all the words of the Castilian tongue in a 

book prepared for that purpose. Hereupon I began, adjurante Deo [God help], to 

spell, and to utter some syllables and words with all my might, so that the saliva 

flowed from my mouth abundantly. Then I began to read history and in ten years I 

had read the history of the whole worid. Afterwards, I learned Latin, (p. 41) 

These bits of information tie in nicely with the comments Sanchez (1990) makes about 

deaf education in Russia after an educational reform that took place in the 1950s, and also 

with an interview I had with a Cuban educator. Sanchez writes that after realizing that 

pure oralism was not yielding good results, the Russians turned to Vygotsky's theory of 
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in a communicative, social environment, in a natural way and with meaningful 

interaction. Therefore; 

En la nueva metodologia se introdujeron dos elementos.el deletreo digital y la 

lengua escrita. Sobre la base del alfabeto digital, se pone al nifio en contacto con 

material escrito desde sus primeros afios, lo que se supone le brinda la 

oportunidad de recibir una informacion que no esta sujeta al dominie de la palabra 

hablada, y que a su vez permite un mejor conocimiento de la lengua oral. [In the 

new methodology two elements were introduced; finger spelling and written 

language. Upon that foundation, the child is placed in contact with written 

material from an early age, that supposedly affords the opportunity to receive 

information that is not subjected to the spoken word, and that at the same time 

allows a better knowledge of oral language], (p. 121) 

There is an added element, which I will call dactylology, or what is commonly known as 

finger spelling, which seemed to have been again an important factor in the acquisition of 

oral language and literacy skills. The third example comes from the interview with the 

Cuban educator. 

Desde antes del afio 1959, antes de que triunfara la revolucion, todo lo que habia 

para los sordos eran instituciones privadas con modelos/enfoques oralistas puros. 

Despues del afio 1959, al tener relaciones con paises del area socialista, 

especificamente con la Union Sovietica, se nos abren las puertas especialmente 

para que algunos profesores pudieran especializarse en ese pais, [...] tncluyendo 

un enfoque oralista, pero al menos con dactilologia.[...] La comunidad sorda no 
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habia tornado en cuenta que los maestros hacian utilizable este alfabeto. [...]Sin 

embargo, se noto durante visitas de profesores y directores del Ministerio de 

Educacion a las escuelas, que los niflos sordos no hablaban, que solamente 

emitian sonidos apoysmdose en la dactilologia. Lo hacian con las manos 

escondidas atr^. Trataban de hablar con el apoyo dactilologico. Quiere decir que 

en esta emicion de sonidos, aparentemente para los profesores que siempre los 

aplaudian, el niiio habia emitido palabras que aunque no entendibles, tem'an 

significado cuando estaban apoyadas en la dactilologia. [Since before the year 

1959, before the triumph of the revolution, all there was for the Deaf were private 

institutions with pure oral models/approaches. From the year 1959, through 

relations with countries from the socialist area, specifically the Soviet union, the 

doors were open especially for some of the teachers who could specialize in that 

country, including an oralist approach, but at least with dactilology. The Deaf 

community had not taken into account that the teachers made the alphabet usable. 

However, it was observed during school visits of teachers and directors of the 

Ministery of Education, that Deaf children didn't speak, that they only uttered 

sounds supported by fingerspelling. It means that in this emision of sounds, the 

child had uttered words that although were not understandable, they had meaning 

when supported by fingerspelling]. (Anonymous informant. Personal Interview, 

October 1997) 

We can see that one way to make oralism more meaningful is through fingerspelling 

some of the words. It is also possible to infer that fingerspelling may have facilitated 
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literacy development and the acquisition of oral language. It is not pure oralism that has 

experienced the most success, but the introduction of other elements. This then, may be 

the reason Ponce de Leon was successful in teaching the Deaf how to speak rather than 

through pure oralism, as we sometimes are led to believe. 

Moores (1996) also argues that there may have been yet another monk who was 

teaching the Deaf prior to Ponce de Leon. His name is Fray Vicente de Santo Domingo. 

He had taught Fernando Navarrete ten years prior to Ponce de Leon's experience with the 

Vel^co brothers. Navarrete was a painter, but he was also literate and knowledgeable in 

history and the scriptures. 

Because oralism was predominant in Spain, during this period of time, early 

intervention for oralization became important for young children. They did their best to 

oralize, but if they failed to acquire oral language, it was seen as the failure or limitation 

of the Deaf person, and not as a limitation of the method. In later chapters we will see 

how this philosophy of failure was taken to the New World. 

The XV centurv in Hispanic America 

Spain initiated the conquest of Hispanic America in 1492 when upon arrival in the New 

World, the Spanish conquistadors deployed, bringing with them all the systems in 

existence in their country of origin at the time. The encomiendas, which later became the 

haciendas, were no more than the initiation of a feudal system in Hispanic America. The 

encomienda was in reality a piece of land given to a nobleman or a soldier that had 

distinguished himself in serving the king. The land was given with all the people who live 

there. Their possessions became the possessions of the feudal lord, and in that sense, the 
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people also became the property and the slaves of the encomendado or feudal lord. They 

had no freedom to choose their own way of life or an hacienda in which to live. 

Another institution was the "Tribunal del Santo Oficio," which is the American 

version of the Inquisition that was taking place in Europe. It was in the year of 1492, the 

same year Columbus arrived in America, that the Spaniards expelled the Jews and the 

moors from Spain by forcing upon them a very painful exodus. Anybody who was known 

to have even a drop of Jewish blood was forbidden to sail to America — unless they 

converted to Catholicism. It is also a well-known fact that the Spanish crown demanded 

much gold and silver from the Americas. The "Real Hacienda" was the organism that 

controlled this process. (Simpson, L. B., 1950) 

Education did not escape the conquest. Missionaries were sent to build and 

organize missions where they could teach the Spanish language and the Catholic faith to 

all the indigenous people. Thus, the cultures and languages that existed at the time, along 

with the great civilizations, were eradicated or set aside and replaced by the language and 

culture of the conqueror. 

Conquered people are always considered deficient or uncivilized, and the people 

in power also define them and label them. Berger (1976) points out that; 

The words of the strong carry more weight than the words of the weak. Indeed, 

very often the weak describe themselves in the words of the strong. Over the last 

two centuries or more the strong have been the technologically advanced nations 

of the West. As they impose their military, political, and economic power over 
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most of the worid, they also impose the power of their words. It was they who 

named the others, in a sort of negative baptism." 

(p. 7) 

The same is true in the field of education. When remedial programs came into existence, 

the people with less or no power became the participants. In addition, their languages 

have not been considered worthy of becoming part of a bilingual program, therefore 

transitional programs were created, in which students abandon their first language and 

culture and acquire the language and culture of the majority. This situation is not 

particular to the education of minorities in the United States. Referring to an indigenous 

group of people in his country, a Hispanic American educator commented to me; "Their 

cultural capital is so poor." To the mainstream majority, the cultural capital of the 

minority group is considered poor because it is different and it does not meet the 

standard of the mainstream majority culture. However, we must not forget that it was the 

majority who created the standard, the labels, and the definitions. Shapson (1984) quotes 

an Indian chief who signed his name as Chief Dan George. Shapson (1989) mentions 

that he had been stripped of his name, his language and culture, his identity and his 

history. According to the dominant majority his cultural capital was poor. No wonder he 

felt he had no gifts. The fact is, he did have much to give, and his possessions had great 

value, but they had been devalued by the conquering force of the people who held all the 

power. This is why we cannot, we must not speak of minorities only in terms of 

numbers. Power relations play just as big a role or bigger in human or dehumanized 

existence. 
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Indigenous languages in Hispanic America, for example, are not always 

considered official languages in their respective countries. In fact, it was explained to me 

during one of the interviews I conducted in my study that a sign language could not 

become official because speakers of indigenous languages would also demand that their 

languages should be official. This was a situation that government officials did not wish 

to discuss. (Personal communication with government officials, 1998) The dominant 

cultures of the conquerors extinguish the voice of the conquered. The situation is further 

complicated by the fact that even if a sign language does become official, there are Deaf 

people who live away from the capital, who use a different variety that is not officially 

recognized. Johnson (1994) reports the use of Mayan Sign Language in the Yucatan 

Peninsula (p. 106). The existence of Mayan Sign Language, which is distinct from spoken 

Mayan, Spoken Spanish, Mexican Sign Language and Guatemalan Sign Language is 

important. It points to the fact that if Mexico and Guatemala were to declare Mexican and 

Guatemalan Sign Language official in their respective countries, Mayan Sign Language 

would have a different status, even though it is the language of a Deaf community. 

Although at the present time there are great efforts made in Hispanic America to make 

sign languages official, it is possible that by doing so, other situations will be created, 

such as the one described above in reference to Mayan Sign Language. An important 

question would be^ Is the officialization of a language the only way to legitimize it? 

Spain still has influence in Hispanic America to this day. "Educational trends 

from Spain greatly influenced the established institutions for Deaf people in Ecuador" 

(Benalcazar, 1994, p. 127), for example. Most significant is the fact that as a wave of 
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Deaf students' inclusion in regular schools sweeps over Hispanic America in 1999, 

educators look at Spain as the precursor, and they ignore or do not yet have access to the 

fact that Spain has already reaped the failure of that decision (Fernandez, 1997). 

However, the Deaf community is well organized and continues to make efforts to 

influence government officials in their decision on behalf of the Deaf. They are also very 

active in the Hispanic world through electronic communication in the form of web pages 

and electronic mail. 

Just as Hispanic America has accepted labels such as underdeveloped, developing, 

and Third World Countries (Berger, 1976), the influence of another developed country -

The United States - has had and continues to have an impact on several areas of Hispanic 

life. For example in deaf education, we will soon see the eradication of Puerto Rican Sign 

Language in favor of ASL (American Sign Language). In Ecuador, a religious group 

introduced ASL for the sake of teaching Deaf people their doctrine. Even though 

Ecuadorian Sign Language did not disappear, it has adopted several signs in the religious 

domain. Total Communication was bom in The United States and has been adopted in 

different places throughout Hispanic America. 

It is perhaps remarkable that bilingual education for the Deaf was implemented in 

South America before it began to be considered and implemented in the United States. 

Venezuela started the first program in I98S, followed by Uruguay in 1988 - at least a 

decade before bilingual schools for the Deaf opened in the United States. However, the 

research base was undoubtedly from the United States, such as the work of William 

Stokoe who established American Sign Language as a language. Just as Hispanics 
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constitute the mainstream majority in Hispanic America (the more Hispanic blood you 

have, the better), members of indigenous groups belong to a minority with less or no 

political power. In the United States however, Hispanics constitute a language minority 

group within the English-speaking majority. This is the reason why it is possible to make 

a comparison between the experience of Hispanics as a minority group and the Deaf as a 

linguistic minority within the hearing mainstream world. If a person is Deaf and a 

member of another minority group at the same time, he or she belongs to two minority 

groups. That is the case of Deaf Hispanics who live in the United States, or Deaf Mayan 

who live in Guatemala or Mexico, just to give some examples. 

Even though the following comment can be dismissed as anecdotal, it is worthy of 

consideration within the realm of ideologies and power relations. As I travel throughout 

Hispanic America, people wanted to dismiss my Hispanic surname in favor of the 

American name I adopted when I married an American citizen. The fact that my 

knowledge would be better received coming from a person with an American last name 

was formally articulated at different times in different countries. Perhaps my American 

name made more believable the fact that I could be an expert in bilingual education for 

the Deaf and the hearing. In my own Hispanic world, I have more power with an 

American name than with a Hispanic name. This is evidence of the power relations at 

play, but in another direction. 

Oralism 

Oralism refers to a method used to teach Deaf children how to produce speech 

and read lips, and since it addresses Deafness as a limiting trait, early intervention for the 
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child is offered in the form of speech therapy. Swchez (1990) reports that Vygotsky 

proclaimed at the Second Congress of Social and Judicial Protection of Minors that such 

a system based on pure Oralism was speech, not language. It is important to understand 

and reflect on the difference between speech and language. Shames et al. (1994) write 

that language is " a social tool, defined as a socially, shared code or conventional system 

for representing concepts through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed 

combinations of those symbols" (p.45). Hegde (1990) defines speech as "phonemes; 

articulated sounds and syllables" (p. 474), and differentiates speech and language in the 

following way; 

When the production of speech sounds is organized into a higher 

level of words and sentences that generate meaning, it is called 

oral language. In a well-known form of nonoral language, 

American Sign Language, manual signs are organized into a 

higher system of communication just as the oral language is 

organized [...] One can articulate speech sounds without 

producing oral language, (p. 5) 

This means that the production of speech does not necessarily result in the production of 

language and neither does the production of signs, but rather, speech or sign are the 

visible (for sign)/auditory (for speech) outward expressions of language. However, unless 

language is organized in such a way as to be able to generate meaningful utterances and 

make sense, speech is sound. 

Hedges (1990) explains the role of language in the following way: 
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Language is creative mostly because it is not exclusively tied to instinctual and 

biological needs. Humans have created special forms of culture by unique use of 

language as poetry, plays and other forms of literature. Because most of what is 

considered uniquely human is in some way related to language, language and 

communication are considered the essence of human existence, (p . 3) 

Even though thought and language are the outcome of cognitive activity, speech and sign 

become the observable outcome. If profoundly Deaf children spend a great deal of time 

learning how to produce speech and little or no time learning how to be creative with 

language, their cognitive development suffers a great deal. The process of oralization not 

only requires time, but all the efforts on the part of parents, children and educators are 

focused on accomplishing the tasks of speech production. During that same time, their 

hearing peers are rapidly acquiring language and knowledge of the world through 

language. This facilitates the cognitive development that helps them be creative and 

acquire new knowledge at home, in their communities, and later on at school - an 

experience very different to that of Deaf children undergoing the process of oralization. 

Deaf children I earn how to produce sound, while the hearing learn how to communicate 

meaning. Rutherford (1993) points out that" 

When the education system, explicitly or not, holds up spoken English and the 

mirroring of hearing society as its exclusive goals, it robs Deaf children of their 

culture. Culture is, in itself, a people's adaptive mechanism. It is the sum total that 

defines a group and enables them to adapt to their environment - and to adjust 

when thrust into a strange environment, (p. 86) 
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Nonetheless, Sacks (1990) writes that in 1880, the year of the Milan Conference, 

Alexander Graham Bell "threw all the weight of his immense authority and prestige into 

the advocacy of oralism" (p.27), and the results of that conference are still felt today. 

This may have been in part why Vygotsky also suggested that this kind of oral 

education would require revision from its inception. Yet over the years, many people, 

with the best of intentions, have not understood the difference between speech and 

language, and the Oralist Movement has dominated deaf education, especially since the 

Milan Conference in 1880* (Gannon, 1981). This type of education is still the basis for 

many programs all over the world. 

If we do not make a distinction between language and speech, considering 

"speech" as one of the language expressions, we run the risk of making erroneous 

assumptions, such as believing that oral language is the only way in which creative 

language can be produced. In fact Shames et al. (1994) clarify that "The terms 

communication, language and speech describe different but related aspects of human 

behavior." Language is related to thought, not to speech. The brain is the productive 

organ of language, as the brain is the productive organ of literacy skills and other 

intellectual functions of the human mind. These functions - thought, language and 

literacy (although literacy can be considered a form of language) - are interconnected in 

the sense that they support each other. The crucial point here is that language does not 

have to be a spoken language; it can certainly be a sign language or a written language. 

The signals for reading can be sent to the brain through the senses of vision, hearing or 

touch. This can be clearly explained through Piaget's Psychogenetic Theory. 
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Psvchogenetic Theory 

According to this theory, when children are bom, they inherit two types of 

intellectual capacity; structural and functional. The structural capacity refers to biological 

structures unique to a human being, such as the ability to see better in the daytime. The 

functional capacity refers to the development of mental structures from a very elemental 

level to a more sophisticated one. Piaget refers to this mental development as genesis. 

To understand how this mental development takes place, I will analyze one of the 

functions. "Adaptation" is a function that will always take place in the human being. This 

function allows the person to adapt to different environments and supply different needs. 

For instance, under normal conditions, if people are hungry, they seek food; if they are 

cold, they seek shelter; if they are hot, they seek a cool place or dress appropriately 

according to their needs. They develop a means to adapt to the new environment. When 

babies are cold, hot, hungry, or wet, they cry. In a very elemental way, they also are 

looking for a way to adapt. The process of adaptation is comprised of two sub-processes: 

assimilation and accommodation. Through assimilation, the human being integrates the 

environment into their lives. This happens gradually. A newborn baby can only drink 

milk because he or she is only capable of assimilating a very basic product. As children 

develop, they are able to assimilate to take other substances into their system. The mind 

works in a similar way to develop language and literacy skills. 

Goodman et al. (1986) explain 

As the individual meets a new situation, new data is assimilated into old related 

material; at the same time, these older ideas are accommodated to the new. This is 
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an adaptive process much like biological adaptation. These clusters of thought 

(connections of inner speech, meaning, images, and feelings), that form, much as 

cells grow and multiply, are called structures, schemas, or complexes of concepts 

(p. 137-8). 

If we were to ask, "When does the mind begin to develop?" we would have to agree that 

this would take place at some point prior to birth. The baby first recognizes the primary 

caregiver, and later is able to recognize different members of the family and/or friends. 

The child, from a very early age, begins to test hypotheses about communication and 

language, children restructure schemata and acquire new knowledge through interaction 

with other children and with adults. This development requires interaction between the 

child and the object of knowledge in the form of a problem to be solved, or between the 

child and his/her literate world. A child may prefer to be held by one person over another 

because he feels safer. He determines his preferences after different interactions take 

place and he or she has gathered the necessary data. 

We are not bom with the fully developed capacity of a mind. Through the process 

of psychogenesis, the mind develops language and literacy (Gomez Palacio, 199S. pp. 26-

29). Children are able to hypothesize and test their hypotheses through the senses 

available to them, whether through vision, hearing, touch or all three, the brain receives 

the signals and processes them accordingly. In this way children's cognitive development 

takes place. To the blind child, hearing and touch become very important. For the Deaf 

child, vision and touch would be crucial. The minds of young children seek meaning as 

they develop cognitively. Goodman et. al. (1987) also point out that the views of Piaget 
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and Vygotsky are complimentary (p. 139) and comment that "Vygotsky, from his Marxist 

orientation, emphasizes the social aspects of development. He suggests that the tasks with 

which society confronts children prompt initiation of the cognitive processes; if this 

process does not occur naturally, he suggests that it is the role of the adult and the teacher 

to so set the environment that these tasks will be more evident" (p. 139). This means that 

children develop language through meaningful interactions with other children and also 

with adults. Garcia (1994) quotes Vygotsky as saying; 

Thus, as children develop their ability to use language, they absorb more and 

more understanding of social situations and improve their thinking skills. This in 

turn allows them to leam how to control their own actions and thoughts. It is 

through a culturally bound and socially mediated process of language 

development that children develop more complex thinking skills, the mental 

representations through which language and culture embody the child's world 

play a significant role. (Garcia 1994, p. 147-48) 

It is then through language and social interaction with other children and adults that 

children develop language and function within their own world. Their language can be 

produced through speech or sign, not only through speech. As Goodman et al. mention, if 

society does not provide the child with adequate, meaningful interactions that will prompt 

and facilitate cognitive development, it is up to the teachers and parents to compensate. 

The pre-lingually and post-lingually Deaf child is affected differently. Sacks 

(1990) points out that "It is this - the relation of language and thought - that forms the 

deepest, the ultimate issue when we consider what faces or may face those who are bom. 
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or very early become Deaf' (p.4). Sacks refers to the "deepest and ultimate issue" of the 

pre-lingually Deaf child as the opportunity for language development and cognitive 

development. A post-lingually Deaf child has had the benefit of receiving auditory input 

since birth and up to the time when they become (sometimes gradually) Deaf. In other 

words, their capacity to receive the auditory signals allowed the child to acquire at least 

some linguistic and cognitive skills, and the child will be affected depending on when 

Deafness set in. Because of the opportunities to acquire language or the lack of 

opportunities thereof. Deafness is experienced differently by the pre-lingually and post-

lingually Deaf child. 

Literacy Development 

Along with language development, one of the main concerns in deaf education, 

the world over, is literacy development because Deaf students have not been able to 

attain the level of performance of their hearing peers (Sanchez, 1990; Woodward, 1993). 

Without appropriate language development, it is not possible to expect appropriate 

literacy development. To "set things right" for the students, as Goodman et al. suggest, 

would mean that language development opportunities must be made available to the 

children. Carver and Kemp (1995) write, "If the language climate is simplistic and 

primitive, then the child would think accordingly" (p. 3). They go on to say "It is our 

position that the impairment lies not within the Deaf child but within the child's social 

environment" (p.3). They quote Vygotsky as saying that "a word devoid of thought is a 

dead thing." 
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Although to analyze Deaf children's literacy development in the eight countries is 

beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is important to point out that language 

development from a very early age is crucial to the development of literacy. 

Defining Literacv 

Literacy has been understood and defined in many different ways. Sometimes it 

has been associated with print, and sometimes it has not. In this section, I will review 

some of the published definitions on which I base my own understanding of what literacy 

is and is not. In the Hispanic world, literacy has been connected directly to "decoding" 

and "encoding." The Spanish translation of the word "literacy" is, "alfabetizacion," which 

equates reading and writing with knowing the alphabet and thus being able to "encode" 

and "decode." Emilia Ferreiro (1982) uses the term "lectoescritura", which is more than 

using the alphabet for encoding and decoding. Her definition implies that one can 

communicate a message as well as interpret a message through written forms. However, 

not everyone has yet embraced Ferreiro's concept, and "alfabetizacion" continues to be 

used within a narrow perspective. McLane and McNamee (1990) explain literacy as 

"ways of constructing and conveying meaning with language" (p. 2). They also describe 

"multiple literacies" as the different purposes of literacy events as well as the different 

levels of fluency in reading and writing (p. 3). Literacy is much more than 

"alfabetizacion." 

Perez &. Torres-Guzman (1992) offer yet another definition in their book 

Learning In Two Worlds: "Literacy is a set of cultural practices that includes the 

encoding and decoding of print and that is used to convey a message that has specific 
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shared meaning for a group of individuals within a particular context" (p. 3). The added 

component is the set of cultural practices as a context in which the decoding and 

encoding takes place. However, they do not clarify or specify the cultural practices to 

which they are referring. McLane and McNamee (1990) provide the following insight; 

"The development of literacy, then, is a profoundly social process, embedded in social 

relationships with parents, siblings, grandparents, fnends, caretakers and teachers" (p. 7). 

This development takes place within the cultural context of the child's life. They go on to 

define reading and writing; "Central to many discussions of literacy is the notion that 

writing and reading are ways of making, interpreting, and communicating meaning. 

Reading is defined as the ability to take meaning from print" (p. 2). 

Paulo Freire (1990) provides a different perspective of literacy. "I put objective 

distance between myself and the different moments at which the act of reading occurred 

in my experience; first reading the world, the tiny world in which I moved; afterward, 

reading the word, not always the word-world in the course of my schooling." He then 

goes on to say, "In the effort to recapture distant childhood, to understand my act of 

reading the particular world in which 1 moved, I re-created, relived the experiences I 

lived at a time when I did not yet read words" (p. 22). His thoughts provide us with 

insight into the reading act prior to entering school, but also about adults who do not read 

print. What did he read when he did not yet read words? At what point can we say that he 

could read? Williams et al. (1992) point out that in the last two decades "researchers 

investigating young children's early literacy development have focused on the knowledge 
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and understanding about written language that young children process before they 

experience formalized instruction" (p.l). 

Goodman (1980) wrote, "I believe that the beginnings of reading development 

often go unnoticed in the young child" (p. 9). McLane and McNamee (1990) add that, 

"For some children, learning to write and read appears to happen spontaneously and 

'naturally*, and sometimes well before school" (p. 4). Children read their world in much 

the same way as Freire describes, and as they continue to read their world, they 

understand the meaning of a dark sky announcing a storm or a windy day announcing a 

different season as well as a McDonald's sign or a Hershey's Bar. I do not mean to 

associate the act of reading with visualization only. A blind child uses senses other than 

sight to read because the eyes themselves don't read—they only send a message to the 

brain. In the same way, other senses send messages to the brain. The brain controls the 

senses—the tactile sense becomes important in reading for the blind child; the sense of 

vision is vital to the Deaf child; hearing and seeing are important to a child who can both 

hear and see. 

Ferreiro and Teberosky (1982) explain that children begin by believing that 

writing is another way to represent objects. They begin reading in terms of labeling 

pictures. Even if a sentence accompanies a picture, they will "read" what they think the 

picture represents. "The boy is playing ball" is read as "boy" and "ball". "When 

interpreting a text accompanied by picture, the meaning of the picture is attributed to the 

print. Both are assimilated in terms of the meaning attached to them. Pictures are easily 

interpretable in themselves, but how is the print interpreted? Children suppose initially 
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that picture and print are close in meaning, but different in form" (p. 264). Williams et al. 

(1992) write, "Findings of early literacy research, however, present young children's 

language acquisition and early literacy learning as simultaneous and interrelated 

processes, calling into question the tenets of the readiness perspective, particularly the 

oral supremacy assumption" (p.l). 

Throughout the world hearing children are bombarded with visual input and 

auditory input through oral language. It is just as crucial for Deaf children to have access 

to this information via a sign language. "In responding to, interacting with, and 

organizing the written language in their daily world, they begin to understand; 

1) the significance of written language; 

2) the oral labels used when referring to written language; 

3) the purposes written language serves for people of different socioeconomic status; and 

4) the variety of forms used to construct the meanings communicated by written 

language" (Goodman, 1980. pp. 1-2). 

The approach many researchers have taken in order to understand how literacy is 

developed (Goodman, 1983; Goodman, 1984; Ferreiro and Teberosky, 1987;Gomez 

Palacio, 1995; Taylor, 1983) is to observe young children, to interview them, to find out 

what they know instead of whether they know. 

Thus, literacy is the ability to interpret and communicate meaning through reading 

and writing within a given cultural context, and through the senses. This ability is 

intimately connected to thought, language and cognitive development in young children -
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hearing or Deaf. This tenet points out the crucial need to help Deaf children develop 

language in order to succeed in their literacy development. 

Controversy in the United States 

Oralism 

Horace Mann, who according to Moores (1996), "was one of the most influential 

early American educators", and Samuel Howe, "who was the principal of the first school 

for the blind in the United States and coordinated the training of Laura Bridgeman, a 

deaf-blind individual who was considered the Helen Keller of the time," were greatly 

influenced by a visit to Germany. They had become convinced that oralism was a strong 

approach to teaching Deaf students, and wished to establish oral schools in the United 

States (Moores 1996, p. 65). They were impressed with what they saw, and believed the 

German model to be superior to the one the French had already established, which 

strongly advocated the use of sign language. The politics of the time focused on a 

negative attitude towards the immigrant population, as illustrated earlier. This, coupled 

with the influence of Alexander Graham Bell, made it difficult for sign language to 

continue to be regarded as useful in education, and it made it difficult for Deaf teachers to 

continue to work with Deaf children and influence the direction of their future education. 

Bell believed in the need to pass laws that could prevent marriages between Deaf people, 

arguing that in this way Deafness could be prevented in the future. Furthermore, he 

wanted to eliminate sign language altogether, end segregation and the participation of 

Deaf teachers in the schools. There was great tension between the forces that supported 

Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet and the use and development of sign language, and the forces 
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that supported Bell and his preference for oral language. At the same time, the Congress 

of Milan in 1880 corroborated everything Bell had been fighting for. It is important to 

point out that oralism has not been conducive to achieving high levels of literacy 

development, whereas, students with strong sign language, have done better. The fact that 

Gallaudet never gave up his ideals and philosophy about deaf education and sign 

language is remarkable because pure oralism in the United States never reached the 

success levels reached in Europe and around the world. (Moores, 1996; Mihsie, 199S). 

Total Communication 

In spite of the fact that around 1960 (almost a century after the Milan Conference) 

another approach surfaced, it was only a step along the continuum of ideologies, away 

from Oralism and towards sign. Such is the case of Total Communication. Gannon 

(1981) writes that it was first known as The Total Approach, and was bom in California 

in 1960 out of the frustration felt by the hearing mother of a Deaf child. Dorothy 

Schiflflett was a teacher, and she was not happy with the progress made by her child while 

attending an Oralist school. Later, Roy Holcomb, a supporter of this approach called it 

Total Communication. He too was Deaf (he has a 90-decibel hearing loss), and had 

attended a Texas school for the Deaf, Gallaudet College, and California State University. 

He was interested in helping Deaf children keep up with their academic load. He knew 

that once the Deaf child fell behind, it was almost impossible to catch up. According to 

Holcomb, communication in all forms with the hearing world was crucial to the child's 

success in education. 
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The Maryland School for the Deaf was probably the first residential school to 

adopt officially the Total Communication philosophy. [... ] Margaret Kent, 

principal of MSD, defined Total Communication as 'Hhe right of every Deaf child 

to learn to use all forms of communication so that he may have full opportunity to 

develop language competence at the earliest possible age [including] the full 

spectrum of language modes: child devised gestures, formal sign language, 

speech, speech-reading, fmgerspelling, reading, and writing." (p. 369). 

Another definition agreed upon by the Conference of Executives of American Schools for 

the Deaf states the following; "Total Communication is a philosophy requiring the 

incorporation of appropriate aural, manual, and oral modes of communication in order to 

ensure effective communication with and among hearing impaired persons" (p.369). 

This definition relieved some of the pressure experienced by Deaf children in the 

purely oralist school environment, but it was still too vague. Sanchez (1990) explains that 

this philosophy opened the door to those who wanted to escape oralism, although they 

don't really escape. Of the ongoing educational model he says the following; 

Era precisamente lo que se queria. Cambiar algo para que todo siguiese como 

estaba, vale decir, perpetuar el dominio de la normalidad sobre la sordera, de la 

palabra sobre el gesto, y seguir imponiendo la misma dictadura. En este sentido, 

la opcion de la Comunicacion Total opero exitosamente, al menos en los Estados 

Unidos. [It was precisely what was wanted. To change something so that 

everything would continue as before, that is, to perpetuate the dominance of 

normality over the Deaf, of the word over sign, and to continue to impose the 
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same dictatorship. In this sense, the option of Total Communication succeeded, at 

least in the United States]. 

He goes on to explain that "El descubrimiento de Stokoe acerca del valor de la lengua de 

sefias natural de los sordos procedio por lo menos en una decada a la Communicacion 

Total." [Stokoe's discovery of the value of sign language as the natural language of the 

Deaf preceded Total Communication by a least a decade], yet it was ignored by the 

proponents of Total Communication. 

Sanchez (1990) argues that the definition Total Communication is too broad and 

that it fails to specify what is meant by sign language and finger spelling. Sign language 

is the natural language of Deaf people; however, total communication has superimposed 

signs upon the language of the Hearing majority, which is not sign language as 

understood by those who agree with Stokoe's discovery. The definition also fails to 

explain the ways in which advocates of Total Communication will utilize it and the 

purposes they hope to accomplish with each mode of communication. By having a broad 

definition, according to Sanchez, there is no need to specify one way of educating the 

Deaf because everyone's way is included, even if only to a certain extent. In other words, 

he believes that no real change has come about with the advent of Total Communication 

(p. 136-137). 

Early on, some Hispanic American educators also thought that the incorporation 

of signs through Total Communication was, in fact, the incorporation of sign languages 

in education (Velazquez, 1994; Campos de Abreu, 1994). What they probably did not 

realize at the time is that there is a world of difference between Signing Exact Spanish 
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(SES), which is used in Total Communication, and the many different sign languages 

found in Hispanic America. They probably assumed that signing exact Spanish would 

facilitate literacy acquisition and even the oral acquisition of Spanish. People who are not 

familiar with sign languages sometimes assume that because hearing Hispanics speak 

Spanish, Deaf people from Hispanic America sign Spanish. Nothing could be further 

from the truth. Later in this dissertation, two things will be evident; (1) each country has 

its own sign language; (2) Signing Exact Spanish is not a natural language. It has not 

emerged from the Deaf community as a language with all the corresponding 

characteristics languages usually have, such as syntax, morphemes, etc. 

It is crucial for educators to understand that a language is not the adoption of 

words or morphemes firom another language, and that communication is not as effective 

nor as efficient when analyzed. Johnson (1997, IV International Conference on Bilingual 

Education for the Deaf, Bogota, Colombia) explains that to sign a spoken language we 

must use three rules. He also uses these rules to demonstrate what happens when we 

apply them to two oral languages such as English and Spanish. First, the rules for signing 

an oral language; 

(1) To use ASL signs with English syntax. 

(2) To use one sign for each English word, inventing special signs for words for function 

words and affixes in the spoken language that don't have a corresponding sign in the sign 

language [in Spanish it is common to invent verb endings to achieve this goal]. 

(3) To change the manual configuration of the sign to make it correspond to the spelled 

form that corresponds to the initial letter of written English. 
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When we apply them to English and Spanish (two oral languages), the rules 

would read in the following manner: 

(1) To use the Spanish words with English syntax. 

(2) To use one Spanish word for each English word, inventing new words in English for 

affixes and other elements of the Spanish lexicon that do not exist in English. 

(3) To change the first letter of the Spanish written word that corresponds to the English 

word in order to adapt to the first letter of the written version that corresponds to the 

English word. 

Johnson then gives the following examples of Speaking Exact English (SEE): 

ENGL Why aren't we walking to the park today? 

SPAN ^Por que estamos {n't} nosotros caminando al parque hoy? 

SEE Whor que astamosn't wosotros waminando a tha parque hoy? 

ENGL Don't you enjoy walking? 

SEE Dacem't yu egustar waminaring? 

ENGL Look! I can speak English very well. 

SEE Lira! lo coder sablar Engles vuy wien. 

ENGL And it is very easy to learn, isn't it? 

SEE A il is vuy eacil ta laprender, isn't el? 

In this section, it is difficult to draw the intended meaning of the message, rather, 

fragmented language and wrong terms surface, which make the message hard to 

understand. For the hearing person, it is tempting to want to sign their spoken language 
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because it takes less eflfort than learning a foreign or second language, but the results for 

the Deaf person are very inadequate. 

Johnsoo, Liddell and Erting (1989, p.6) also reported transcription of sign 

supported speech between a hearing schoolteacher and four-year-old Deaf children. The 

following transcript was taken from classroom interaction, demonstrating the difference 

between what the teacher was saying orally (what she meant for them to understand) and 

what she was actually signing. Signs are written in capitals, and the oral language in 

small letters. 

TELL SAY HORSE RABBIT NO 

Tell... tell the Easter Bunny ... He said, "No, he's 

ALL OUTSIDE DIFFERENT COLOR 

all out. You can take a different color. 

FORGET TELL THANK-YOU 

... You forgot to say you've... say thank you... 

T YOU FORGET HER VOICE PLEASE 

T says you forgot her. Use your voice please... 

ZERO PURPLE WHAT WRONG TOGETHER-WITH EASTER DEVIL 

No purple? What's wrong with this Easter Bunny? 
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CAN'T HEAR YOU CAN'T HEAR YOU 

Well, tell him. He can hear you. He can hear you.... 

I THINK I FREEZE GREEN TOGETHER-WITH YELLOW FLOWER LOC-ONl-T 

I think I want the green one with yellow flowers. Get another one. 

[. .. unintelligible-] YELLOW FLOWER [—] OTHER 

Those are purple flowers. I said yellow flowers. Get another one? 

EAT WAIT OTHER CAN OTHER 

Okay. Wait a minute. Can I have another one? Have another one? 

I FREEZE OTHER CAN I HAVE PINK GOOD 

I want another one. Can I have two? Oh. A pink one. 

I GET MAYBE ASK GOOD 

I got two... I don't know, maybe. Good. Okay, let's change. 

GOOD EASTER DEVIL 

You were a good Easter Bunny. 

The point I want to make in this section is that by using these strategies, which are 

common in Total Communication, we are actually limiting the students rather than 
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helping them to develop language or literacy skills. The researchers conunented that the 

word bunny was consistently signed as devil. Beyond that, the message the children are 

receiving cannot possibly make sense to them, except within the context of the visual 

input during the activity. Further, if a teacher were to teach academic subjects using these 

skills, it would be very hard for the students to grasp the concepts being taught. Thus, 

although the originators of this method realized that oral education was not working, and 

that changes needed to be made, the changes missed their mark and this approach leaves 

us wondering why the change was not more complete, more definite, and more effective. 

When analyzing what might have happened when shifting from an oralist 

philosophy to Total Communication, it is hard to understand why the change was not 

made to sign language rather than to Total Communication. In reflecting upon Freire's 

words (1994), I think of possible explanations. One such explanation may be found in the 

following quote: 

The fact that certain members of the oppressor's class join the oppressed in their 

struggle for liberation, thus moving from one pole of the contradiction to the 

other. Theirs is a fundamental role, and has been so throughout the history of the 

struggle. It happens, however, that as they cease to be exploiters or indifferent 

spectators or simply the heirs of exploitation and move to the side of the 

exploited, they almost always bring with them the marks of their origin. Their 

prejudice and their deformation... include a lack of confidence in the people's 

ability to think, to want, and to know. (p. 42) 
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It is possible then, that by moving in the direction of Total Communication, the new 

belief (any type of conununication helps) has inherited traits of the old one, even though 

the main intent was to better the communication between Deaf and hearing. It is also 

possible that the words "oppressor" and "oppressed" sound strong. Padden and 

Humphries (1988) quote J.J. Floumoy in a letter to the editor of the American Annals of 

the Deaf as saying, "We are not beasts, for ail our Deafiiess! We are men! The Era of De 

TEp^ has been the epoch of our birth of mind" (p. 31). In other words, Floumoy points 

to a feeling of dehumanization, which is a topic Freire addresses in his writings. 

Dolnick (1993) writes that the results of Total Communication have not been 

good. In 1988, the Commission on Education of the Deaf reported to the president and to 

Congress; "The present status of education for persons who are Deaf in the United States 

is unsatisfactory. Unacceptably so. This is [our] primary and inescapable conclusion." 

Although not everyone may agree with this statement, we need to ask ourselves; Can 

there be another altemative? Is there a new methodology that can be established? Or is 

Deafhess so challenging that we must continue to accept and embrace the ideology of 

Deafhess as a limiting trait? We must first take look at the third ideology proposed in this 

dissertation. 

Deafness as a sociocultural trait 

The third ideology establishes the Deaf as a sociocultural group with a language 

and culture all its own. Padden (1996), who is Deaf, states that; 

To use a cultural definition is not only to assert a new frame of reference, but also 

to consciously reject an older one. The medical definition is predicated on repair 
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and replacement; it sees the past as littered with failure and ignorance. The 

cultural subscribes to an ideal of equality, that all languages and cultures are equal 

because they are adaptations to the conditions of life. The cultural sees the past as 

a rich resource, making the present possible (pp.87-88). 

This statement asserts that all languages are equal, including the sign languages of the 

world, and gives them the same status as any oral language. 

For many years, it was believed that sign language was not a language, but pantomime to 

help communication. It was not until the mid-19S0s that William Stokoe, a young linguist 

who accepted a position at Gallaudet College, turned his attention to American Sign 

Language (ASL). He eventually claimed that ASL had all the characteristics of a genuine 

language, and that it was the native or natural language of the Deaf At first he met with 

opposition when even his colleagues found his claims ridiculous. Continuing his 

research, he published "Sign Language Structure" in 1960 and A Dictionary of American 

Sign Language in 1965 (Sacks, 1989. p. 77). 

Today, ASL enjoys the status of a language in the United States, although other manual 

systems are still in use, such as Signing Exact English (SEE). It is imperative that we 

understand the difference between natural language, native language, and mother 

tongue. Natural language is the one that emerges firom a language community in a natural 

way. Hearing children acquire the oral language by virtue of living with greater numbers 

of hearing people, especially their parents. This is where the term mother tongue comes 

from. For the hearing child, the natural language, the native language and the mother 

tongue are one and the same. 
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Skutnabb-Kangas (1988) defines mother tongue in the following way; "the 

mother tongue is the language one has learned first and identifies with." While some 

children in the world have the opportunity to grow up bilingual (hearing children of Deaf 

parents, for example), they constitute the exception rather than the nile. The Deaf child 

belongs to a language community different than their hearing parents and the first 

language he or she learns may not be the one he identifies with in the best way. Many 

Deaf children acquired sign language in residential schools from other Deaf children, not 

from their parents, and usually, not from Deaf adults. 

The French Revolution 

Around the eighteenth century many residential schools were created for the Deaf 

in Europe. Even prior to the French Revolution, Laurent Clerc, the famous Deaf teacher 

who later came to the United States, was educated in sign language. (Gannon, 1981. p.S) 

It was during the French Revolution that a more favorable status for all Deaf people was 

officially proclaimed (Karacostas, 1994). 

As mentioned before, prior to the time of the French Revolution only the nobility 

educated their Deaf children. The situation changed after the revolution because one of its 

stated goals was to improve humanity; thus, schools were opened to all. "The first debt to 

society and its first commitment [... ]is to give to all its members... the happiness they 

can enjoy. Society must, if it is well organized, protect the weak [and] [...] support the 

indigent. "(Quartaro, 1994) Included among the weak and the indigent were the Deaf. Part 

of the ideology of the time points to the fact that teaching the Deaf be an act of charity 
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rather than a social, psychological or political right of the Deaf, "they are a disadvantaged 

class (...) so singular and disinherited (...) orphans of nature" (Karacostas, 1994). 

By opening schools for the Deaf, the French thought to bring relief to their 

families and help the Deaf achieve a measure of happiness. Although the opening of 

special schools in Paris in 1791 and in Bordeaux in 1793 could not house all French Deaf 

children, this new government had a different and more progressive perspective. Even 

prior to the revolution, I'Ep^ believed in opening the doors of public education to all 

Deaf children, regardless of social class, although because of the political conditions prior 

to the revolution, this was not yet possible. He insisted on the use of sign language to 

instruct all Deaf students. His work is remarkable and legendary. Thus, although this 

ideology addresses sign language, it still considers the Deaf handicapped, limiting the 

degree to which they can fulfill their potential. 

It is interesting to note that Abbe de TEp^, who created his school in 1760, died 

in December of 1789, shortly af^er the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizenry 

by the French revolutionaries. Nevertheless, TEp^ had already demonstrated 

successfully that the Deaf were educable. This provided a basis for the ideals of the 

French Revolution with respect to the status of the Deaf within their new society. Yet, 

after almost a century of progress in France, hearing educators from Europe and the 

United States, along with other powerful people interested in deaf education organized 

and attended the so-called "infamous" Conference of Milan in 1880 At this conference, it 

was decided that all Deaf children would be oralized. Thus, although the ideology of 
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Deafiiess as a limiting trait accepts the Deaf as educable, it still considers them 

handicapped, which limits the degree to which they can fulfill their potential. 

It was in 181S that Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet traveled to Europe to become 

acquainted with methods of teaching the Deaf, and it was in Paris that he met the well 

known Deaf teacher, Laurent Clerc, who himself had attended the Royal National 

Institute for the Deaf Clerc had experienced much success in educating the Deaf through 

sign language, and had agreed to accompany T. H. Gallaudet to the United States. 

As previously stated, the ideology of Deafness as a sociocultural trait recognizes the 

importance of sign language acquisition. Language development is crucial to any child's 

cognitive development. This includes Deaf children. Without it they feel isolated from 

their environment. 

As children acquire language, they begin to understand the world that surrounds 

them. Their cognitive development helps them make sense of the world. The more 

language they acquire, the more complex their thoughts become. Luria & Yudovic (1994) 

point out that the most basic tool for intellectual development is language. Once the Deaf 

is established as a sociocultural group, it becomes crucial to realize that they constitute a 

cultural/linguistic minority within the hearing society that constitutes the language 

majority. In hearing homes with no access to sign language, their cognitive development 

is limited. 

Skutnabb-Kangas (1988) says "if the language most widely spoken [used] by your 

fellow citizens (either because the power elite has decided that that will be the lingua 

franca) is not your mother [native/natural] tongue, you belong to a linguistic minority in 
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your country. That means that you have to become (at least) bilingual in order to 

participate" (p. 43). The same can be said for minority and majority cultures. Deaf people 

as Hispanics and Native- Americans in the United States belong to a linguistic and 

cultural minority. In order to communicate and participate with the majority culture, they 

must learn a second language and culture. In the case of Ifispanics, they must learn a 

written and oral second language. In the case of the Deaf, however, it only makes sense 

that they focus on the written form of the language of the hearing majority. 

Perhaps Sacks (1990) says it best when he explains: "But when the 'Deaf and 

dumb' were properly approached, i.e., through sign language, they proved eminently 

educable, and they rapidly showed an astonished world how flilly they could enter its 

culture and life" (p. 11). 

Ladd (1994, p. S) says that, "In the largest and truest sense, culture means the way 

of life of a group of people: Their way of looking at the world, their beliefs, the things 

they create, the stories they tell", which is what brings people together to participate in a 

given culture. All the interactions that it takes to create things, to tell stories, etc. in two 

different cultures, require the use of two different languages; otherwise, there could be no 

communication and transmission of culture. This also makes language and culture 

inseparable. Language and cultures exist in communities, that is, communities form 

when a group of people interact through a shared language and culture. 

Deaf Communitv 

A community is understood in many different ways. Wright (1987) expresses 

Higgens' concept of community in the following way: "not street addresses, but creations 
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based on friendships, informal acquaintances, marriages, clubs, bars, publications, 

religious organizations, etc." (p. 19). It is within these language and culture communities 

that language and culture is preserved and practiced. It is within these communities that 

people feel safe, accepted, valued and needed, where identities are formed. Because of 

the impact a community plays in the language and culture acquisition of Deaf children, 

we must understand what constitutes a community. Communities differ from culture in 

that a community is the networking outcome of a shared language and culture. The Deaf 

community can be comprised of Deaf as well as hearing family members, friends, etc. 

Although some feel that being "hearing impaired" is a necessary condition for 

participation (Woodward, 1978; Wright, 1987). Others have shown that membership in 

the conununity can be more open (Saylor, 1992; Jordan, 1994). This is important because 

hearing relatives of Deaf children need to have the opportunity to become part of the 

Deaf community as much as Deaf people themselves. 

Research by Padden and Humphries (1988) establishes the following basis for 

identifying the Deaf as a sociocultural group, with their own language, culture and 

method of transmission. "Deaf people have accumulated a set of knowledge about 

themselves.. .They have found ways to define and express themselves through their 

rituals, tales, performances and everyday social encounters." (p. 11) 

Once a Deaf child is bom into a hearing family, the hearing need to adapt to the 

Deaf language and culture as much as the Deaf need to adapt to the hearing language and 

culture. But the decisions hearing parents must make are never easy. However, the 

interaction should not be avoided, although sometimes it is. The lack of interaction can be 
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due to the fact that the hearing hesitate to participate in a foreign culture. In other cases, 

parents are afraid to lose their children to the Deaf community. Dolnick (1993) points out 

the following; "Time and time again their talk turns to laments about 'giving up' or 

'losing' or 'turning over' their child to the Deaf community, (p. 51-52) 

In the meantime. Deaf adults contend that they are resources for the hearing 

parents in helping them make right decisions. After all, they have the experience of what 

it's like to be Deaf in the hearing world. So much so, that they claim to understand the 

challenges from the inside out. The Deaf literature depicts the relations between the Deaf 

and hearing worlds. The following story is told in the San Francisco Bay area. It's called 

"Deaf in the year 2000". Here is an excerpt: 

Months have passed since the first Deaf astronaut lost contact with Earth. He 

lands on a planet and finds that the people on it are Deaf[...] They explain to him 

that they don't need telephones, they use videophones [...] 'Oh those poor 

hearing people, they suffer so much', says the guide. 'They are fighting for their 

civil rights. They have a National Association of the Hearing; a telephone 

interpreting relay service and a Hearing Counseling Advocacy and Referral 

Agency who helps hearing people who are frustrated looking for a job' 

(Rutherford, 1993, p. 106-107). 

Deaf adults know what is like to be Deaf in the hearing world, they have 

to deal with patronizing attitudes, with counselors, and they know what is 

like to hunt for a job with not a hope of getting one. They are familiar with 

the services, they know the nature of the challenges, and they want to help. 
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Deaf communities saw the need to develop sign language in order to 

communicate with other Deaf people. Moreover, if there is not a Deaf community near 

by. Deaf people live in isolation and they must develop a personal system to 

communicate with the hearing world, which is not in their best interest because of its 

limitations. 

Foster (1989) did an interesting study on the "social constructions of Deafness". 

In her study. Deaf people explain what draws them "to seek interaction with each other", 

and what alienates them. This study portrays the effect on the Deaf when hearing people 

adhere to the ideologies of Deafness as a terminal and/or limiting trait. As these Deaf 

adults reflected on the social interactions that take place with their hearing families, at 

work, and at school, two major themes emerged; 

First, informants described experiences of alienation, which recurred over a 

lifetime of interactions with hearing people. Second, they describe experiences of 

identification and acceptance through interactions with other Deaf people, (p. 

228) 

Conversations among Deaf people and their families tend to be superficial if they interact 

at all. Sometimes, guided by the experts, the parents refuse to learn sign language. Other 

times, siblings who were receptive and enthusiastic about communicating in sign 

language while young children, lose interest during their teen years when they are most 

interested in spending time with their hearing peers. At family gatherings, where it is hard 

to find people who sign. Deaf children are left in total isolation. 
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At school, the informants in Foster's study reported, sign language was forbidden 

in the classroom. The fact that they were sometimes permitted to communicate in sign in 

the dormitories, made life more bearable to them, and they did not feel completely 

alienated. Sometimes parents had tittle contact with their children after dropping them off 

at a boarding school. Some children saw their families only on rare occasions. When 

children were integrated into regular classes, they experienced more alienation. After 

being able to attend a school for the Deaf, one student reports "I found happiness is to be 

with Deaf people." 

At work, sometimes they were the only Deaf employees. They felt the alienation 

especially when they saw people laughing about something, but they didn't know why, 

and nobody wanted to take the time to tell them or to share the joke with them. They 

could not "hang around" with hearing co-workers. Another person "traced his inability to 

trust people to experiences in the mainstream school," and points out that forgiving their 

cruelty is not enough to heal from the pain. 

To change a state of alienation and pain. Deaf people sought other Deaf people in 

order to carry out "real conversations." The informants also wanted information to just 

"learn about the world." The informants wanted to form friendships, and they were 

seeking relationships that could take the place of their families, where intimacy and 

acceptance could be experienced, "such as during meals and holidays. 

In contrast Wilcox and Corwin (1990) report the enculturation process of their 

Korean bom adopted daughter Bomee, who came to live with them in the United States at 

age two and a half Her father was an interpreter for the Deaf in New Mexico and her 
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mother taught children with communicative disorders and signed Pidgin Sign English 

(PSE). They later had a hearing son whom they also enculturated into a multicultural 

environment. They not only taught her two different ways of communication (ASL and 

PSE), but they modeled private speech in sign, thus verbally problem solving. "As early 

as 3 ;2, she recognized variation in her home linguistic environment; she signed the game 

'This Little Piggy' in ASL to Kim and in PSE to Joanne. "Once watching a videotape of a 

Deaf actress and storyteller, Linda Bove, Bomee commented to Joanne 'That woman 

signs pretty good. I think she's Deaf." Of the hearing woman in the tape she commented 

"That woman doesn't sign that good. She's probably hearing" (p.67). Her parents made 

every effort to facilitate her literacy development. By age five "she could read simple 

books." The authors end the article by stating; "Based on the data presented, it seems that 

Bomee has the world at her fingertips" (p. 70). 

These two case studies, one by Foster (1989) and one by Wilcox and Corwin (1990) 

illustrate the outcomes driven by very different ideologies. In the first case described by 

Foster, access to the hearing community was not supported or encouraged for the Deaf In 

the second case, described by Wilcox and Corwin, a primary goal was to give Bomee, the 

Deaf child, access to both worlds. These disparate outcomes demonstrate the very 

different ideologies that drove both attitudes. In the first case Deafness was perceived as 

a limiting trait, and the second case demonstrates the sociocultural model of Deafness. 

It is important to recognize that the Deaf have a language and culture of their 

own, and to understand the crucial role sign language and Deaf culture play in the Deaf 

child's total development, that bilingual education is a viable alternative. And finally, it is 
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also important to acknowledge the role of Deaf communities in validating their language, 

culture, and identity, which in turn can enhance the opportunities of Deaf people to fulfill 

their true potential in terms of their future academic success. 

Summary of Chapter Two 

In Chapter Two, I provided a historical overview of deaf education firom ancient 

Rome and Greece through the start of formal deaf education in the US. 1 identified three 

language orientations and related them to the ideologies of Deafness as a terminal trait. 

Deafness as a limiting trait, and Deafhess as a sociocultural trait. Using case studies 

across time, I illustrated the impact of these three ideologies in human terms. I described 

various language acquisition strategies that arise from the three ideologies, including 

Total Communication, finger spelling, oralism, and bilingualism, and their potential to 

enhance or limit cognitive development of the Deaf I portrayed the complex 

organization of educational opportunities for the Deaf in Europe that arose from 

conflicting and simultaneously operating ideologies. Through research and case study 

review, I established the Deaf as a distinct community and sociocultural group. Finally, 1 

presented two case studies that illustrate the disparate outcomes for deaf children exposed 

to educational programs oriented fi'om the deficit ideology of Deafhess as a limiting trait, 

versus the resource ideology of Deafhess as a sociocultural trait. 

Relating the Research Review to the Study 

This research review provides a broad backdrop on which to examine trends and 

outcomes of Deaf education in Hispanic America. The historical overview allowed me to 

identify the three ideologies that form the framework I used to interpret the data from the 
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eleven countries investigated. This led me to the discovery that these ideologies did not 

represent an evolution of change or a developmental taxonomy, but rather coexisted, even 

within the same country. Finally, this research review establishes the Deaf as a 

sociocultural group and makes possible the consideration of literacy development as 

second language acquisition, and thus the shift to a bilingual model for the education of 

the Deaf. 
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CHAPTER III: REFRAMING LITERACY ACQUISITION OF THE DEAF 

AS SECOND LANGUAGE LITERACY 

Central to many discussions of literacy is the notion that writing 

and reading are ways of making, interpreting, and communicating 

meaning. McLane and McNamee (1990). 

In this chapter I make a distinction between the challenges faced by Deaf children 

of Deaf parents, and the Deaf children of hearing parents, and the resulting educational 

implications. I establish a theoretical framework for the consideration of literacy 

acquisition of the Deaf as second language acquisition, which underscores the necessity 

for the flill development of the Deaf child's first language, and the need for a bilingual 

model of education. I discuss the significance of the philosophical orientation of language 

as resource as a foundation for language programs, and identify key characteristics of 

literacy learning environments that enhance or limit development. 

The following section applies specifically to the challenges faced by Deaf 

children of hearing parents, a condition that occurs ninety percent of the time. This is an 

important distinction: Deaf children of Deaf parents acquire the language of their parents 

from birth, and like all other children acquiring a second language, are able to use their 

first language - sign language, to mediate the literacy acquisition of the hearing majority 

language. Conversely, Deaf children of hearing parents do not have the same opportunity 

to acquire the language of their parents from birth, and therefore their literacy acquisition 
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of the hearing majority language, without the possibility of mediation in the LI, is 

shaqjly impacted. Up until the present time, this group of severely and profoundly Deaf 

students of hearing parents, have not achieved above the 3"* to 4*'' grade level in 

elementary school. 

One of the main concerns of deaf educators, particularly of severely and 

profoundly deaf students, is literacy development. Therefore, we must focus on several 

highly significant pedagogical concerns that have been ignored up until now in deaf 

education. There are four considerations pertaining to the literacy acquisition of the Deaf 

that must be addressed. These are: (1) literacy development of the Deaf must be 

recognized not simply as the acquisition of print, but as the acquisition of a second or 

foreign language, namely the language of the hearing majority; 2) we must recognize the 

paramount significance of first language development on second language/literacy 

acquisition; 3) we must operate from the orientation of language as both a right and a 

resource, and 4) we must identify the characteristics of a literacy-learning environment 

that enhance or inhibit literacy development. 

Literacy development in the majoritv language: 

It has been established that Deaf children of hearing parents (that is, children who have 

been denied the opportunity to acquire a first language at what would be considered a 

normal rate), rarely achieve literacy development beyond the elementary level. What this 

statement fails to recognize is that this literacy development has occurred in a second, or 

foreign language. When this factor is taken into account, it is obvious that the acquisition 

of literacy at a 4"^ grade level represents a far greater achievement than originally 
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perceived. The development of literacy by this group of Deaf children can be more 

accurately compared to that of a hearing person who speaks Mayan, but must acquire 

literacy in Spanish, rather than to a Spanish speaking person acquiring Spanish language 

literacy. The literacy development in the case of the Mayan speaker acquiring Spanish 

literacy is very different from the case of the Spanish speaker acquiring Spanish literacy, 

and it is this first case that provides us with insight into the process of literacy acquisition 

faced by this group of Deaf children. 

Once the complex reality of literacy acquisition for these Deaf children has been 

established, it becomes necessary to take into account specific features in the process of 

second or foreign language acquisition. These include a) length of exposure to the 

second language, b) methodologies employed in the teaching of the second or foreign 

language; and c) the child's receptive and productive skills in the second or foreign 

language. 

a) Length of Exposure to the Target Language: Research on bilingualism has 

Established that people require many years of practice to develop social and academic 

language in their L2. In fact, they need between 2-5 years to develop social language, 

and between 7-10 to develop cognitive academic language proficiency (CALP). When 

we reflect on this finding in light of the literacy acquisition of the above-described group 

of Deaf children, it becomes clear that the failure to achieve above the foiuth grade 

literacy level represents the failure of the instructional program to take into account the 

number of years necessary to acquire CALP, rather than the failure of the child to 

achieve. 
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b) Instructional programs must be based on sound methodologies; Simply increasing 

the number of years a child receives poor instruction will not automatically increase 

learning, and in fact can be damaging. Krashen (1996) gives us an allegorical example 

that can illustrate this point. He points out that a poor methodology is comparable to 

giving a child two little crackers and a glass of water and then asking ourselves why they 

don't gain weight? Obviously, a child on that diet would not only fail to gain weight, but 

would also become sick, and suffer in his or her physical development. 

c) Receptive and Productive Skills: It is important to recognize that in the acquisition of 

a second language the acquisition of the receptive skills of reading and listening precedes 

the acquisition of the productive skills of speaking and writing. In consideration of this, 

successful educational programs for the Deaf do not pressure students to use their 

productive skills through writing, but rather encourage them to read widely according to 

their interests, and eventually they begin to write in an increasingly sophisticated manner. 

Through exposure to text and multiple opportunities to practice, their literacy skills 

emerge at a certain point in their development. Mihshie (1995) citing C. Ewoldt 

(personal communication 8-25-94) comments on this phenomenon of print awareness of 

Deaf children: 

We found out that even children who had not been exposed to sign language had a 

remarkable awareness of environmental print well before starting school—age 3 

or before. Even if they didn't have a firm language, they understood a lot about 

print and its functions, (p. 38). 
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Program Orientations 

The way in which we as educators see the Deaf child, the orientation that we 

adopt in view of their visual spatial characteristics, is a signiflczint factor in the 

development of a learning environment that enhances or inhibits literacy development. 

There are three possible orientations we can employ in our consideration of the 

characteristics of the Deaf child, namely as: 

a) a problem 

b) a right 

c) a resource. 

In the first case, our expectations of academic progress will be low because we 

are operating from the orientation of the Deaf child as a problem. We see the child as a 

handicapped person and therefore with limitations. The resultant instructional program 

will focus on the remediation of perceived deficiencies in the child. In the second case we 

recognize our responsibility to provide the tools for communication from the legal 

standpoint of the Deaf child's right to a language. In this case the instructional program 

will focus on providing the basics skills necessary for interaction with the host 

community, and minimize the attributes of the child. In the third case we see the child as 

possessing cognitive and linguistic attributes, that is, valuable resources that we must tap 

in order to create an instructional environment that fosters their continued development. 

We must remember that UNESCO declared "that the sign languages of the world 

should be afforded the same status as other linguistic systems', and that they must play a 

major role in educational programs for Deaf children (Mihshie 1995, p. xv). In this case. 
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we view the full potentials and possibilities for the Deaf child. We perceive the child as 

possessing cultural knowledge that can enhance not only their own continued 

development, but the development of others as they participate actively in their own 

education. It is from this ideological perspective that we can create instructional 

programs that not only acknowledge the cognitive and linguistic resources already 

present within the child, but also build upon those resources as tools for reading the world 

and the word. 

Factors to Consider for an Optimum Literacy-Learning Environment 

Earlier in this section literacy was defined in several ways: as the ability to decode 

and encode, as a means of creating and sharing meaning, and as the tools of reading and 

writing embedded in cultural practice. Drawing on this extensive research in literacy 

development, literacy is defmed for the purposes of this study as follows: 

Literacy is the ability to interpret and communicate meaning through reading and writing 

within a given cultural context, and through the senses. This ability is intimately 

connected to thought, language, and cognitive development in young children - hearing 

or Deaf. 

In order to identify the characteristics of an environment that will foster literacy 

development of Deaf children, we must take into account this definition of literacy as 

well as the three considerations discussed earlier in this section: recognizing literacy 

acquisition of the Deaf as second language acquisition, recognizing the significance of 

first language development on second language/literacy development, and the ideological 

orientation of language as both a right and a resource. There are also several additional 
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factors to consider. It has been established that learning is best accomplished through 

active participation in meaningful context. Humans leam to walk by walking, to draw by 

drawing, in meaningful context (both in terms of comprehensible input and self-

motivation), with the mediation of an expert. The same is true of reading and writing. 

However, there are several characteristics of the process of literacy acquisition that can 

help, or conversely, hinder progress. 

Three additional factors to consider include specific strategies for fostering 

development: 

(1) Children do not acquire language through synthetic or analytic methods that begin 

with isolated sounds and progress through word recognition to eventual sentences. 

Rather, children acquire language in meaningfiil contexts. 

(2) Adults encourage children to use language, focussing on the act of shared 

communication, frequently praising them for their efforts, and commenting on their 

accomplishments with family members and friends. 

(3) Children do not say everything correctly from the moment they begin to speak, but 

rather hypothesize and experiment with language use according to their understanding 

and the meaning they wish to convey. The same is true in their literacy development 

process. 

Characteristics of an Optimal Literacy-learning Environment 

What are the implications for an optimal leaming environment, based on these 

considerations? Literacy must emerge in an environment that recognizes the 

characteristics of language development, and provides opportunities for children to 
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engage in meaningful communicative interactions with adults and expert peers, in a 

supportive environment that celebrates their achievements. An optimal program is 

one that recognizes that the task faced by the Deaf child is that of acquiring second-

language literacy. As such, in planning for instruction, educators must take carefully 

into account the Deaf child's length of exposure to the target language. An optimal 

program additionally recognizes the critical interaction of first language development 

on second language acquisition, and provides a rich first language environment in 

which the Deaf child's first language -sign language, can be fully developed. Lastly, 

an optimal program is based on a sound methodology that takes into account the 

realities of language development, and provides instruction that allows the Deaf child 

to participate according to their specific receptive and productive skills. It is 

important to recognize that because of the power relations that determine the 

programming available to Deaf and other linguistic minority children, educators often 

make unreasonable demands. We demand that Deaf children develop literacy skills 

in the same way and at the same rate as hearing children. However, due to their 

own characteristics, this is cleariy very difficult. We must remember that the task 

facing a Deaf child whose first language is sign language, is to develop not first, but 

seconcZ-language literacy. Furthermore, Deaf children who have not had the 

opportunity to develop their first language, such as those who have been oralized or 

participated in Total Communication, experience significant delays in language 

development. These children face the additional challenge of attempting to acquire 

a second language without the mediation of a well-developed first language—an 

almost insurmountable task. 
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CHAPTER IV: METHODS 

The words of the strong carry more weight than the words 

of the weak. Indeed, very often the weak describe themselves 

in words coined by the strong. Peter L. Berger (1976) 

The Research Question 

Specifically, how do these ideologies shape deaf education and subsequent access 

to "possible lives" (Rose, 1995) in Latin America? Further, how do these ideologies 

influence the areas of (a) language use; (b) educational trends; and (c) societal aims for 

the Deaf population? How have hearing ideologies shaped deaf education in eleven 

countries in Hispanic America? 

I discuss Deaf education in each country by exploring; 

(a) language use 

(b) educational trends 

(c) societal aims for the Deaf population 

The countries this study considers are Guatemala, Mexico, Chile, Puerto Rico, Argentina, 

Uruguay, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and Cuba. 

In a secondary way, this dissertation will also provide valuable information about 

the Hispanic Deaf immigrant population to the United States. The Deaf Hispanic 

immigrant population's needs must be address in U.S. educational systems. Thus, this 
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dissertation may provide answers to the questions that arise: What is the linguistic make

up in the countries they come from? What types of educational experiences have they had 

in the past? What models of education have they participated in if at all? What role have 

the families played in the educational experience of the Deaf student? 

Criteria for Choosing the Areas in the Different Countries. 

This is a cross sectional study of deaf education in Hispanic America where I 

sampled on one occasion in areas that are heavily populated. Additionally, I also included 

data that is typically collected in case study research in order to provide an ethnographic 

context in which to situate this study. This research design made it possible to compare 

the different situations, although some countries are large and others are very small by 

comparison. Some of the areas included are found in the capitals. In most cases, changes 

usually begin in these areas, or at least in the bigger cities, and in some cases, these 

geographical locations can become a good indicator of the trend in a given country. 

The criteria for choosing the countries for the study were as follows. 1 chose 

Mexico and Puerto Rico because of the high number of people who immigrate to the 

United States from these countries. Later, I selected Venezuela and Uruguay because 

their characteristics contrasted with Mexico and Puerto Rico. I included Chile, Argentina, 

Colombia and Guatemala because the data was easily accessible to me. I included 

Nicaragua because of its unique way of dealing with deaf education, and the maimer in 

which it contrasts with all the other countries. Finally, I included Cuba because of the 

valuable information they can provide, and the creative way in which they are evolving in 
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deaf education. Moreover, the countries sampled cover North, Central, South America, 

and the Caribbean. 

The countries are grouped according to the way in which I gathered the data. In 

the first category I included the countries I visited, and the countries in which I was able 

to visit schools, and talk with educators, administrators and parents. In the second 

category I included the data gathered through documents written by researchers I met 

personally during conferences I attended, such as The Fourth and Fifth Conferences on 

Bilingual Education for the Deaf held in Bogota, Colombia and Porto Allegre, Brazil, 

respectively. In the third category I include Nicaragua. In the case of Nicaragua, I was 

able to correspond briefly with one of the people who organized deaf education in 

Nicaragua and with Valerie Sutton, who was well acquainted with deaf education in that 

country. The Nicaraguan story was published in a newspaper sponsored by the Sutton 

Movement for SignWriting. This sign writing system has been used extensively in 

Nicaragua. I also included information from one of their first publications - a Master's 

Thesis - written about SignWriting in Nicaragua. 

Data Collection Strategies 

Originally, I set out to research thirteen Hispanic countries. Although I collected 

data from all of them to a certain degree, some countries proved difficult to access. 

However, I collected data through on-site visits to selected countries, library research, 

interviews, conferences I attended in selected countries, audio tapes of selected 

interviews, and selected life stories of Deaf informants. 
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DATA GATHERING 

Library On-site 
Research Visits 

Audio Life 
Stories 

Argentina X X X 

Chile X X X X 

Colombia X X X X 

Cuba X X X 

Ecuador X X X 

Guatemala X X X X 

Mexico X X X X X 

Nicaragua X X 

Puerto Rico X X X X 

Uruguay X X 

Venezuela X X X 

Table 1. 

Library Research 

1) Primary sources: Some of my sources were from publications obtained in Latin 

America and the United States from educators who were presenting at the conferences I 

attended, as well as publications found in libraries throughout the United States. 

2) Secondary sources; Electronic mail proved to be an eflfective way of collecting reading 

material and of dialoguing. Although 1 was not able to visit every country, I was able to 

collect data through publications sent from other countries as electronic mail attachments. 

Two life histories were also sent via electronic mail (see Appendixes B and C). 

Most of the interviews with administrators and educators were conducted in 

Spanish. Occasionally, it was necessary to have an interpreter in order to get the 

information from Deaf informants through the sign language of the respective country. 
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On-site visits 

To gain a perspective of deaf education today, it was essential to carry out on-site 

visits to several of the schools in the countries I visited. In most cases, I was able to pay 

one-day visits to classes in order to observe. My observations were made as a passive 

observer. As a guest in most of the schools I visited, I could only participate as much as I 

was invited to participate. While on site, I was able to observe the following: 

• interactions among teachers and students; 

• interactions among students; 

• interactions among teachers, parents and students. 

These observations gave me insight as to their ways of communicating with each other, 

their language preference, their language choice, and their language use. 

I visited schools and Deaf Associations in Chile, Ecuador, Guatemala, Colombia, 

Puerto Rico, and Mexico. 

Interviews 

In the course of my visits to several of the countries included in this work, I 

conducted informal interviews with three groups; 

• Deaf students who are graduates from all types of schools, along with a parent or 

another adult who communicated with them on a regular basis. In some cases, 

students who had been oralized could not be understood by anyone except a parent or 

someone who communicated with them on a regular basis. On the other hand, even if 

communication could be made efficient through the use of sign language, each 
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country has a difierent language, and it would be impossible for me to leam them all 

prior to this study. 

• Educators, to find out about their philosophy of deaf education, their professional 

experiences, and their feelings about what all these things meant in their lives as 

teachers of Deaf children. The only two standard questions I asked at the end of every 

interview were; (1) "Define bilingual education for me." and (2) "Do you think that 

bilingual education can help Deaf students experience more success in school?" 

• Administrators. The conversations were open-ended. I asked the two questions 

mentioned above about bilingual education, and 1 let the conversation guide my 

questions. 

I also sought interaction with other researchers as well as Deaf adults through electronic 

mail. 

Conferences 

The conferences I attended were about literacy development, special education, 

and bilingual education for the Deaf This variety allowed me to tap into different ways 

of looking at deaf education. I attended the First International Conferences of Literacy in 

Guatemala, The First International Conference on Literacy Development in Puerto Rico, 

The IV Conference on Bilingual education for the Deaf in Colombia, The First 

Conference on Bilingual Education and Literacy Development for the Deaf in Chile, The 

V Conference on Bilingual Education for the Deaf in Brazil, The First International 

Conference on Communication, Culture and Television in Havana, Cuba, and also the Bi-

Bi Conference in Ogden, Utah in the United States. 
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Audiotapes 

Sometimes I was allowed to tape the interviews, as in the case of a Cuban 

educator who attended a conference in Colombia, and also two Colombian teachers of the 

Deaf whom I met in Bogota. These transcripts appear in Appendix A and F. 

Life Stories 

Whenever possible, I asked Deaf people to write their life story. 1 did not want 

someone else to write for them, thus allowing their own voice to come through in the 

narrative. These life stories are also provided in Appendixes B and C. 

Data Gathering bv Country 

Guatemala 

I attended a Literacy Development Conference on Whole Language in 

Guatemala City. The 21-year-old Deaf daughter of two Guatemalan teachers was helping 

them at the conference site. She spent two days guiding me throughout the city. We 

visited the hospital, the office building that houses the Committee Pro-Blind and Deaf, 

and the school for the Deaf, Fray Ponce de Leon, which she herself had attended. The 

preschool had a building next to Ponce de Leon's school, and each of the schools had a 

different administrator. With my tour guide and her parents, I also visited the building 

that housed the Guatemalan Deaf Association. I was allowed to interview the principals 

of the preschool and the elementary schools. On my way out I briefly observed a fifth 

grade class of Deaf children finishing up a drawing and coloring activity in celebration of 

one of their national heroes. 1 also briefly observed Deaf preschoolers on the playground. 
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sitting down, trying to follow the directions of a hearing teacher who was speaking to 

them. 

I wrote my field notes as soon as I left each site. After I spoke to 

members of the Conunittee Pro-Blind and Deaf, they gave me a manual which contained 

much of the information I had gathered through the interviews. 

Mexico 

I attended a conference in Mexico City, which dealt with all the education 

specialties that fall under Special Education, among them, the Deaf. My data came 

mostly from a two-day visit to Guadalajara. Prior to my trip, a Mexican colleague had set 

up appointments with the principals of the three schools included in this dissertation. He 

was my guide throughout the city, taking me to the schools and to the offices of the 

Guadalajara Deaf Association. The questions I asked the different administrators, and 

their answers were used as a flexible guide along with additional data I collected there. I 

was able to visit a classroom and observe the interaction of the hearing teacher with the 

students. I also attended a meeting that a teacher was holding with parents and students. 

At the invitation of the principal, I walked through the playground and observed some of 

the students at play. 

Chile 

While in Chile, I was able to visit three different cities. I interviewed 

an orthodontist from region 4 in his office, who was an advocate of the Deaf He 

personally took me to walk around the playgrounds of a school that served children with 

different kinds of handicaps. Together we went to visit the Dean of Academic Affairs at 
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the local university, to inquire about their special education program and to find out how 

they trained their pre-service teachers to serve the Deaf. He also invited me to attend a 

meeting with the governor as the initiation of his efforts to get funding to build a regional 

school for the Deaf. In the waiting room of the orthodontist's office, I met members of the 

Deaf community, as well as coaches, parents, and teachers of the Deaf. From my field 

notes I wrote a report that was submitted to the governor. That report allowed me to 

further develop my field notes so that I was able to easily draw information to include in 

this dissertation. 

Next, I flew to Temuco to visit the school for the Deaf for a day, where I was well 

received by the principal. She later invited me to visit the entire school. This encouraged 

me to ask whether I could stay to observe a class. I was able to observe a Total 

Communication class in action by sitting among the students who were attending a 

lecture on religion. They told me that one of their students had gone to the university in 

Santiago, and had become an engineer. 1 subsequently met this individual, who was kind 

enough to provide me with his life story, which I include in Appendix C. 

I briefly met the president of the Temuco Deaf Association, who could hear with 

the help of a hearing aid. He shared with me his perspective on their situation. 

Finally, I visited the "Instituto de la Sordera," the elementary public school, and 

the National Deaf Association in Santiago. I interviewed the principal and wrote field 

notes as soon as I left each site. During my second visit, the "Instituto de la Sordera" had 

changed hands and was functioning under the auspices of the Metropolitan University. I 

became acquainted with the professors who are piloting the first bilingual education 
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program in Chile. I met these and other professors at the V Conference on Bilingual 

Education for the Deaf in Porto Allegre, Brazil, where we again were able to exchange 

information and corroborate the information I had gathered earlier in my trips to Chile. 

Puerto Rico 

The director of my dissertation. Dr. Luis C. Moll, introduced me to Juan Albertorio. We 

corresponded via electronic mail several times prior to my visit to Puerto Rico. He made 

arrangements for my visit to the San Gabriel School of the Deaf, and also set up an 

interview with the principal. Juan Albertorio also introduced me to a teacher of the Deaf 

who had worked at this school for many years, but was now pursuing a graduate degree 

in San Juan. I also attended a presentation on literacy development of Deaf students at the 

First International Conference on Literacy Development that was in session at that time. 

I also read literature about deaf education in Puerto Rico. 

Cuba 

At the IV Conference on Bilingual education for the Deaf in Santa Fe de Bogota, 

Colombia, I met the only Cuban teacher who had attended. She worked with the National 

Association of the Deaf in her country. I asked if I could interview her. She accepted and 

allowed me to tape the conversation. The transcription of that conversation is included in 

Appendix F. At the V Conference on Bilingual Education for the Deaf in Porto Alegre, 

Brazil, I met another Cuban representative of the National Association of Deaf people 

(ANSOC) who agreed to read the transcription of the first interview and help me correct 

it and update it. I sent the document to Jorge Ponjuan, the psychologist for the Cuban 

National Association of the Deaf, via electronic mail. In August 1999, he sent me back 
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his feedback. I met Jorge Ponjuw again in Chile at the First Conference on Bilingual 

Education and Literacy Development for the Deaf in October of 1999. He invited me to 

present the paper I had presented in Chile to the First International Conference on 

Communication, Culture and Television, which took place in December of 1999. At that 

time I was able to interact with teachers of the Deaf, I visited a pre-school as well as the 

Rene Vilches School for the Deaf in Havana. 

Argentina 

I met several teachers of the Deaf who came from Buenos Aires to 

attend the IV Conference on Bilingual Education for the Deaf in Santa Fe de Bogota, 

Colombia. Because we stayed at the same hotel, I had the opportunity to tape 

the conversation about their experience as educators of the Deaf in Argentina. There were 

six teachers, and they all took turns expressing their views at different times during this 

informal after-dinner conversation. I also met Silvana Veinberg at that conference, a 

college professor in Buenos Aires who is involved with pre-service teachers of the Deaf 

We began corresponding over electronic mail. I sent her a summary of the information I 

had received from the six teachers. She corroborated the information and added more. 

Her presentation at the conference included valuable information about deaf education in 

Argentina. I later received a copy of the memoirs of that conference, which I use in this 

dissertation. 

Uruguay 

I met Luis Behares, who has published the history of Bilingual Education for the 

Deaf in Uruguay, in Santa Fe de Bogota Colombia. He had taken with him to the 
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conference some of his publications that describe the changes in deaf education and the 

implementation of bilingual education programs. Although he had taken those copies for 

someone else, I was able to make copies for myself before he gave the originals to his 

colleague. I later met over electronic mail two people from Uruguay who were involved 

with the Deaf community. After writing my report based on the papers Luis Behares 

provided me, 1 sent via electronic mail my description to them and they emailed me back 

their comments and corroborated the fact that the description was correct to the best of 

their knowledge. I include a copy of the electronic mail in Appendix G. 

Venezuela 

I met Carlos Sanchez and Alejandro Oviedo in Santa Fe de Bogota, Colombia. 

Carlos Sanchez has been involved with bilingual education for the Deaf in various 

capacities in Venezuela, and Alejandro Oviedo is a Venezuelan linguist who specializes 

in Sign Language. Carlos introduced me to a copy of a book he had written, which 

contained the history of deaf education in Venezuela. He also agreed to share with me, 

his views about the way in which deaf education had changed almost overnight from an 

oralist approach to bilingual education. The information he provided was a kind of 

epilogue of his book La increible y triste hisioria de la sordera , which was published in 

1990. At the conference in Bogota, Colombia, Alejandro Oviedo informed me that he had 

written a chapter on deaf education in Venezuela and later provided me with a copy of 

that chapter. Oviedo is a linguist who worked at the Universidad de los Andes at the time 

of the interview, and most of his publications deal with linguistic studies of Venezuelan 

Sign Language. 
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Colombia 

During my visit to Colombia I did not visit a school for the Deaf because my main 

objective was to network and to provide researchers from all over Hispanic America with 

my electronic and postal address in order to open communication with them. During the 

course of IV Conference on Bilingual education for the Deaf, I met several Colombian 

educators. The one I have kept in touch with and saw again in Brazil, was Paulina 

Ramirez, who provided leadership for the creation of the first bilingual education 

program in Bogota. She gave me with copies of a journal published by INSOR, and later 

gave me a copy of the law that establishes Colombian Sign Language as the language of 

the Deaf^ as well as a copy of the amendment to that law, which I include in the 

Appendix H. I also interviewed two educators besides Paulina Ramirez, who did not 

participate in the bilingual pilot program in Bogota but who provided me with insight as 

to the situation in the rest of the country. 

Ecuador 

At the conference in Santa Fe de Bogota, I met Rocio Cabezas de Torres , who at 

the time worked for the National Ministry of Education in Ecuador and was heavily 

involved with the Association for the Deaf in Quito. She attended the conference with 

the president of the National Ecuadorian Deaf Association. It was very difficult to make 

contact with anybody in Ecuador after the conference because Internet access is not as 

readily available there. For this reason, I decided to stop in Quito on my way back from 

Chile, during the summer of 1998. I spent 24 hours in the Ecuadorian capital, where once 

again I met with Rocio. She provided me with a copy of the article in their constitution 
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that favors the Deaf in Ecuador. She also gave me a copy of a proposal she had written 

for the linguistic study of Ecuadorian Sign Language. She told me about Carlos Sanchez' 

visit and his presentation about bilingual education for the Deaf in Ecuador. For this 

section of the dissertation I found the history of deaf education in Ecuador through library 

research in the United States. I also met very briefly and informally with a group of 

teachers that taught at a school for the Deaf Even though the visit was very short, it 

allowed me to confirm and clarify information I had already been able to gather about 

Ecuador. 

Nicaragua 

At the V Conference on Bilingual Education for the Deaf in Brazil, I attended a 

workshop on SignWriting given by two Brazilian teachers of the Deaf One teacher is 

Deaf and the other is hearing. We were all staying at the same hotel and I asked them to 

give me additional information about SignWriting. They gave me their Internet site, as 

well as the site on the Sutton Movement. I contacted Valerie Sutton via electronic mail 

when I returned to the United States. We began discussing the history of SignWriting and 

the countries that are actively engaged in literacy projects using this writing system. This 

is how I found out about their project in Nicaragua. I told Valerie about my dissertation 

and she mailed me a copy of the newspaper that related the Judy and James Kegl story in 

Nicaragua. They were invited by the Sandinista government to help organize the Deaf 

community in Managua, and subsequently in other parts of Nicaragua. I corresponded 

with Judy Kegl directly for some time, but she was hesitant to give me too much 

information, not knowing who I really was. However, I became a member of a listserve 
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for the Sutton Movement and heard indirectly from both James and Judy on a regular 

basis. This also helped me understand their work a little better. Through the Sutton 

listserv 1 was alerted to the fact that Janice Gangel-Vazquez had just finished the first 

piece of literacy research in Nicaragua and had published it on the Sutton Web site. 

Organization of the Data 

First, I organized the data into three groups. The first group was comprised of 

countries where I had the opportunity to visit the schools and interview administrators 

and educators. The second group was made up of countries represented at the conferences 

I had attended, where I was able to interview educators attending. At those conferences I 

was also able to obtain copies of documents on the history of deaf education in their 

countries and models of education. The third group consists of one country — Nicaragua. 

The data on Nicaragua was gleaned from secondary sources, such as Internet sites, as 

well as electrom'c mail communication and information obtained in Colombia through a 

presentation on Sign Writing. 

In order to describe deaf education in each country, I organized the data according 

to the three categories in my research question, which are (1 )Language use; 

(2)Educational Trends; and (3)Societal Aims. To accomplish this, I reviewed the data by 

individual country. 

After this extensive analogy, the ideologies that drove the programs emerged. I 

then created a fi-amework and analyzed the data according to the idelogies of Deafness as 

a terminal trait, as a limiting trait and as a sociocultural trait. Given these categories, I 

was able to re-examine data by individual country and also across countries. 
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Data Analysis Strategies 

After reviewing all the data, a number of categories emerged as common 

categories to all the countries included in this study. I created an outline for each country 

listing these categories. I include these outlines in Table 2. As the ideological frameworks 

emerged from the data I was able to begin the analysis by country as well as across 

countries. In terms of the description of each country, I tried to be all-inclusive, however, 

as the different categories emerged, I gave priority to the data that was relevant to the 

ideological framework. 
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CHAPTER V: DESCRIPTION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 

Human mental activity is developed under the conditions of 

authentic communication with the environment through 

which the child acquires from adults the experience of 

many generations. (Luria& Yudovich, 1994) 

In this section, I will provide a brief description of each of the countries included 

in this dissertation, as well as provide information concerning the status of sign language 

in each country, the current educational trends, and the societal aims. The countries are 

grouped according to the way in which the data were gathered. In the first group I include 

the countries I visited. These are the countries in which I was able to actually visit some 

school, talk with educators, administrators, and parents. In the second group I include the 

data gathered through documents written by researchers I personally met during the 

conferences I attended. In the third group I include only one country - Nicaragua. 

Guatemala 

Guatemala is located in Central America. In ancient times it was part of the 

Mayan Empire. In fact, many indigenous languages are still in use. These linguistic 

groups have Deaf communities with their own sign languages. It is a relatively small 

country. Its total area is 108,890 square kilometers with 400 km of coastline, and its 

capital is Guatemala City. While attending a conference about literacy development in 

the capital city I was introduced to deaf education by a Deaf young adult. With this 
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person as my guide, I went to a hospital, a school for the Deaf^ the Deaf association and 

the national organization in charge of deaf education. I talked to health professionals, 

educators and administrators, parents, and some graduates of their educational system. 

Through these visits I learned that most of the support for deaf education in Guatemala 

comes from the Advocacy Committee for the Blind and Deaf, an organization affiliated 

with the Guatemalan government. Its offices are located in Guatemala City, where it has 

overseen the programs for the Deaf and blind throughout the country with the exception 

of a few private schools for the Deaf and blind since 1945. In 1952, Mrs. Elisa Molina de 

Stahl was elected executive director of the committee. Her picture is prominently 

displayed in every office building, school, or hospital connected with the Deaf and blind. 

It is obvious that she has influenced and continues to influence the committee with her 

philosophy of service and her belief in educating the blind and Deaf 

In 1956, the conunittee founded the Santa Isabel Lottery to finance all its 

programs. The money has been used to increase the number of clinics, schools, and 

services for this sector of the population. In 1960, the oralist school Fray Ponce de Leon 

opened its doors to Deaf children. Oralism was discussed in detail in the Literature 

Review of this dissertation. 

The manual of the Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos (Advocacy Committee of the Blind 

and Deaf) states; 

For children who have not received any type of schooling previously, there is a 

readiness school in which the goal is to help the child adapt to the school 

environment, to implement and to educate in habits of daily life. At school. 
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children attend classes such as Home Economics, Physical Education, and 

Industrial Arts. Besides the academic programs, there is support from other 

departments of integral child development. These are; Social Work, Psychology 

and Speech Therapy. (See Spanish text in Appendix H). 

Previously, services for the Deaf were available only through government programs 

geared towards special education. In 1974, the Dr. Rodolfo Robles V. Hospital began 

serving the Deaf and blind. In 1981, a center for early intervention for the Deaf and blind 

was opened to children 0-4 years of age. There is also a shelter for Deaf and blind 

children who come from the rural areas with their parents to receive treatment. The 

Advocacy Committee for the Deaf and blind calls it a shelter because the families of 

children who come firom rural areas can stay there as long as they need to without paying 

for room and board. 

The Advocacy Committee currently employs approximately 1000 people to serve 

the Deaf and blind in different positions. All programs and salaries are paid for by the 

proceeds of the lottery. 

Fray Ponce de Leon School 

The first place I visited was Ponce de Leon School where education takes place 

within an oralist approach. There I learned that the main goal of education is "to 

rehabilitate" and to eventually integrate the Deaf person into the hearing society. The 

manual published by the Advocacy Committee clearly states that; 

The school for Deaf children Fray Pedro Ponce de Leon, from the Committee for 

Blind and Deaf offers education with an oralist methodology, to children who are 
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Deaf and hard of hearing between the ages of 6-12. Its objectives are; to give the 

child expressive oral language; to orient and provide information to the parents 

about their child's audiological limitation and the implications this has on the 

acquisition of language, and to integrate the child to the regular school or to the 

community in which he or she lives. (See Spanish version in Appendix I.) 

Sign language was not allowed at any time, and parents were strongly discouraged from 

using any form of sign with their children. It was further pointed out to me that those 

children who failed the oralization process were sent to a school that used Total 

Communication. In other words, T.C. became the methodology for students who failed. 

The school came about because of an effort to place Deaf students who failed oralism in 

an environment of alternative education. Children who the school administrators and 

teachers feel can succeed in the integration process attend regular schools. Other students 

stay at Ponce de Leon longer, and yet other students transfer to the school that offers 

Total Communication. 

This school also houses a program of early intervention that focuses on giving 

children 0-4 early access to sound. It is during this time of early contact with the parents 

of Deaf children that they talk about the limitations of Deafness, adhering in this way to 

the ideology of "Deafness as a limiting trait." They believe that if children are introduced 

to sound at this early age, they will do better during grades 1-6 and later on when they are 

integrated in the regular schools. 

Some children have not had access to pre-school between the ages 0-4. When this 

happens, children are placed, regardless of age, in an initiation classroom (aula de 
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iniciacion) during the first year of school where they begin to work with sound. The 

following year, they are integrated into a regular classroom in the group corresponding to 

their chronological age. At the same time, the school provides orientation for parents 

through a program called School for Parents (Escuela para Padres), where they are 

informed of the "limitations and other problems generated by Deafness in their children." 

Los nifios reciben educacion especial primaria hasta el Segundo grado para luego 

ser integrados en programas regulares del Ministerio de Educacion comenzando 

en el tercer grado. En este punto ellos continuan su educacion en otra escuela 

estatal o privada. Hay un programa de integracion, en el cual un maestro 

itinerante visita a los ninos sordos periodicamente en los diferentes centros 

educacionales, evaluando su rendimiento academico, social, y de conducta hasta 

el sexto grado. [Children receive elementary special education up to the second 

grade at which time they are integrated into regular programs fi'om the Ministry of 

Education, starting in the third grade. At this time they continue their education in 

other state or private schools. There is a program for integration, in which an 

itinerant teacher periodically visits Deaf children in different educational centers, 

monitoring their academic, social, and behavioral performance up to the sixth 

grade]. (Manual del Comite de Ciegos y Sordos) 

Children who the school administrators and teachers feel can succeed in the integration 

process attend regular schools. Other students stay at Ponce de Leon longer, and yet other 

students transfer to the school that offers Total Communication. In 1996 the "Manual del 

Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos" published in 1997 reported a 76% success rate in the 
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oralization and rehabilitation process. This success is partly based on the number of 

students who attend a vocational school and learn a trade. 

Services available to Deaf children outside Guatemala Citv 

Aside from the programs located in Guatemala City, there are also distance 

programs in rural areas with the same approach found in the capital city, which is oral 

education and access to Total Communication for students who cannot be oralized. 

Como consecuencia de la desentralizacion de los servicios y con el deseo de 

rehanilitar m^ nifios que requieren la atencion del Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos, 

se crearon programas escolares a nivel regional en Quetzaltenango, Zapaca y 

Retalhueleu. Los ultimos dos usan oralismo; el primero usa Comunicacion Total. 

[As a consequence of the decentralization of services and with the desire to 

rehabilitate more children that require attention from the Pro-Blind and Deaf 

Committee, school programs were created at the regional level in Quetzaltenango, 

Zapaca and Retalhueleu. The latter two use Oralism; the former uses Total 

Communication]. (Manual del Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos de Guatemala. 1996) 

In addition, rural areas face the additional challenge of dealing with multiple sign and 

spoken languages. The task is not as simple when a country not only has multiple oral 

languages in use, but also multiple sign languages. This situation in Guatemala is 

different in the sense that these are distinct languages rather than language variations or 

local dialects. 
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The goals of the Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos (Advocacy Committee of the Blind 

and Deaf) point toward rehabilitation and integration of all deaf and blind people into the 

hearing society. They are as follows; 

• To promoting health in the ears as well as curing Deafness in all of Guatemala. 

• To rehabilitate people who are Deaf in the urban and rural areas 

• To promote and support integration 

Deaf Association of Guatemala 

I also visited the center that houses the Deaf Association of Guatemala. In this 

building there are opportunities for continuing education through the Center for 

Continuing Education of Deaf Adults (CECSA). In regular education, CECSA houses 

both elementary and junior high school-level education for adults. In vocational programs 

it offers classes in sewing. It also trains computer programmers in collaboration with the 

Francisco Marroquin University. In regards to job placement, CECSA offers assistance 

for young Deaf people in finding a job and in giving the training and follow-up necessary 

to perform the job. It also provides the Guatemalan Deaf Association (ASORGUA) with 

interpreters in Sign Language (Manual del Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos de Guatemala. 

1996). 

Finally, the "Manual del Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos" reports that the school has 

graduated several (without stating exactly how many) groups at the high school level 

from this particular school and that three groups (no definite number of people) of Deaf 

computer technician graduates have received scholarships to study in the United States. 

Although the Deaf association of Guatemala provided the Advocacy Committee for Blind 
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and Deaf with a dictionary of the Sign Language of Guatemala (LENSEGUA) in 1996, 

the language has not been recognized as official and the use of it at schools is non

existent except for CECSA. The prevalence of oralist schools and the use of Total 

Communication as a remedial program is evidence of the lack of recognition of 

LENSEGUA as an appropriate language of instruction. Thus, CECSA is the only school 

environment in which LENSEGUA is a language of instruction. 

The Committee explains in its manual that CECSA functions with the underlying 

philosophy of Total Communication. However, my visit revealed that they embrace an 

approach that aligns with bilingual education. They provide instruction in Sign Language 

(the students primary language) as well as in Spanish to students who have already 

graduated from an oralist high school. They teach different academic subjects in 

LENSEGUA or Guatemalan Sign Language (Lengua de Senas de Guatemala), and during 

my visit to the school they expressed to me their need for a good model of bilingual 

education. CECSA works in three areas; regular education, vocational programs, and job 

placement. 

Discussion 

Undoubtedly, Guatemala provides an exceptional model of support for Deaf 

people from a very young age, in the capital cities as well as in the rural areas. The 

strength of the Guatemalan program lies in its caring attitude towards the Deaf and the 

ingenuity in providing the finances for such programs. For a country that struggles with 

poverty, it is conunendable that Guatemala, through the Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos 
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(Advocacy Committee for the Blind and Deaf) has been able to provide first-class 

facilities for the Blind and Deaf regardless of SES. 

In spite of Guatemala's commitments to provide quality education to the Deaf, the 

fact that it adheres to the ideology of deafness as a limiting trait, means that their Deaf 

graduates have not been able to expand their academic achievements beyond vocational 

training. It is only when educators and administrators begin to reflect on the impaa of 

early language development on educational outcomes that they will begin to provide and 

facilitate the acquisition of sign language in their early intervention. 

Universities are not preparing deaf education teachers within the framework of 

deafness as a socio-cultural trait, but within the medical model which creates the 

perceived need for rehabilitation, such as oralism, or remediation, such as Total 

Communication in Guatemala. This view is highlighted by Woodward (1993) "The Deaf 

community has had a more difficult time overcoming inferiority stereotyping by the 

majority culture than other minority groups since Deaf people are viewed as a medical 

pathology" (p. 11). Their pre-service programs should include the sociocultural aspects of 

Deafness, among them, sign language, and Deaf culture. Their aim should be to prepare 

teachers who will take Deaf children through their educational programs in such a way 

that those children can eventually become teachers of the Deaf 

In my conversations with young adults at CECSA, it became apparent that the 

school system emphasizes Deafness as a limiting trait. By focusing primarily on 

integration and speech therapy, the schools are actually limiting the literacy and language 

development of the Deaf. As a consequence, the students are limited in the jobs they can 
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perform. Even when parents of Deaf young adults have done their best to provide an 

education b^ond high school or even vocational training, the outcome is limited at best 

because they lack the language and literacy skills to perform well in school. 

Several changes will have to take place before Guatemala's Deaf begins to shift 

towards a system that can afford Deaf students the opportunities for more and better 

opportunities in academic development, and also more career choices. However, the most 

important change will have to include an honest reflection of existing ideologies and a 

search for new and different ways to approach deaf education, based on the enormous 

body of research available in early childhood, language acquisition, literacy acquisition 

and bilingualism. 

Summary 

Language Use 

The main aim of education in Guatemala is to rehabilitate. This means that Deaf 

students must be oralized. It is also their aim to integrate students into the hearing 

society; thus oralization becomes crucial within this framework. Signs are permitted 

within the method of total communication, and the participants become those students 

who did not perform well in the oralization process. There are programs of early 

intervention for Deaf children 0-4 and outreach programs throughout the country to 

facilitate the acquisition of an oral language. The language of the Deaf community is 

LENSEGUA, which is not an ofiicial language in Guatemala. 
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Educational Trends 

The method of oralism is prevalent for grades K-12, but there is access to Total 

Communication and Sign Language for Deaf adults. Vocational training is available, but 

no report of the inclusion of pre-lingually-Deaf students in higher education. 

Societal Aims 

The aims point towards rehabilitation and integration of Deaf people into the hearing 

society. The degree to which Deaf people can integrate is in direct proportion to the 

degree of oralization achieved. 

Mexico 

Benito Juarez was the first president to issue a law that favored the Deaf in 

Mexico. On April 15, 1861, he declared that a school for the Deaf should be established. 

In 1866, the San Juan Letran School opened its doors. Of particular interest is the fact 

that its first teacher was Enrique Huet, a Deaf educator who had previously served as 

director of a school for the Deaf in Brazil. It is also mentioned that they used sign 

language, although they also taught lip-reading and speech. In 1903, the order of 

"misioneros claretianos," focused on the poor and marginalized populations, involving 

the Deaf among them (Jimenez, 1994). 

It wasn't until 1935 that Dr. Roberto Solis Quiroga proposed to institutionalize 

special education. This concept became part of a law on education. In 1941, the law was 

amended to promote special pre-service training for teachers in special education. In 

1949, Dr. Quiroga founded the Instituto M^ico Pedagogico, an institution of higher 
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education dedicated to the training of special education teachers. It was not until 194S, 

however, that they included programs in deaf education (Jimenez, 1994). 

The Secretary of Health and Welfare created several institutions for the Deaf, 

including a nursery school in 1948 with an oralist approach, and the Centro Audiologico 

y Foniatrico [Center of Audiology and Speech Production] in 1951, known today as 

Instituto Mexicano de la Audicion y el Lengu^e (IMAL), located in Mexico City. The 

center is believed to be the first institute of its kind in Latin America. It offers classes to 

Deaf people, teachers, audiologists, speech pathologists, and technicians in audiometry. It 

promotes an oralist education (Van Cleve, J. V., 1987). In addition, the Mexican 

government provides the Deaf population with The National Institute of Human 

Communication, which has staff from IMAL and the Central Hospital called 20"* of 

November. 

This report is based on visits, interviews, and documents compiled in one of 

Mexico's main urban areas - Guadalajara - a city of approximately 5,000,000 people. 

There are three schools for the Deaf in the Guadalajara area. A preschool and an 

elementary school are located within the city of Guadalajara. An institution that combines 

junior high school and high school, is located in the city of Zapopan - a suburb of 

Guadalajara. These are the only schools in the area that serve only Deaf children. There 

are other schools throughout the area for multiple handicaps, which Deaf children attend 

either because they have multiple handicaps or because the schools are closer to their 

homes. 
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Deaf children in Guadalajara attend a preschool until age seven. Then they attend 

an elementary school for six years. Following graduation from a primary school they 

attend a junior high school/high school, which in reality is a vocational high school where 

the students can learn a trade. All three schools have an oralist approach to education. 

The Preschool 

The preschool was located close to the elementary school. In this area, children 

have access to preschool from ages 2 to 6. Early intervention is provided in the form of 

early access to oral language through computer programs such as Speech and Viewer to 

help students, even those who are profoundly Deaf, to hear sound. In a letter to parents in 

support of using the computer programs the school writes: "Si estamos familiarizando [al 

nlno con el programa], hay mas fluidez en la comunicacion." [If we are familiarizing 

(meaning, the child with the program), there will be more fluency in the communication]. 

In the Speech and Viewer program, very young children can begin to visualize 

that something happens when they produce sound. The severe and profoundly Deaf child 

sits in front of a computer and microphone with earphones on. With the help of a speech 

therapist, they produce sound. When the microphone transmits the sound waves to the 

computer, a picture on the screen moves. For example, if there is a picture of a balloon on 

the screen, when the child produces sound, the balloon on the screen inflates. If the child 

stops, the balloon deflates. The child begins to manipulate sound in order to get a 

response on the screen. 

Administrators at this school feel that the richness of language is found in oral 

language and that body language can only give emphasis. "El lenguaje oral es grandioso. 
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Nunca va a superar el lenguaje de Seffas Mexicano (L.S.M.) al espaAol. EI L.S.M. es solo 

un apoyo a la adquisicion del lenguaje oral" [Oral language is grandiose. The Mexican 

Sign Language will never surpass Spanish. The Mexican Sign Language only supports 

oral language acquisition.] It is significant to note that the Mexican Sign Language as 

mentioned within the context of this pre-school "esta canalizado a la escritura del 

espanol" [is channeled to match the Spanish structure]. Oral language takes precedence 

over sign language, but even when sign language is used, it only supports the acquisition 

of Spanish. 

The Elementary School 

My visits began at the elementary school where students were oralized. They 

could use sign only when they had made every effort to communicate orally. As I 

observed in one classroom that sometimes after trying to communicate orally, students 

gave up trying to get their message across or get the information they needed. They tried 

to figure out what to do on their own, but they were obviously frustrated or very passive. 

Each classroom had approximately 10 students. 

The elementary school has 25 teachers for 78 profoundly Deaf students in grades 

1-6. The children also receive services from other professionals such as a psychologist, a 

social worker, and a speech therapist. Each class has between 10-12 students. Although it 

is a state school, the administration reported that they do not receive much support fi'om 

the state. For example, the state does not provide desks for the students; rather, the 

parents pay a small amount of money to the school (approximately two dollars a month), 

and look to finance their needs in other ways, such as through a parent's organization. 
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I also observed a meeting between teachers and parents, who attended a meeting, 

along with their Deaf children. Each child sat quietly by their parents while the teachers 

communicated orally with the parents. From this school, the students could transfer to 

Zapopan to attend middle and high school. However, it is not practical for the students to 

attend a day school that is far from home. A city of five million people should have 

several satellite school in the suburbs. 

The Middle School and High School 

Administrators of the "Escuela Sabino Cruz Lopez" in Zapopan explain the main 

goal of their school; "Proporcionar un medio de comunicacion para integrarse a la 

sociedad" [To teach a way of communication to integrate into the society at large]. They 

have moved in the direction of Total Communication. In other words, and according to 

their description, they favor Oralism, with the Mexican Sign language (LSM) as support. 

They report that few students succeed in the process of oralization, and therefore, have 

the option of supporting their oral skills with LSM. Administrators also reported that with 

the movement towards integration in Mexico, more and more Deaf children would be 

attending schools that serve students with multiple handicaps, which are available in 

smaller towns where children have access to specialized personnel and therapists of 

various kinds. The use of technology, such as the program Speech and Viewer, and 

medical advances, such as the cochlear implant, have all been used in this area to help the 

Deaf hear better. 

At the end of the interview, the administrators were asked to express their views 

on bilingual education for Deaf students. Some expressed great interest, although they did 
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not have access to information or models of programs they could begin to implement at 

their school. They admitted that what they were doing did not yield the desired results of 

integrating the students to society at large by helping them fulfill their potential as 

citizens of Mexico. They also voiced their concerns about literacy development in their 

Deaf students. "No albafetizacion..." [Not decoding...] - they said -"...sino 

lectoescritura" [...but literacy]. 

The Guadalajara Deaf Association 

The Guadalajara Association for the Deaf was organized in 1981. In 1996 it had 

250 members. In 1984 it opened an office that currently serves as a social center where 

the association gathers to carry out different social and cultural activities. In Mexico, 

November 28 is the day of "el silente." [the silent] By celebrating this day, the 

Association hopes to make the hearing society aware of it. Its main goal is to be 

recognized by society as a group of people who can develop their potential. The 

Association has contact with other Deaf associations in Mexico and participates with 

them in sporting and cultural events. 

It was an interesting time to visit the Deaf Association in Mexico because it was 

the Day of the Dead, and they were busily engaged in building an altar and making 

flowers that they would use during this important celebration. It was a place where they 

could gather to socialize with each other freely in sign language. 

Discussion 

While talking with the principal of the elementary school about the methodology 

used and the goals of the school, there was no question that he was deeply concerned 
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about the welfare of the Deaf students. Yet by insisting that oralization is the best method 

of education, he adhered to the ideology of "Deafness as a limiting trait." In spite of the 

availability of special schools for the Deaf, for the most part, the highest level of 

education Deaf students can attain is graduation from a vocational school. 

None of these schools are boarding schools. This makes it difficult for children 

who do not live in the inunediate area to attend any of these schools. A city the size of 

Guadalajara needs more schools in the different areas of the city, or "colonias." A few are 

able to live with a relative while attending school, but administrators in the elementary 

school reported that too many children are left out either because the schools lack the 

space or because they live too far away. Furthermore, the educators themselves admit that 

once students graduate firom these technical schools, it is almost impossible to find people 

who will hire them. It is a dead end. 

A big movement toward inclusion of all the students who participate in special 

education is taking place throughout Mexico. The area of Guadalajara is no exception. 

While it is possible that inclusion helps students with disabilities to achieve greater 

success, the Deaf do not belong in this group. Their challenge is to overcome the barrier 

of communication, to have the opportunity to develop sign language as their natural/ 

native language so that their cognitive development is not delayed in any way. Their 

challenge is to develop literacy skills, which can only take place if their language 

development has not been limited by their linguistic environment. Childreo, who have 

disabilities and can hear are in a better position to interact with their parents and siblings 

because parents are already equipped with language to help their children develop 
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cognitively, and to develop as much language and literacy skills as possible. Hearing 

parents of Deaf children are usually not prepared for this challenge because they are not 

encouraged to learn sign language. 

If Mexico is going to be able to offer better alternatives for Deaf individuals, it 

must open more schools for the Deaf, or look into different possibilities for educating 

Deaf students. A school within a school concept could be advisable, where a cohort of 

Deaf students still have the opportunity to learn in a bilingual environment, and yet they 

can also interact, if they want to, with their hearing peers. In this way, they can attend 

school closer to home and it would be unnecessary to have a large number of students. It 

would also be a way of raising awareness in their hearing peers about the Deaf, their 

language and their culture. 

Summary 

Language Use 

Mexico's main form of deaf education is oral. In the Guadalajara area, children 

have access to pre-school from ages 2 to 6. Early intervention is provided in the form of 

early access to oral language through computer programs such as Speech and Viewer and 

speech therapy. Mexican Sign Language is used openly, but only by the adult Deaf 

community. 

Educational Trends 

The city of Guadalajara is served by schools for the Deaf, but there are many 

other small towns and rural areas where Deaf children must be integrated into regular 

classes or settle for a less desirable arrangement such as staying home and being isolated. 
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Societal Aims 

The aim is to integrate Deaf people into the society at large. There were no Deaf 

teachers in any of the schools, and only one Deaf teacher's aide. Students are channeled 

into vocational schools, but this tracking does not facilitate the participation of Deaf 

students in higher education. 

Republic of Chile 

Chile is a long, narrow country that extends from the southern boundary of Peru 

to the Straits of Magellan with a coastline of 6,435 kilometers bordering the Pacific 

Ocean. It is bounded on the east side by the Andes Mountains, which separate Chile from 

Argentina. The length of Chile is similar to the east-west breadth of the lower 48-states of 

the United States. The total area of the country is 9,104 square kilometers. Chile's capital 

city, Santiago, is located in the middle portion towards the Andes Mountains. The 

distance between the northern, central, and southern areas makes it difficult for educators 

to interact, to exchange ideas, and to support each other's efforts. 

Deaf children in Chile are labeled handicapped, which results in their education 

being placed under the auspices of Special Education. The Law of Social Integration for 

handicapped people #19.284 defines "handicapped" as follows; 

For purposes of this law a handicapped person is one who, as a consequence of 

one or more physical, psychological or sensory deficiencies, congenital or 

acquired, seen as a permanent characteristic and independent of the cause for 

which it originated, is limited by at least one third in their capacity for education. 
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work or social integration. (Article #3XSee Appendix J for original Spanish 

version) 

University programs for pre-service teachers in Special Education cover all the areas that 

encompass what the law considers handicapped students. Teacher training usually comes 

from a medical perspective, so "Deafness" is understood as an abnormality. It is possible 

that because pre-service teachers are trained within a model of education that 

encompasses all areas that are considered a disability, there are very few schools in the 

country serving only Deaf children. Therefore, these students are sometimes channeled 

into schools for students with other special needs. Because of this inclusion, parents and 

educators report that the children begin to acquire the behavioral patterns found in their 

environment, which are not connected in any way with Deafness. 

The availability and type of program varies widely. In remote areas, for example. 

Deaf children do not have access to a school for the Deaf In other areas, they may attend 

a regular school, or may not attend school at all because their parents feel fhistrated 

when they do not observe any academic progress. Special services are minimal or non

existent in these areas. 

In larger cities, oralism has been the main method of instruction. In the last twelve 

years, however. Total Communication has been used in the south, and more recently, the 

Metropolitan University, located in Santiago, has begun a pilot study with a 

bilingual/bicultural approach. 

The country is divided into 13 regions, including the metropolitan area of 

Santiago. It would have been unrealistic for me to visit more than three regions, given the 
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distance between the north and south of Chile. The country is divided into 12 regions 

beginning in the north with region 1, which borders with Peru and ending with region 12 

in the far south. Santiago, referred by Chileans as the Metropolitan area, is sometimes 

considered region 13. Thus, I began my journey by visiting Region 4, North of Santiago, 

I then traveled to Region 9, south of Santiago, and finally, I visited two schools located in 

the capital. 

Region 4 

Region 4 is located in the central part of Chile, and north of Santiago. I was 

introduced to the conditions of Deaf children in this region by an orthodontist. He had 

been asked by the parents of Deaf children to spearhead the efforts to better the education 

of this sector of the community. There was no real understanding of what "better" really 

meant, but the parents were concerned about the behavioral patterns they believed their 

children were acquiring when interacting with children with other kinds of special needs. 

The group he was leading in this effort had adopted the name of Alexander Graham Bell. 

He invited me to walk around the special education school that housed these children. 

He told me that the possibilities for Deaf children's academic progress were 

limited at best. He also mentioned that they were using the oralist approach. There are no 

opportunities for employment after graduation because the businesses aren't willing to 

hire them. There are no vocational schools in the area that could train these students. 

Under these conditions Deaf students eventually reach a dead end in their academic 

progress and in their possibilities for independent living. 
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The goal of this advocate was to bring about change. But in order to achieve his 

goal, it was necessary to look into educational alternatives and the kinds of professional 

resources available. He wanted to open a school that would exclusively serve Deaf 

children in the region. It would have to be a boarding school in order to house students 

who came from out of town. He later received the funding for such a school, but to date, 

it has not been built. In order to evaluate the professional support available for this 

endeavor, we visited the local university. There, he and I inquired about their deaf 

education Program for pre-service teachers. They did not have one. The Academic Dean 

explained that pre-service special education teachers only read a few chapters about deaf 

education. However, it was definitely not the focus of the program. It is improbable that 

any changes will occur or that a new school can be opened without teachers trained 

specifically in deaf education. I began to understand the complexities of bringing about 

change or new programs to this community. It was difficult to know where to start. 

In order to have teachers that focus on the sociocultural aspects of Deafness, they 

would have to be fluent in Chilean Sign Language. The language of the Deaf is not an 

official language in Chile. My question at this point was whether there was an organized 

Deaf community in the country. Deaf communities are the users of sign language. This 

same orthodontist introduced me to a group of Deaf young adults. They were not 

formally organized, but they were friends, and they gathered to celebrate birthdays, 

holidays and any other occasion they considered special. I also met hearing adults whose 

involvement with the Deaf community was peripheral. These hearing adults were not 

involved in the social events of the Deaf, yet they were their teachers, coaches, and 
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parents who claimed to be a part of this community. It was also obvious to me that the 

system of communication among the Deaf is relatively efficient. They included young 

people from all over the region. Some traveled by bus or other kind of public 

transportation to attend these gatherings, yet they did not communicate in writing, and 

using a phone was out of the question. It was a closed circle with a very effective 

communication system. They were eager to teach me sign language when th^ found out 

I wanted to make a contribution to their community, but they never explained how they 

kept in touch with each other. 

In view of what I had observed during my visit, I concluded that without schools 

that addressed their specific needs. Deaf people eventually reach a dead end. Without 

support from the local business community, they are not able to seek employment, and 

depend on their families for support throughout their lives. It is important to point out that 

these businesses fail to help, not necessarily because they do not want to help, but 

because they have not been asked, or because they do not realize how they can 

contribute. In other Chilean communities, businesses employ Deaf people. It is also 

necessary to point out that without college programs that address Deafness separately 

from other special education areas, the community could not plan to open a school for the 

Deaf in the near future. Under these circumstances. Deaf students are running on a 

terminal or limiting track at best. Yet there is a desire to change, to somehow find a way 

to move ahead somehow. The main challenge was to find the point of departure. 

In the area of language acquisition I made the following observations; 

• Deaf children were expected to acquire oral Spanish, not sign language. 
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• Deaf people were expected to assimilate as much as possible into the hearing 

majority. 

• Deaf young children sometimes stayed home where they were sheltered by their 

families, and isolated from other Deaf children. In these cases, the families reported 

that they had invented their own system of communication. 

• Deaf young adults found the Deaf community and became a part of it. It is not clear 

to me at what point they made the transition; however, once they came in contact with 

other Deaf people, they acquired the sign language of that Deaf community. 

As far as educational trends are concerned, the fact that the university does not 

train teachers in deaf education places deaf education itself on a "terminal" track in that 

community. Even if educators understand the sociocultural characteristics of the Deaf and 

their linguistic and academic needs, they cannot operate a change because they do not 

have access to the necessary training. As long as schools comply with the provisions of 

the law for handicapped children, they can claim that the doors of public education are 

open to Deaf children. In schools that house all children who participate in special 

education, the expectations are very low. Educators do not realize the potential these 

children have, and their education is terminal because it is halted by the fact that a 

transfer school is too far away or not available at all. A transfer school is a regular school 

that has agreed to open their doors to Deaf students. 

Chile's societal aim is also to integrate Deaf people into the hearing society. 

While it is not specified how, it seems clear that through the process of oralization 

students are expected to assimilate as much as they can into the hearing community. 
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Failure to communicate orally with the hearing is seen as a limitation on the part of the 

Deaf person, not a limitation of the educational system or of the hearing society. Within 

the hearing society, a Deaf person's success is attained in direct proportion to the extent 

in which they can function as hearing people. They are also limited by a lack of 

vocational training that would allow them to enter the work force. 

Changes will be slow in this community mostly, because it lacks the professional 

resources to bring about change, even if it realized that some changes must take place in 

order to offer a more meaningful education to Deaf students. The Deaf community is 

ready for the changes, the parents want the changes, and even though this can be 

considered a point of departure, without professional support, it will not be possible. 

Region 9 

Region 9 is located in southern Chile. The school for the Deaf I visited in Temuco 

adopted Total Communication in 1986. Since there is no official or even a standard sign 

language in Chile, teaching Total Communication required the development of a 

dictionary of signs that are superimposed on the Spanish syntax, and is similar to SEE 

(Signing Exact English). 

In schools utilizing Total Communication, the use of signs gave the students more 

freedom to communicate with the teachers and with each other. Not all teachers had an 

adequate knowledge of the signs used in Total Communication, however. As I observed a 

class, I saw the students help the teachers by reminding them of a sign they might have 

forgotten or had not yet learned, or simply corrected the sign they had just made. The 

pace at which teachers signed was very slow in comparison to the speed demonstrated by 
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the students when they conununicated with each other. I also observed the students 

slowing down for the teachers. The teachers were appreciative of the students' efforts and 

did not complain when the students corrected them. 

This school employed speech therapists, psychologists, and teachers, and 

sometimes the ratio of professionals to students was very low (1 to 4). This is something I 

did not see in any other school I visited. The emphasis of this school for the Deaf is on 

vocational training. The majority of the students learn a vocational trade such as 

carpentry, sewing, jewelry design, or computer skills that allow them to work in the 

community. Although graduation is no guarantee of acceptance by the hearing 

conununity, this school has at least been successful in making agreements with local 

businesses to hire their graduates. 

Santiago 

I visited two schools in the capital. The first one housed 186 students fi'om 38 

different areas in Santiago, a city of over five million people. Their ages ranged from 1-

15 years at one school that offered grades K-6. At another school, the ages ranged from 1 

to 27 in grades K-12. These schools offered cljisses during morning and afternoon 

sessions to accommodate all the students. To offer split morning and afternoon sessions is 

also a common practice among public schools for the hearing in Chile. 

The first school utilized the oralist approach to teach Deaf students, and was 

willing to allow the use of signs only as a last resort. The other school received transfer 

students and was willing to accommodate the student's prior linguistic experience. At the 

oralist school, the administration understood bilingual education as the use of oral 
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language and signs. In that sense, they felt that they were moving in the direction of 

bilingual education, because they did not punish the student for using signs. The principal 

reported that about 75% of the incoming students graduated from the sixth grade. They 

were then integrated into a regular school. The principal explained that they have an 

agreement with one school for the hearing that accepted their graduates. The 

administrators also mentioned that other schools were very reluctant to accept Deaf 

students because they felt they lacked the skills necessary to deal with this type of 

student. Consequently, for many students, d"* grade marked the end of their education. It 

is estimated that only 70% of the total number of students that entered first grade 

graduated from high school. However, since the curriculum is adapted to their capacity as 

Deaf students, graduates cannot compete or hope to participate in higher education. 

The school for the Deaf to which students could transfer after graduating from the 

6"* grade had fifty-nine students and seven professionals. Ninety percent of their students 

were profoundly Deaf The assistant principal expressed the need to hire a Deaf 

counselor. He explained that Deaf students faced the same challenges as hearing 

adolescents, but the problem was compounded by the fact that they felt misunderstood 

because of their Deafness. They did not have anyone to talk to. This awareness of the 

problems specifically facing Deaf youth, voiced by the assistant principal during my visit, 

may have indicated a growing awareness of the needs of Deaf students. Since my visit in 

1996, this school has been transferred to the Universidad Metropolitana as a lab school 

for the Deaf, and it is piloting a bilingual education model. 
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A support organization, the "Associacion de Sordos Mudos de Chile" [The 

Chilean Association of Deaf-Mutes] (ASOMUCH), provides some social and cultural 

assistance in Santiago. Founded in 1927, its members believe it is the second oldest 

association of its kind in Latin America. Its goals are to help in the social life of the Deaf 

through sports and sociocultural activities, and to offer sign language classes to the 

community in the city of Santiago. To date, it has not participated very much in the 

educational process of the younger generation in the public schools. This association has 

500 members, 20 of whom are hearing people with Deaf relatives. 

Among the activities and facilities it provides for its members are the following: 

• Table games; This include domino and chess teams. 

• A drama group: they have built a cultural hall in the building that houses their 

association where they present the work of famous hearing playwrights as well as 

their own. 

• Travel—they visit a different place every month. 

• Publications—a newsletter is published to keep their members informed about 

ASOMUCH activities as well as news items of interest to their group. 

• Recreation—a snack bar area with tables and chairs where the members can go in the 

evenings and visit with each other. 

• Office—there is a telephone and a fax machine where any of their members can 

receive messages, even though there is no relay service for the Deaf in Chile that 

would allow them to use the phone to communicate with hearing people. 

• Other facilities—such as a conference room where they hold their meetings. 
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The mayor in their community has allocated a small amount of money for the 

Association's activities. Other moneys come from member's fees and various flindraising 

projects. 

Discussion. 

There is no question that education professionals in the three geographical areas 

covered in this section realize that the conditions of Deaf people need to be improved. In 

my visits to schools for example, I never met a Deaf professional. The cases in which a 

Deaf person had been able to attend a university were limited to people who had become 

Deaf later in life, after acquiring Spanish as the first language. They already had access to 

the language, could read textbooks, and could communicate with the hearing community 

in writing. 

At least the educators' and parents' ideologies of Deafness as a terminal or 

limiting trait are slowly shifting towards Deafness as a sociocultural trait. This 

perspective recognizes the unique needs of Deaf people whose natural language is sign, 

but who, by virtue of living in a hearing world, must also acquire literacy in the language 

of the hearing majority. It is important for sign language to be recognized as the official 

language of the Deaf To officialize sign language would validate and acknowledge the 

presence of this group, along with their own language and culture. This in turn would 

initiate a shift from an ideology that considers Deaf people handicapped to an ideology 

that considers Deaf people a group with different characteristics and needs. 

It is not uncommon for change to be initiated in big cities where there are usually 

more professional, financial, and educational resources. Centralized education for the 
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Deaf is a concept that has been used all over the worid. Usually schools are located in the 

capital of the country and in some of the principal cities. Children in small towns and 

rural areas are often isolated, or they feel forced to attend schools for children with 

multiple handicaps or for the mentally deficient. Rural areas or small tovsms in general do 

not have special services. If an ideological shift is to occur which will benefit Deaf 

people, it would have to start in one of the major cities. It is indeed, in the city of 

Santiago that we find the first, and perhaps the only program in deaf education for pre-

service teachers. Offered by the Universidad Metropolitana, by December of 1998, this 

university had graduated three cohorts of teachers with an anthropological perspective of 

deaf education, rather than a medical perspective. 

To initiate such a change in the program, professors began to question existing 

paradigms. They also began to look for better alternatives, given the limited success of 

deaf education the country had experienced in the past, especially with oralism. Existing 

paradigms demanded that Deaf students assimilate to the hearing majority. It also 

required all teachers to be hearing professionals, since they would have to help students 

in the oralization process. These professors were now looking at the incorporation of 

Deaf models into the education system, and to the inclusion of sign language as the 

language of instruction. They also realized that Deaf students would have to develop 

literacy skills in Spanish. The new methodology was aligning itself to bilingual 

education, rather than submersion models such as the oralist approach. Students and 

professors began to shift toward; (1) recognizing the cnicial importance of language 

development; (2) the necessity to include sign language in the classroom; (3) the need for 
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a bilingual approach; and (4) an emphasis on literacy development rather than oral 

Spanish. The pilot school the Metropolitan University sponsors allows their pre-service 

teachers to observe and practice what they are taught. This, no doubt, will provide a 

model or a foundation for other universities to take action in other parts of the country. 

Professionals, parents, and community members in Regions 4 and 9, as well as in 

Santiago, agree that it is necessary to give Deaf children access to sign. Although they all 

understand the use of sign in different ways and not necessarily in the way the Deaf 

community uses sign language, they have all initiated the shift towards bilingualism. 

They also agree it is crucial to create programs in which the families have access to the 

Deaf language and culture, and become more proactive as they participate in the changes 

ahead. Parents in Region 4 had articulated these needs and were trying to take action to 

operate change in deaf education for their children. This indicates that they had reflected 

on the present situation and wanted something better. Even though they realized that 

some changes had to take place in order to improve Deaf children's education, they had 

not yet realized the changes that had to take place within their families and with 

themselves. They need to accept that they are no longer a hearing family, but a Deaf-

hearing family, and as such, they must become acquainted with the language and culture 

of the Deaf. This means that they will also have to become part of, or at least participate 

in the Deaf community. 

Ultimately, changes will affect the whole family, not just the Deaf members of the 

family. Communication will have to take place not only between teachers and Deaf 

students, but also with all the people that are significant in Deaf students' lives. In this 
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sense, the whole hearing community will have to become more aware, more sensitive, 

more accepting, and more willing to participate in the effort to improve deaf education. 

Since this research began three years ago, Chile has undergone big changes in 

communication. The country is quickly becoming well connected through the Internet, 

even in relatively remote areas. It is now easier to dialogue with anyone who is interested 

in deaf education, regardless of the approach they use, the ideology to which they 

adhere, or the role they play in deaf education. 

Summary 

Language Use 

Most schools use the oralist methodology, but there is also access to Total 

Communication. There is no official, or even a standard sign language in Chile. Schools 

teaching Total Communication have developed a dictionary of signs that are 

superimposed on the Spanish syntax, and are similar to SEE (Signing Exact English). The 

"Instituto de la Sordera" in Santiago, with the support of the Universidad Metropolitana, 

has initiated a pilot school in which young children can begin to acquire sign language. 

Educational Trends 

Deaf children in Chile are labeled handicapped, which results in their education 

being placed under the auspices of Special Education. The Law of Social Integration for 

handicapped people # 19.284, which has been in force since 1999, has caused the closing 

of some schools for the Deaf, and a push for inclusion of Deaf students all over the 

country. Although most of the schools still function in the oralist methodology, educators 

are aware of the need for change in this methodology, and a movement towards a 
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bilingual approach. The Universidad Metropolitana is the only university that offers deaf 

education, per se. It reportedly graduated three cohorts of teachers who had received 

training within an anthropological perspective of Deafiiess, rather than a medical 

perspective. 

Societal Aims 

The objective of schools for the Deaf in Chile is integration of Deaf people into 

the hearing society. However, the hearing society expects the Deaf to enter the work 

force in jobs that only require vocational training. Their integration is in direct proportion 

to their ability to communicate orally. 

Puerto Rico 

Rodriguez (1994) provides the historical background for deaf education in Puerto 

Rico. At the very beginning of the 20"* century. Bishop Monsignor James F. Blenk, 

seeing the dire need on the island to have a school for the Deaf, invited Sacred Heart 

missionaries from Maryland to come to Puerto Rico. One of them was Deaf, and two of 

them had received training from Dr. Thomas Gallaudet himself With little knowledge of 

Spanish and deaf education, they opened a school that was located in Aguadilla, and used 

signed English to communicate. This school grew so rapidly that soon the missionaries 

had to open a second school in Cayey. This allowed them to separate the boys and the 

girls. The boys went to Cayey and the girls went to a school in San Juan. The ever

growing school population soon demanded that the missionaries efforts to expand once 

again. They constructed two wooden buildings in Santurce. Soon after they were built 

however, a hurricane hit the area and they were destroyed. This caused a severe financial 
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burden on the missionaries. In 1910, the Cayey school closed, and all students began 

attending the Santurce school. Plans were made for a new school in San Juan. This school 

became San Gabriel School for the Deaf. It was primarily a vocational school that 

accepted students up to 13 years of age. Deaf students who came from more affluent 

homes traveled to the United States to continue their education. 

Forty years later, the situation of the Deaf in Puerto Rico had not changed much. 

Rodriguez (1994) reports; 

The [Labor] Department estimated the number of Deaf people on the island by 

consulting physicians, nurses, teachers, social workers, religious groups, and the 

general population. At the time of the study. Deaf people in Puerto Rico had little 

formal education, and the rate of unemployment among this population was very 

high. The census gave the Labor Department concrete facts about the dire 

situation facing the country's Deaf population (...). In 1947 the Puerto Rico 

Vocational Rehabilitation Law was signed, and in 1948 the Department released 

the results of its census, (p.209) 

In 195S, the Sacred Heart missionaries left the island and the school was taken 

over by the Franciscan missionaries who came from Spain, Chile, Peru, and Venezuela 

(Rodriguez, 1994. pp. 208-210). The most important element about this change is that 

these missionaries had been trained in the oral/aural tradition. Thus, in 19S7, San Gabriel 

became an oralist school. During the semester, the Canadian Evangelical Community 

financed a school in Luquillo that used Total Communication. 
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In 1960, a group of Deaf students that traveled to Washington DC with the 

Franciscan sisters attracted so much attention that governor Luis Muiioz Marin signed a 

law allowing the Franciscan sisters to buy a piece of land for a new school in San Juan. 

This became the New San Gabriel School. "The school became known locally as 'The 

City of Silence' " (p.210). Around the same time, the school in Luquillo closed its doors 

due to the lack of teachers who were trained in deaf education. 

In 1970, the city of Ponce saw the opening of a school for the Deaf It was called 

Fray Pedro Ponce de Leon. Even though a Deaf woman opened it, the school adhered to 

the oral tradition. This decade is important in the sense that awareness seemed to 

increase. The following events exemplify this fact: 

• Father Patrick McCahill published an article describing the problems and great 

challenges Deaf people faced in Puerto Rico, and pointed out the hearing society's 

disinterest in this sector of the population. 

• The Public Instruction Department established special classes for Deaf students 

within regular school programs. 

• Arecibo, Mayaguez, and Ponce initiated special programs for the Deaf. 

• Interpreting services were made available in San Juan, Ponce, and Arecibo 

• OIDOS (which means "ears") or the Organizacion Intemacional de Orientacion de la 

Sordera (The International Organization of Orientation of Deafness, Inc.), was 

initiated. 

• A parents' association was organized in Guayama, which led to the opening of a 

school for multiple-handicapped children. 
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During the 1980s, Gallaudet University faculty began teaching courses to 

members of the State Department of Public Instruction, and also sponsored the opening 

of The Caribbean Center of Educational Resources for the Deaf at the University of 

Puerto Rico. Finally, the first conference on deaf education took place in 1988. 

San Gabriel School 

While attending a conference on Literacy Development in San Juan, I went to 

visit San Gabriel School for the Deaf and had an interview with the principal. She 

provided the following information. The school houses students from 3 to 21 years old 

whose Deafness is either severe or profound. The teachers oralize students, but allow the 

use of signed English as it is used in Total Communication. The school encourages 

integration, which the principal considers to be different than inclusion. By her definition, 

inclusion involves all Deaf children, whereas in a program of integration, the 

participation is narrowed down to those who the school considers "ready" to attend a 

regular school. Readiness is achieved when; 

• they have good skills in lip-reading; 

• they can study independently and have good study habits; 

• they have developed literacy to a certain degree; 

• they have the support of the family to help them in the transition. In this context, 

family means the entire family, not just the parents. If the family does not have time, 

they must be willing to look for other people who can lend that support, such as 

extended family, or special tutors. 

• their literacy skills match their grade level, not their age; 
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• the child knows sign language (as required for total conununication), in case it is 

possible to have an interpreter; 

• the school the child will attend has speech therapy available to the student. 

Once a student has fulfilled all these requirements, the principal visits the regular 

school where the child is going to be integrated, and holds an all-day meeting with school 

personnel to provide everyone with information about the student, give suggestions on 

how to best help the student, and answer any questions. She gives them literature that will 

help them learn about Deaf children. A second meeting is held with teachers to provide 

another opportunity to ask questions, give suggestions, and make last minute 

arrangements. The third step is to invite hearing students to spend a day with the Deaf 

student at the school for the Deaf in order to get acquainted with him or her prior to the 

integration. 

While I was in San Juan, I asked several people attending the conference about 

Puerto Rican sign language. I wanted to find a dictionary or have access to the Deaf 

community. However, 1 was informed that nobody used Puerto Rican sign language. If 

any sign language is used at all, it would be American Sign Language. 

Discussion 

Throughout the century, several attempts have been made to help the Deaf 

population in Puerto Rico. Unfortunately the programs have not been well funded, and 

halfway through the century, they were not yielding good educational results. In addition, 

there is no evidence that the standard of living has improved for Deaf people. Even when 

there are schools for the Deaf available, the emphasis has been on oralizing and 
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integrating the students into the hearing society. It is evident that the prevalent ideologies 

that have guided the efforts in Puerto Rico are of Deafiiess as a terminal or at best, a 

limiting trait. Neither the influence of educational trends in Spain, nor in the United 

States has improved the situation for Puerto Rico. Even if deaf education programs are 

available at the universities for pre-service teachers, international organizations are 

funded, and the process of integration is carefully carried out, unless there is a shift of 

ideology, the guiding standard will be the belief that most Deaf people caimot perform at 

the same level at which their hearing peers perform. 

Puerto Rico needs to move in the direction of strengthening its schools for the 

Deaf instead of aiming to integrate as many students as possible into the hearing schools 

and eventually, into the hearing society. Obviously, Deaf students' performance does not 

compare to that of hearing students, although Deaf and hearing children were probably 

bom with similar intellectual capacities. If Puerto Rican sign language has indeed 

disappeared, then the students must have access to ASL, since they need access to a 

language that makes use of their strong sense - vision - rather than their weakest sense -

hearing. To find out whether there are Deaf communities that still use Puerto Rican sign 

language is beyond the scope of this work. However, it would be a worthwhile endeavor, 

and must be pursued as soon as possible. 

Summary 

Language Use 

Signed English was the dominant approach to teaching the Deaf in Puerto Rico 

until 19SS. When the Franciscan missionaries assumed control of the deaf education 
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program in 1955, the aural/oral method was introduced. This method is still in use today. 

American Sign Language (ASL) is the primary sign language taught on the island. 

The language Deaf children are expected to acquire is spoken Spanish. San 

Gabriel was basically an oralist school that aimed at integrating as many children as 

possible into the hearing society. This meant that the child was expected to become a 

hearing person as much as possible. The signs used at San Gabriel did not come from a 

sign language per se, but rather from The Total Communication methodology. It is really 

not a language, but a way to free the student somewhat from the yoke of oralism. Even 

so, it is inadequate in facilitating the acquisition of academic material. 

Educational Trends 

The main goal of education is to oralize students in order to help them integrate 

into the hearing society. After they attend a school where they are oralized, they are 

integrated into regular classrooms. The use of sign is an outward expression of 

inadequacy in fulfilling the goals of the education system. The goal of the school is to 

maximize the number of students achieving integration. The fact that students may be in 

the program up to age 21 points out to the fact that longer time is required in educating a 

Deaf student. In general terms, vocational training is what most of them can expect to 

receive. 

Societal Aims 

Ninety eight percent of the Deaf students in Puerto Rico have hearing parents, 

deaf education is designed to help Deaf students eventually integrate into the hearing 
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society. Once they graduate from school the majority of them can only fill vocational 

jobs. 

Cuba 

Up until 1959, and the Cuban revolution, schools and centers dedicated to deaf 

education in Cuba could be either private or state institutions, but were only able to 

accommodate a fraction of the Deaf students needing their services. After the revolution, 

only state schools operated. This led to the establishment of a network comprised of the 

Cuban National Deaf Association (ANSOC), the ministry of Education, and other 

professional service agencies that support all schools for the Deaf in Cuba. Today there 

are seventeen schools, one in each one of the provinces and three in the capital. 

Between the years of 1965 and 1970, as a result of the strong foreign relationship 

with the Soviet Union, there were ample opportunities for growth and access to training 

for teachers of the Deaf These included the opportunity to travel to the then U.S.S.R. in 

order to attend Soviet universities. However, in spite of the tremendous efforts to get 

more training and to implement new programs. Deaf students were still failing to become 

oralized and their literacy development also lagged behind that of their hearing peers. It 

became clear that other avenues had to be explored to determine why these students were 

still not achieving at grade level and why the development of abstract thought was 

delayed. Experimental programs were organized where students were given access to 

sign language and the results were both immediate and astonishing, as reported by the 

psychologist in Havana, although data were not made available to me. This gave way to 

an effort that began in 1994 in which it was petitioned to the Ministry of Education to 
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accept Cuban Sign Language as an official language. In 1997 Cuban Sign Language 

gained official status as the natural language of Deaf people. 

Currently, The National Association of the Deaf, and the Ministry of Education in 

collaboration with universities that provide training for teachers of the Deaf^ are working 

together in order to lay a foundation for the future implementation of bilingual education 

programs. To this end, they have organized several programs to help in the transition: 

• Deaf children have access to sign language in the "Circulo Infantil" - Alamar on the 
i 

outskirts of Havana. This pre-school houses children from 18 months to 6 years of 

age. 

• The Ministry of Education opened the Parent's University where parents of Deaf 

children can attend and learn Cuban Sign Language. 

• They also have plans to create a "Centro de Superacion" for adults where Deaf adults 

who were oralized, can attend classes in sign language, where they can gain literacy 

skills and leam about the world through history classes and other subjects. 

• They created a Scientific Commission in each one of the provinces in order to bring 

together different kinds of professionals that can help improve the quality of life of 

the Deaf population. (Personal Interview and subsequent electronic mail 

correspondence with Lie. Jorge Ponjuan Tamayo, Psychologist of the Cuban National 

Association of the Deaf, 1999) 

I had the opportunity to visit Cuba twice. The first time I stayed in the capital where I 

was invited to the pre-school or "Circulo Infantil", and the Rene Vilches School for the 

Deaf^ which is an elementary school. 
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Pre-School: As I entered the school, I was greatly impressed by the surroundings. Not 

only was there an open space in the patio where very young children interacted in sign as 

they played with house furniture (their size), but freely participated in games where they 

played the roles of Mom, Dad, children, doctors, nurses, teachers, and other members of 

the community. They had the space, the furniture and other things required for their 

games, such as beds, stethoscopes, and chalkboards. Their communication occurred in 

sign language. 

As I had the opportunity to observe other areas of this school, I also saw a 

classroom where children worked in acquiring speech. Each of them had earphones, and 

the teacher directed an activity in which she was teaching vocabulary and speaking 

through a microphone, which she held in her hand. The children seemed to know the 

classroom routine well, and were participating as much as they could in this activity. The 

instructor explained that these children had residual hearing, and that she was trying to 

help them acquire oral language as much as possible. One of the instructors explained 

that they use a methodology that approximates Total Communication with children that 

have residual hearing. She also felt that severely and profoundly Deaf children should 

require a different kind of education than children with residual hearing. 

What follows is a transcript of an exchange within a class for children with residual 

hearing; 

The students put on their earphones. The teacher tests the sound for each one of 

the students. 

TEACHER: Buenos dias, ^Como estan? (Good morning, how are you? ) 
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(She does not give the children time to respond) 

Vamos a hablar. (We are going to talk.) 

Cafe (coffee), polio (chicken), tomate (tomato). 

(She shows a picture for each word) 

(The children respond by making the sign of each of the lexical items spoken by their 

teacher). 

Later on, some of the teachers explained to me that they were all reflecting on the 

changes that could potentially take place in the future as they moved towards a bilingual 

model of education. They confided that parents also had a hard time accepting their 

child's deafness. For this reason, they sometimes let the child's hair grow long, whether 

they were boys or girls, in order to hide their hearing aide, for example. Other times they 

take their earphones off for part of the day. They also explained that when parents bring 

their children to their pre-school, they are required to take a 10 week course in sign 

language. 

This school also enrolls children who are blind and Deaf and children with mental 

deficiencies. The attention they receive is based on their various needs. 

When I was invited to the Rene Vilches School, the children were unfortunately 

not in class, but I was able to see a demonstration at a computer lab where children were 

oralized. They explained that they have a cohort of 1S children that participate in this 

class where they leam oral language, lip-reading, and sign language. They also develop 

literacy with a bottom-up approach. 
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The students also have the opportunity to participate in what they call Musical 

Therapy. This means that they sign exact Spanish to the words of songs while they move 

with the rhythm of the music. This, of course, is their use of bimodalism, which is the use 

of signs and speech at the same time. 

I was also informed that each school is registered with a hospital. Once a month 

different medical professionals visit the schools. In addition, at Rene Vilches they have 

three nurses available 24 hours a day, one doctor, and a dentist. Children who come from 

out of town can stay in their dormitories and go home on weekends. When I asked what 

the goal of deaf education was, the principal answered; "To integrate the Deaf into the 

hearing society". (Personal Communication, 1999) 

During a very brief second trip I was able to visit the schools in Camagiiey, 

Holguin and Guantanamo. Although it was a brief visit, I was able to observe distinct 

differences in their approaches to education of the Deaf. 

Camagiiey: The principal at this school received me with enthusiasm because he had 

done some reading about bilingual education for the deaf. In fact, he had read my 

conference presentation in Chile. He immediately called the teachers to a meeting I 

asked them what issues concerned them as they taught the deaf. They were most 

concerned about their students delayed literacy acquisition. We were able to talk about 

the importance of first language acquisition on literacy development, teacher training 

programs. They had one profoundly deaf teacher's aide, who, along with two other 

hearing teacher's aides, were preparing to enter the university to become teachers of the 

deaf. One of the teachers brought up the concern of the role of oral language in literacy 
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acquisition. Instead of answering the question, 1 asked the profoundly deaf teacher's aide 

to give us his perspective. He reported that he used sign language to explain literacy 

concepts, and that the students did not need access to oral langu^e in order to understand 

print. When I visited the Deaf Association of Camaguey, they presented a show for me 

which was very well done. One of the pieces they presented they had written themselves, 

which demonstrated that they are indeed writing Deaf literature, although they had not 

recognized it as such at the time. 

Holguin: What is remarkable about this province is that unlike the other provinces 1 

visited, the president of the Deaf Association is himself profoundly Deaf, whereas the 

other two presidents are hard of hearing. At the school, the teachers are making a great 

effort to use sign language, although some of the time in the activities planned for the 

students, there was a tendency to use bimodalism. However, they were definitely trying 

to find their way toward a bilingual model. 

Guantanamo: In this province there is a very unique situation, in contrast to the other 

provinces, because the school houses both Deaf and blind children. The principal's 

specialty was in the education of the blind, rather than the Deaf However, some of the 

teachers felt that the use of sign language played an important role in Deaf education, 

while others still believed that oralism was very important for Deaf individuals in order to 

integrate children into hearing society. 

Discussion 

Cuba's Deaf are well connected through the National Association. This facilitates 

the dissemination of academic material that can influence a shift in the paradigms 
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educators have held this far. In the last few years they have made great efforts to send 

professionals from the National Association to International Conferences in Colombia, 

Brazil, and Chile. They also have hosted several conferences for educators, interpreters 

and medical professionals who work with Deaf individuals. These efforts will no doubt 

influence the changes that the National Association and the Ministry of Education have in 

mind for their deaf educational reform. However, as in any of the other countries 

included in this dissertation, change is occurring at different rates and in different ways in 

each part of the country. 

It is obvious that the groups in Camaguey and Holguin are definitely trying to 

become better acquainted with bilingual education for the Deaf, and issues in literacy 

development. It is remarkable how well and how close the Deaf Associations of the three 

provinces presented in this study collaborate with the schools. The grouping of blind and 

Deaf children in Guantanamo presented a problematic conmiunication barrier, because 

their physical characteristics prevented meaningful exchanges. This might in part 

account for the difficulty teachers experienced in shifting fi'om oralism, since sound is the 

only way in which Deaf and blind children can communicate with each other. This 

situation also applies to the interactions between the Deaf and the hearing living within a 

hearing society. 

Summary 

Language Use: 

In language use by the Deaf community there is a wide range of possibilities fi'om oral 

communication to Cuban Sign Language. C.S.L. was made official in 1997. It is 
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validated in activities such as television broadcasts, which are accessible to the Deaf as 

well as the hearing community. 

Educational Trends: 

There is a slow shift from oralism to bilingualism, which is occurring at different rates in 

different parts of the country. What makes this situation distinct from other countries is 

the fact that they have the full support of the Ministry of Education to move in the 

direction of a strong bilingual program. Even though they have not articulated what shape 

that program will take, they clearly understand the crucial need for access to sign 

language at an early age. 

Societal Aims: 

In Havana there is a television program that broadcasts a few minutes of a news bulletin 

in sign language every day. This broadcast not only gives Deaf people access to the 

news, but it raises awareness of the Deaf community in the hearing society. Nonetheless, 

the hearing community continues to expect the Deaf to integrate somehow. 

Republic of Argentina 

Veinberg (1997) gave a brief report about deaf education in Argentina at the 4"* 

Conference on bilingual education for the Deaf in Santa Fe de Bogot^ Colombia. He 

pointed out that: 

Los datos mas recientes de la Comision Nacional Asesora para la Discapacidad 

muestran que en nuestro pais existen 97 escuelas especiales que incluyen sordos 

en su alumnado. De esas escuelas, siete (7) se encuentran en la Capital Federal, 59 

en la provincia de Buenos Aires y 31 en el resto del pais. Ademas, existen en 
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Argentina 95 escuelas exclusivamente destinadas a la educacion de sordos e 

hipoacusticos. Nueve se encuentran en la Capital Federal, 25 en la Provincia de 

Buenos Aires y 61 en el resto del pais. Solo 4 de estas escuelas son secundarias. 

[The most recent data from the National Commission of Help to the Handicapped 

show that in our country there are 97 special schools that include Deaf among 

their students. Of those schools, seven are located in the Federal Capital, 59 in the 

province of Buenos Aires and 31 in the rest of the country. Beyond that, there are 

95 schools designated exclusively to the education of the Deaf and hard of 

hearing. Nine are located in the Federal Capital, 25 in the province of Buenos 

Aires and 61 in the rest of the country. Only 4 of these schools are high schools.] 

(p. 38) 

The first international conference on bilingual education for the Deaf in Latin America 

was held in Argentina in 1993. Over the years, the country has continued to shift towards 

bilingual education. Perhaps the most significant outcome has been that educators have 

continued to participate in the following three conferences and have stayed informed 

about the developments in different Latin American countries. They have also kept in 

touch with other advocates of bilingualism for the Deaf all over Hispanic America. 

Some of the changes that portray a shift towards bilingualism are shown in a 

study conducted by Veinberg (1997), in which she reports that 59% of all schools that 

serve the Deaf include some kind of sign language in their education; 83% of the 

educators who responded to her questionnaire admitted that their attitudes towards sign 

language have changed in a positive way, although 18% still do not allow any form of 
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sign at school. However, it is encouraging to know that 68% of the schools wish to 

change the way in which they teach their Deaf students (p. 38). 

Several Argentine educators who went to Santa Fe de Bogota to attend the 

October 1997 conference shared their views with me. They all agreed that education for 

the Deaf in Argentina is still primarily oral, and that changes will not be effective without 

changes in Deaf students' curriculum. Schools for the Deaf do not follow the same 

curriculum that regular schools have. Moreover, these same educators expressed the 

need not only to adopt the regular curriculum, but also to enhance it with general 

information that Deaf children of hearing parents usually miss. This includes basic 

information about their society, as well as current information in the form of newscasts 

on television. 

They referred to the time when a political curfew was imposed on the Argentine 

citizens. They were concerned about their students and asked them whether they 

understood what it meant to have a political curfew. The students answered that they did 

not. These teachers tried to explain in terms of what it meant to abide by the laws of the 

country and the problems they could face if they did not to abide by the laws. They 

discovered that the Deaf students did not understand the concept of law. The teachers 

thought that perhaps it was too abstract. Their own knowledge of sign language was 

limited; otherwise they could have had a discussion about keeping to the laws of the 

country and about imposing political curfews. Under their circumstances, however, they 

could not. They concluded that if Deaf students are going to have the same opportunities 

hearing students have, education must be bilingual. This implies that teachers, as well as 
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students, must acquire sign language and access basic and academic knowledge of the 

world. 

Under current conditions, teachers report that Deaf students have problems 

producing speech that can be easily understood by the hearing. They also have problems 

in their literacy development. Thus, they cannot perform well at school. These teachers 

described their particular school as follows. The school is located in Buenos Aires and 

serves approximately 90 students. Education at this school is formally oralist in nature 

with the goal to integrate students into regular schools. For this reason, there are teachers 

who actually teach Deaf students at this school, but there are also teachers who specialize 

in the integration process, and who work with the students in the regular schools. This 

school also has three classrooms in which students work with a speech therapist. 

The students who have worked towards integration are those who do not have any 

other type of impediment except that they are not able to hear. Two things are unique to 

this school; (1) sign language was integrated into the school five years ago, although the 

Argentine Sign Language (LSA) is not officially recognized. The fact that this particular 

school has incorporated sign language is unique because the norm is to embrace the 

oralist/integrationist approach. (2) the school hired, for the first time, one Deaf teacher 

assistant, and it is moving in the direction of bilingual education. This Deaf teacher 

assistant also gives sign language lessons to the hearing teachers at their school. 

Although there are educators in favor of bilingual education for the Deaf in 

Buenos Aires, there have not been any specific models that they are following, and the 

concept of bilingual education is sometimes understood in different ways. Bilingualism 
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suggests language proficiency in two languages, but the question usually comes back to 

the modalities of the languages - oral and signed. Not everyone understands bilingualism 

in the same way. The educators I interviewed were opposed to having the students 

memorize long lists of vocabulary words in sign in order to become bilingual. They 

favored a more meaningfiil approach to learning sign. 

However, changes may be very hard to carry out at the national level because 

each province makes their own decisions about education. Through electronic 

correspondence with Silvana Veinberg, one of the leading advocates of bilingual 

education in Buenos Aires, I learned that she felt that in some ways this might be a 

positive thing because their autonomy would allow them to make changes without the 

sometimes-cumbersome bureaucratic system that involves the whole country. On the 

other hand, positive changes could not automatically impact the provinces because they 

are independent in the policy making. Her comment reads; 

El Ministerio de Cultura y Educacion (entidad nacional) acaba de hacer un pedido 

a las instituciones para que aporten a los cambios que proponen hacer en 

educacion especial para incluiria dentro de la educacion general. Eso no significa 

que haya una entidad especifica que se encarga de los sordos, sino que la misma 

gente que esta en educacion quiere ver forma de incluir las educaciones 

especificas dentro del gran cambio institucional [The Ministry of Culture and 

Education (a national entity) just made a request to institutions to contribute to the 

changes that they propose to make in special education to include it within the 

general education. This does not mean that there is a specific entity in charge of 
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deaf education, but the same people that are in education want to include specific 

types of education within the great institutional change.] 

If these changes take place, it is likely that they will take place little by little, one 

province at a time, as more educators become aware of the Deaf as a sociocultura! group 

rather than as a group of handicapped individuals. 

Discussion 

Given the results of Veinberg's surveys, it is clear that some teachers are 

beginning to allow the use of sign language in their classrooms. It will take professionals 

much training and time to acquire Argentine Sign Language. Meanwhile it is likely, 

given the experiences in other countries under similar circumstances, that teachers will 

use signed Spanish. The results of such practices in other Hispanic American countries 

have not increased the academic performance of Deaf students, but the available data for 

this study does not permit a fair assessment of the situation. 

Bilingualism suggests language proficiency in two languages, but the question of 

the language modality still remains. Since not everyone understands bilingualism in the 

same way, some argue that it must be sign language and the oral language of the hearing 

majority, while others feel that it is more important to develop sign language, along with 

literacy skills in the language of the hearing majority. The problem is further exacerbated 

by the fact that Argentine Sign Language is not officially recognized, so there are 

questions as to which type of signs are incorporated in teaching and learning a sign 

language. Language planning, as well as a drastic change in the training of pre-service 

teachers of the Deaf, is absolutely necessary. 
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Some teachers are anxious to learn more about bilingual education. They seek 

information from other teachers in Latin America and take steps to leam sign language. 

Although there are no official bilingual schools for the Deaf, The University of Buenos 

Aires recently opened a program under Silvana Veinberg's leadership in which teachers 

can specialize in bilingual education for the Deaf. Teachers at the university leam sign 

language from a Deaf teacher who acquired it as a native language. This particular 

university has accepted both hearing and Deaf people into the program. Hearing teachers 

complete the program in one year, whereas Deaf teachers are given three years to 

complete the program, partly because they must become proficient in sign language. The 

curriculum includes such subjects as Deaf History in Argentina and Deaf Culture. 

The fact that Deaf adults are beginning to participate as pre-service educators or 

teacher assistants is very recent. The program for pre-service and in-service teachers at 

the University of Buenos Aires can potentially set in motion a new approach to education 

for the entire country. But to be fully successful, changes must take place in the 

educational system so that Deaf students and teachers can begin to empower themselves 

and promote changes that will benefit future generations of Deaf students. 

Summary 

Language Use 

Oralism has traditionally been the dominant approach to teaching the Deaf in 

Argentina. In recent years, Argentine Sign Language has been incorporated into some 

school curricula, although this has not as yet been officially recognized as a language for 

the Deaf At least one school teaches sign language. Others give verbal support and use a 
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purely oralist approach. Sign language acquisition is promoted by requiring that students 

memorize long lists of vocabulary terms, which are then superimposed on Spanish 

syntax. 

Educational Trends 

Interest in a bilingual approach to teaching Deaf students is growing among 

Argentine educators in Buenos Aires. Unfortunately there have not been any specific 

models to follow, and bilingual education has been understood in different ways. Oralism 

is still the main mode of teaching. 

Societal Aims 

The focus of deaf education in Argentina is the rehabilitation of Deaf students and 

integration into the regular classroom. Beyond the classroom, the goal is integration into 

the hearing society. Until recently, the education of the Deaf has been entirely controlled 

by the hearing educators who have resisted the full participation of Deaf people in this 

process. It is now being recognized that only Deaf adults can transmit the culture of the 

Deaf to Deaf students, and therefore, need to be more involved in their educational 

programs. 

Republic of Uruguay 

Uruguay is a small country off the coast of the Atlantic Ocean. Its coastline 

covers 176,220 square kilometers. In 1991 the population was estimated to be 3.1 

million. Although traditionally Uruguayan schools for the Deaf have been oralist, in 1988 

Uruguayan schools for the Deaf began incorporating Uruguayan Sign Language (LSU) 

into deaf education in a bilingual education model. Oralism is still an integral part of this 
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bilingual model of deaf education. In electronic correspondence, an Uruguayan member 

of the Deaf community made the following comment; 

It is correct that Uruguayan Sign Language (L.S.N.) is official, because it was 

implemented in 1988 in the public schools for the Deaf, but in reality it is "in the 

process" of implementation, since it depends on the level [of language 

acquisition] of each Deaf person, right now there are quite a few, especially 

young people who are using L.S.U., a few use it with and without lipreading, 

oralist model, and others, but very few, depending on the level of Deafness speak 

normally like the hearing. (Anonymous informant, personal communication, April 

1998) (See Appendix K for Spanish version) 

This same person points out that public education is offered to Deaf people 

between the ages of 2 and 17. Behares (1987) reports that in 1988 the school for the Deaf 

#197 located in Montevideo served 250 students between the ages of I and 17 years. Five 

percent of this school population came from homes where the parents were also Deaf It 

was estimated that about half of the parents actively participated in their children's 

education. 

According to Behares, this model incorporates the following characteristics; 

• It provided systematic and early access to Uruguayan Sign Language; 

• It facilitated the acquisition of oral Spanish as a second language for the purpose of 

integrating Deaf people into the hearing community; 

• It included the Deaf community, especially the Deaf adult in Deaf children's 

education; 
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• It used the regular curriculum through sign language and written Spanish; 

• It improved relations between the educational system and the Deaf conununity. 

The environment of family life was considered an important setting for the child's 

total development. Families were invited to leam sign language to enhance 

communication with their children. The challenge was to find a balance between the 

school and family in educating the child. 

In looking to future developments in linguistics and methodology, Uruguayan 

educators wanted to research the following: 

• How does the Deaf child process written language even in early childhood? 

• How does the Deaf child acquire a second language? 

This type of information was an integral part of programs for pre-service teachers. It 

also helped in the professional development of in-service teachers for the use of new 

methodology, better sldlls in sign language, background knowledge of linguistics for sign 

language, social psychology of the Deaf, pedagogy of integration, and psychomotor 

issues in deaf education. 

As with pre-1988 oralism, this program's goal was integration into the regular 

classroom and into the hearing society at large. However, the new program had a much 

larger purpose than before. These changes were taking place at a time when democracy 

was returning to Uruguay. To be full participants in the democratic process. Deaf people 

would need to become better educated and better able to communicate and function 

within the hearing society. It was envisioned that this new educational program for the 

Deaf would augment that participation among its students. 
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Since 1997, the year this background information was provided to me, I have had 

communication with Uruguayan people who are involved with the Deaf community. 

Some feel that the program was not efficient enough to bring about changes that truly 

offer the Deaf better opportunities for full participation in their society. 

Discussion 

The historical moment that catalyzed the change from pure oralism to a model of 

bilingual education echoes, to a certain extent, the effects the French Revolution had on 

deaf education in France. These political changes open doors to sectors of the population 

that may have been ignored before. However, these changes are difficult to carry out 

because people's ideologies do not change just because the government has mandated 

implementation of a new program. The earlier comment by the member of the Deaf 

community was made to me ten years after bilingual education for the Deaf had been 

implemented in Uruguay. No matter when these changes take place, or what their 

purpose, the professionals charged with making the changes must experience a paradigm 

shift. After all, they were trained in the oral tradition and most of them probably 

functioned with the oral systems of education for some time prior to the change. This 

phenomenon is not unique to Uruguay, but we can say that Uruguay is one of the 

countries that have encountered many challenges in attempting to shift towards bilingual 

education. 

Many questions remain unanswered. How many university pre-service programs 

train pre-service teachers in bilingual education? What ideologies do their pre-service 

teachers adhere to after graduation and why? What ideologies do these programs adhere 
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to by including oralism as part of a bilingual program? What ideologies influence their 

integration goals? How many public schools in Uruguay are bilingual? How is their 

success rate measured by higher education outcomes? What services are available outside 

of Montevideo, especially in the airal areas? Who still seeks out oral education and why? 

It is obvious that whether or not the answers to these questions would reveal 

positive changes for the Deaf community in Uruguay, some positive changes have 

already taken place. One of them is the fact that L.S.U. is considered the official language 

of the Deaf. Another positive change is that, despite the fact that oralism is still an 

integral part of the bilingual education model. Deaf students have access to sign 

language. Another positive point is the fact that a shift towards democracy, along with 

positive changes in education, included a concern for the participation of the Deaf 

community. In my estimation, the desire to include oralism in Uruguay's bilingual 

education model was guided by its desire to invite the Deaf community to partake of the 

positive changes that were taking place in the country, and not just a desire to normalize 

the abnormal. It will be interesting for other countries to continue to study the 

development of bilingual education for the Deaf in Uruguay, as it will be crucial for the 

Deaf community to continue to move in the right direction. 

Summary 

Language Use 

Deaf children have access to Uruguayan Sign Language and to Oral Spanish as a 

second language. They enter school at age two. There is no data available to indicate 

whether Deaf children have access to sign or oral language before this age. 
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Educational Trends 

Since 1988, bilingual education for the Deaf has been implemented in this 

country. This bilingual model does include an oral language component. 

Societal Aims 

The goal of society is to integrate the Deaf community to the hearing society in 

order to give them access to participation in their dentocratic systems. 

Venezuela 

Venezuela is a country located in the Northeastern comer of South America 

between Colombia and Guayana. Its coastline is bathed by the Caribbean Sea and the 

North Atlantic Ocean. Its coastline is 2,800 kilometers long and its population almost 

reaches the 23 million mark. Until 198S, the Deaf in Venezuela were taught using an 

oralist approach, and Deafness was considered a disease. Educators believed that Deaf 

people could eventually be integrated into the hearing society if they earned how to speak 

and read lips. In I98S, the "Direccion de Educacion Especial" (DEE), the governmental 

office in charge of deaf education in Venezuela made the decision to change from an 

oralist model to bilingual education, based on the premise that a sign language has the 

same characteristics other languages have. According to the data available, Venezuela 

was the first country in Hispanic America to implement a bilingual education program for 

the Deaf. The year 1985 marked for Venezuelan Deaf a drastic change that finally gave 

them educational programs involving the use of Venezuelan Sign Language (VSL) and 

written Spanish. Venezuelan Sign Language has been recognized as the official language 
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of the Deaf ever since. The bilingual program the Venezuelan government wanted to 

implement was based on two major, well-defined goals: 

1. To insure that Deaf schools became places where children learned sign language as 

their first language at an early age. Usually these children had found it necessary to 

wait until they were teenagers, when they would enter into the adult Deaf community, 

to acquire sign language. 

2. Once Deaf children acquired their sign language, they began developing abilities in 

written Spanish. Literacy in Spanish was considered the best opportunity for the Deaf 

community to improve their situation within the Venezuelan hearing society. 

To achieve these goals, the following steps were advocated: 

a) To abandon all training practices in the use of oral Spanish; 

b) To make VSL the official language of Deaf schools; 

c) To use VSL to teach written Spanish; the simultaneous use of VSL and written 

Spanish in Deaf schools justified the name bilingual in the new educative scheme. 

However, at the 1991 conference in Merida, Venezuela, it was reported that what 

was happening in Venezuelan schools for the Deaf was not the implementation of 

bilingual education. The teachers were not fluent in VSL, and the children did not know 

Spanish. Therefore, teachers were using VSL signs with Spanish syntax, and the students 

were not making the expected progress in Spanish Literacy. One identified problem was 

that all of the teachers were hearing and had been trained in the oral tradition. (Oviedo, 

1989) 
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To partially correct these problems, DEE integrated Deaf adults into school 

activities by hiring Deaf adults as teaching assistants. As of 1993, the goals of bilingual 

education still were not being met. This was portrayed by the fact that Deaf children were 

unable to handle even simple literature. Probably the main accomplishment of the 

program has been the firm establishing of VSL in the country's Deaf community. 

Oviedo (1989) studied the sign language of teachers of the Deaf in Merida, and 

compared it to the sign language of the students. These are his conclusions; "First, the 

sign code utilized by Merida schoolteachers is different (in important characteristics) 

from the code used by Deaf students. On the other hand, narrative strategies used by Deaf 

school children share the same sign code (VSL) used by Deaf adults." Oviedo (1989. 

p.77) goes on to make two important statements; 

1. VSL has been acquired by the student body at the school. This verifies one of the 

principle hypotheses that the DEE [Direccion de Educacion Especial] had formulated by 

implementing the Bilingual Model; namely, that Deaf children adapt fully to a natural 

sign language, which was not guaranteed by the oralis! model. 

2. The teachers have not developed a command of VSL that permits them, in a restricted 

definition of bilingualism, to be accepted as bilingual individuals. Instead of assimilating 

VSL, the teachers seemed to have formed a distinct sign code, which may be classified as 

a "contact code" (characterized by Lucas and Valli 1989), that intermixes Spanish and 

VSL grammatical elements (p.77). He also clarifies his definition of bilingualism by 

stating that it means, "to produce discourse equally acceptable in whatever languages are 

considered." He explains that this is the type of bilingualism that teachers must have in 
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order "to perform the necessary duties that correspond to the role of teachers in the 

school" (p. 77). 

Discussion 

It is remarkable that, according to the data presented in this dissertation, 

Venezuela was the first country in Hispanic America to implement a model of bilingual 

education and to articulate that the Deaf need access to sign language and academic 

materials written in Spanish fi'om an early age. Sanchez (1990) pointed out in his book La 

increible y trisie historia de la sordera that too many years had passed since Stokoe had 

established sign language as a language in its own right. He took advantage of the 

opportunity to make a drastic change in deaf education in his country during the time he 

was Secretary of Education. However, the Venezuelan hearing society and the hearing 

professionals who worked with the Deaf and administrators in the different schools 

around the country may not have been prepared for the change. 

In an interview I had with him in Santa Fe de Bogota at the iV* Conference on 

Bilingual Education for the Deaf in 1997, he admitted to this fact, but quickly pointed out 

that Venezuelan Sign Language had been firmly established in the Deaf community. It 

had also become official in Venezuela, and those facts alone were remarkable 

accomplishments on behalf of the Venezuelan Deaf 

The important question other countries should be asking themselves is whether 

the Venezuelan approach to change was the best way to shift to a model of bilingual 

education for the Deaf. It happened almost overnight, before universities were ready to 

offer adequate training to pre-service teachers and professional development classes to 
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in-service teachers of the Deaf Even under the best of circumstances, had universities 

been ready to ofifer such classes, and the best teachers of sign language been available to 

teach their educators, it takes time to acquire a foreign language. 

Collier (199S) points out that it takes 3-S years to acquire language at the BICS 

(Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills) level, and 7-10 years to acquire language at 

the CALP (Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency) level. Sign language is as 

complex as any other language. The requirements and demands are the same as for 

learning any foreign language. 

Venezuela had a big challenge to overcome, because teachers should have 

academic proficiency in a language in order to be able to teach academic subjects in that 

language. Making such a drastic change so quickly forced teachers to do what was easiest 

for them, which, as Oviedo points out, was to superimpose signs on Spanish syntax - a 

system that more closely approximates Total Communication rather than bilingual 

education. 

On the other hand, political changes sometimes are hard to make. Therefore, to 

take the opportunity when the political climate is propitious is admirable, especially 

considering that Venezuela is one of the few countries where sign language is official. 

Deaf students have enjoyed the fi'eedom to acquire and use sign language within the Deaf 

community, at school, and even in the midst of a hearing society. In that respect we can 

also assume that the Venezuelan hearing society has become more aware of the Deaf 

language and culture, albeit they may or may not support it. 
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So it is that Venezuela can still lead the way for other countries in Hispanic 

America, for we can leam from their experience and admire their tenacity in making a 

change to favor the Deaf community. It is unlikely that Deaf children will be hidden and 

isolated because the Deaf community is strong in Venezuela as a result of this change. 

Summary 

Language Use 

The students are able to acquire Venezuelan Sign Language since the change was 

made in 1985 towards bilingual education. 

Educational Trends 

The trend seems to be bilingual education, with the integration of sign language 

and opportunities to develop literacy skills in Spanish. However, these efforts have been 

limited by the lack of teachers who have a near native-like command of V.S.L. 

Societal Aims 

The goal of the Deaf programs in Venezuela is to educate Deaf students in two 

languages; Venezuelan Sign Language, and literacy skills in Spanish. It is hoped that this 

will afford Deaf students opportunities for cognitive development at an early age, and 

access to academic materials written in Spanish. 

Colombia 

Colombia is located in northern South America between Panama and Venezuela, 

and the North Pacific Ocean between Ecuador and Panama by the Caribbean Sea. It 

covers an area of approximately 1,139,000 square kilometers, and it is slightly less than 

three times the size of Montana. Its population has reached 38,580,949. 
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The country has two government agencies responsible for providing services to 

the E>eaf community. The first is the "Institute de la Sordera", or INSOR (Institute of 

Deafiiess), and the second one is the "Federacion Nacional de Sordos de Colombia", or 

FENASCOL (National Federation of Colombian Deaf). Under the auspices of these 

organizations, various projects have been developed in Santa Fe de Bogota to enhance 

deaf education. They have brought experts firom other countries to participate in special 

events such as international conferences and projects about Deafness and bilingual 

education. In fact, the iV* Latin American Conference on Bilingual Education for the 

Deaf was held in Santa Fe de Bogota in 1997. 

Colombian Sign Language (LSC) has been the officially recognized language for 

the Deaf in Colombia since 1996. Oralism however, has been the dominant approach in 

most schools throughout Colombia. In addition, some Deaf children are still taught in 

schools for children with multiple handicaps. In the capital, however. Deaf educators 

have begun to pilot some programs vath the bilingual education approach. In 199S, a 

project was initiated to incorporate Colombian Sign Language into the education process. 

For instance, there is "Proyecto INSOR" (Insor Project), designed to help Deaf children 

in the early acquisition of Colombian Sign Language, and to incorporate activities that 

enhance their Spanish literacy acquisition. 

Since the mid-1990s, interest in using a bilingual model for teaching the Deaf has 

grown rapidly. Although many schools continue to use the traditional oralist approach, 

those using the bilingual model have reported significant progress among students who 

have acquired a degree of mastery of Colombian Sign Language. Improvements have 
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included better social behavior, more attentiveness to instruction, a greater sense of 

belonging, and a brighter outlook for their future as expressed in the attitudes of the 

students as well as their families. Crucial aspects of this program include; 

• early exposure to CSL in a pre-school called "Casita Matema" (maternal home) for 

very young children through interactions with Deaf adults who are considered native 

signers; 

• a change in the way in which Deafness is perceived, namely, not as a handicap but as 

a need to communicate through a visual/spatial language; 

• involvement of and with families of Deaf children; this includes teaching hearing 

family members to sign and acquainting them with the sociocultural aspects of 

Deafness in lieu of the medical perspective; 

• involvement of the Deaf community to lend linguistic and cultural support to both 

students and their families; 

• optimal possibilities for a social environment in which the child will want to 

communicate and leam about the world in which he/she lives; in other words, 

opportunities for social interaction. 

A native signer plays the role of facilitator between hearing educators and Deaf 

children. This person also teaches weekly sign language classes to hearing teachers and 

families of Deaf children. With the realization that not all Deaf people in Colombia have 

had access to C.S.L. from an early age or can be categorized as a native signer, great care 

was given to the selection of Deaf adults who participate in the program, paying special 

attention to their proficiency in C.S.L. To the investigators' surprise, however, they 
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discovered through the videotapes they were making of the project, that the Deaf 

facilitators simplified their language, repeated short pieces of information over and over, 

and explained concepts with a bottom-up approach. The investigators concluded that they 

were teaching in the same way they had been taught in the oral approach - parts to whole 

and phoneme to word. For this reason, they decided to hold workshops in which they 

emphasized a whole language approach to teaching children (Ramirez, 1997). 

Another interesting issue Ramirez brings up is the evidence of power relations 

between hearing and Deaf participants in the project. All the participants realized that 

they needed to reflect on the roles they played, the leadership positions they could hold, 

and their attitudes toward each other. They decided to hold more social activities in 

which both cultural groups could get to know each other better and gain an appreciation 

of each other. Ramirez concluded by saying 

El modelo ha provocado que otros profesionales de la institucion y que personas 

ajenas al proyecto perciban a los nifios del programa como lo que son, ninos, no 

enfermos, pues juegan y aprenden, rien y lloran y lo m^ importante, manifiestan 

a traves de la L.S.C. sus deseos y sus inquietudes. [The model has caused other 

professionals at the institution, and people outside the project to consider the 

children in our program for what they are, children, not sick people, because they 

play and leam, laugh and cry, and most important, they convey through C.S.L. 

their desires and concems.](p.82) 

Although changes in deaf education have begun to take place in Colombia, the majority 

of Deaf students in Santa Fe de Bogota as well as the country as a whole, do not have 
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access to these changes yet. Hearing teachers are ^ven opportunity to take classes in sign 

language between regular school sessions, but even these are barely supplying the need 

for teachers trained in deaf education from a sociocuitural perspective. 

The goal of deaf education in Colombia is to integrate the person into the hearing 

society. Thus, in the past, there has been a great emphasis placed on oralism. However, 

awareness, better understanding, and the presentation of difierent perspectives in the 

country is bringing about a change in the way in which people see the Deaf and plan deaf 

education. This was manifested in 1996 in the passing of legislation, which declared 

Colombian Sign Language the official language of the Deaf. 

The Public Law 324, passed on October 11, 1996 "through which some rules in 

favor of the Deaf population are created" (Document published by INSOR), was the 

beginning of better times for the Deaf community in Colombia. A mandate was issued on 

September 22, 1997, which partially regulates the application of P.L. 324, and makes 

statements regarding definitions of Deafness, Colombian Sign Language, public 

education for the Deaf, prevention of Deafness, welfare of Deaf individuals, and the 

rights granted to Deaf persons by the constitution. 

An amendment was published in 1998, and signed by the President of Colombia, 

Secretary of Health, and the Secretary of Education. It reads as follows: 

FIRST ARTICLE. - To modify article 13 of law 2369 of 1997, which article will 

read as follows; 

Article 13. The state and private institutions that serve the education of Deaf 

children who are six (6) years old or less in Colombian Sign Language, will progressively 
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establish programs that incorporate activities with Deaf adults, who use such language, to 

serve as linguistic models and thus facilitate the early acquisition of sign language as 

their natural language and the development of their bilingual proficiency taking into 

account the orientations that for this purpose will impart the National Ministry of 

Education through the Institute of Deafness - INSOR. 

SECOND ARTICLE. This law is in effect on the date it is published. 

-PUBLISH AND FULFILL-

Given in Santa Fe de Bogota A.C. April 3, 1998 

This document was signed by Secretary of Health Maria Teresa Borero de Saade 

and Secretary of Education Jaime Nifio Diaz. 

Discussion 

Although historically Colombia has offered an oralist education to its Deaf 

citizens, the government has taken a role of leadership in Hispanic America by issuing 

P.L.324, mandate #2369, and the subsequent amendment to the mandate, published in 

1998. "Casita Matema" in Bogota constitutes not only Colombian pilot program in 

bilingual education for the Deaf, but also one of its success stories, allowing students, 

parents, educators, and the Deaf community to come together to insure that Deaf children 

have opportunities for language, cognitive, and literacy development. 

As teachers try to fulfill the law and the mandates that acknowledge the needs of 

the Deaf population in such an integral way, they struggle with issues of language 

acquisition themselves. For example, foreign language classes at the University of 

Arizona require sixty (60) contact hours in one semester, but it is also possible to create 
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an immersion program in which the sixty hours are completed within a two or three-week 

program. The proficiency expected at the end of four semesters is Low-Intermediate in 

the ACTFL scale. The program in which these teachers were participating demanded 

between 20 to 30 contact hours over two or three-week periods. 

They admitted that the time spent acquiring sign language was inadequate, yet 

their time and resources did not permit them to have longer classes or more opportunities 

that would help them acquire the new language. Parents have an advantage, in the sense 

that their newborn's demands for language increase progressively, thus giving them time 

to become proficient, sometimes along with the child. 

The program in Santa Fe de Bogota is indeed an integral program that can serve 

as a model for the creation of other programs around the country. As Ramirez points out, 

the period of sensitizing the educational community and the Deaf community with 

respect to bilingual education for the Deaf is an important preparatory step in carrying out 

such programs (p. 79). 

Summary 

Lantoiage Use 

Oral Spanish, which can gradually shift to sign language when schools for the 

Deaf comply with P.L. 324, and as educators and the Deaf community gradually begin to 

shift their paradigms towards considering the Deaf child a normal, capable human being 

instead of a sick, handicapped person. 
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Educational Trends 

Although the law is in place and Colombian Sign Language is official, it will take 

some time before we will be able to see big changes'm Colombia. However, the desire is 

to offer better alternatives to Deaf students. 

Societal Aims 

Society still wishes to integrate Deaf people into the hearing community. It will 

take time for the hearing majority to shift paradigms, but the national systems are in 

place. They will need time, but at this point they are moving in the direction of coming to 

understand the importance of bilingualism for the Deaf community. 

Ecuador 

Ecuador is located in western South America, bordering the Pacific Ocean at the 

equator, between Colombia and Peru. Its total area covers 283,560 square kilometers. As 

of July 1998 its population was estimated at 12,336,572 people. 

The history of deaf education in Ecuador is "written" in people's memories. 

Santillan (1994) remembers it in the following way; 

In the past. Deaf people in Ecuador were ridiculed by society. They were believed 

to be sick individuals who were unable to learn anything, and they were primarily 

used as laborers for difficult physical work. Not a single institution was concerned 

about their welfare at the time. (p. 119) Society did not respect them or their way 

of communicating and gave them derrogatory names such as "dumb" and "fools". 

Their families simply ignored them because they could not communicate (p. 121). 
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In 1940, a special institution for deaf education opened in Quito. Because the 

school did not have its own building, "the Kiwanis persuaded the mayor to donate a piece 

of land" (p. 119). The wives of ambassadors to Ecuador made another contribution in 

November of 1952 by founding a free institute for the Deaf and blind. In 1964 the Aida 

Pefiafiel de Dobronsky Institute was created in Quito, for the Deaf and for mentally 

retarded children. Later the groups were separated. 

After special schools were established (most of which were oral). Deaf students 

were deprived of using their natural sign language. The nuns in the schools 

allowed them no choice in the way they conununicated. There were no 

opportunities for higher education for the Deaf students. When they were older, 

they were forced to leave the school, marry, or take jobs not related to their 

abilities. Some were committed to psychiatric institutions as patients for life. 

(p.l21) 

Santill^ (1994) relates the story of Mr. Oswaldo Racines, the oldest Deaf person found 

in Ecuador at the time, who was an exceptionally good artist. He had studied in the 

National School of Fine Arts with the famous painter Oswaldo Guayasamin. He learned 

by watching. Graduating in 1941, he began to paint to make some money, but his uncle 

and grandfather "did not allow him to continue to paint" (p. 123). Eventually, he ended 

up working at an iron factory with a fHend for the rest of his life. 

In 1966, Guillermo Zurita, Deaf himself, began organizing the Deaf community 

to carry out sporting events. This eventually became the Ecuador Sporting Club. In 1973, 

a sporting group from Guayaquil had some friendship soccer matches with a group in 
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Quito. They later traveled to Colombia for more sports events. There, they met Deaf 

people from Venezuela. They exchanged signs with Colombians and Venezuelans and 

incorporated them into the Ecuadorian sign language. These international events attracted 

other members of the Deaf community and the organization grew in numbers and 

sophistication. Soon the organization began including other types of activities. 

In 197S, the Deaf conununity organized a society called Fray Luis Ponce de Leon 

Society. Their goals were as follows; 

• To organize teams in a variety of sports; 

• To maintain contact with similar societies around the world; 

• To commit themselves to cooperation with each other and with similar organizations; 

• To encourage society to be responsible for training Deaf people in different 

occupations. 

"In 1978, the Ministry of Education and Culture approved the statutes of the Fray 

Luis Ponce de Leon" in Quito (Santillana, 1994 p. 120). This society influenced the 

Guayaquil sporting group through the creation of a similar society, also with goals that 

went beyond sporting events. Garcia (1994) writes that this society included dance, 

mime, and painting. This year also saw the birth of a literacy program in Quito. 

Moreover, "In 1986 the same Ministry approved the statutes of the Silent Association of 

Ecuador. The Association of Hearing Deficiencies of Marabi also had its statutes 

approved" (Santilllan 1994 p. 121). In 1986, a national attempt to form the National 

Federation of the Deaf in Ecuador failed because not all the associations had approved 

statutes. However, they continued to work together. 
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The creation of Deaf associations did not solve all of the problems however. One 

of the things that Deaf people still suffer from today is the lack of respect from 

hearing people, who still believe that Deaf individuals are unable to perform any 

job, even when they have been properly trained, (p. 121) 

Ecuadorian Sign Language was bom in two diflferent ways. As explained by Velasquez 

(1994), "The need to communicate desires to one's family in one's own and natural 

language is felt by every child. This is the foundation of what is today our Ecuadorian 

Sign Language" (p. 123). These same desires are present in the schools for the Deaf where 

children made attempts to communicate with each other. 

Though Deaf children were unable to communicate with each other fully in the 

beginning, their desire to communicate was such that they attempted to reinforce 

their messages by elaborating, expanding, and rephrasing. This natural process of 

elaboration became another step toward the formation of Ecuadorian Sign 

Language, (p. 124) 

Other events influenced Ecuadorian Sign Language, such as the influence of the United 

States and Spain. Some of the schools had nuns from Spain who communicated in 

Spanish Sign Language (S.S.L.) for a time. Although they did not call it Total 

Communication, they allowed the students to use any and all means of communication to 

get their point across. At that time Ecuadorian Sign Language was influenced by Spanish 

Sign Language. They did not stay more than two years. After that, deaf education fell 

back on oralism again, and Benalcazar (1994) reports that "an extraordinary sense of 

responsibility developed among the students in the higher grades, who took on the task of 
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teaching sign language to the students who were in the lower grades" (p. 127). Total 

Communication as such was brought to Ecuador from the United States in the 1980s. 

Benalcazar (1994) points out that it "inspired hope." He deduces that the lack of success 

of T.C. is due to faulty training procedures. However, "The majority of hearing teachers 

of Deaf students have worked hard to obtain all the knowledge that they now possess. 

Many of them work hard and with motivation and are concerned about the future of their 

students" (p. 127-28). However, their efforts have not brought up the level of academic 

achievement of [>eaf students in Ecuador. Benalcazar argues that it is due to the fact that 

Deaf adults are excluded as resources from the educational system and also to the fact 

that not all interested organizations work together. 

The creation of a book of signs, carried out by a project called "Mano a Mano", 

and directed by Candice Bannermaa, collected signs from the different parts of Ecuador. 

Velasquez (1994) gives the reasons for the success of this project, which I paraphrase in 

the following lines; 

• There was active participation of Deaf people in researching their own language. 

• There was a greater understanding of the importance of Ecuadorian Sign Language 

for education and communication. 

• There was recognition of the need to broaden the vocabulary of Ecuadorian Sign 

Language without the influence of other languages. 

• There was a compilation of signs into a book on Ecuadorian Sign Language, which is 

the concrete outcome of the project. 
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This work was publicly unveiled on F^ruary 22, 1988. The title is "Sign Language-Basic 

Guidelines about a Special Form of Communication" (p. 125-26). 

Efforts to offer the Deaf a better educational system have continued since that 

time, but as Gracia (1994) points out, too many Deaf people are still holding only blue 

collar jobs. In the Summer of 1998, my very brief visit to Quito revealed two events that 

can change this situation, although it may turn out to be a slow process. Some Deaf 

people had been trained to work in banks counting money. The bankers thought this to be 

a good job for Deaf people because by not hearing any noises that might distract them, 

they could concentrate on the task and accomplish it accurately. It gave good results, and 

opened the doors to another job market. In addition, they were able to convince the bank 

administrators to provide them with better conditions for their work, such as the use of 

disposable plastic gloves (Personal conversation with Rocio Cabezas de Torres, June, 

1998). 

Another event took place in 1997 that represented an effort to move deaf 

education in Ecuador in the direction of bilingual education. A change was made in 

Ecuador's constitution, and the following new article was published: 

Art. 53 

Se reconoce el derecho de las personas con discapacidad a la comunicacion por 

medio de formas altemativas, como la lengua de sefias ecuatoriana para sordos, 

oralismo, el sistema Braille y otras. [The right of handicapped people to 

alternative ways of communication such as Ecuadorian Sign Language for the 

Deaf, oralism, the Braille system and others are recognized.] 
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Although not overtly, this change in the constitution recognizes Ecuadorian Sign 

Language as a language, and it also accepts another mode of communication. In order to 

help in the paradigm shift that must occur, Rocio Cabezas de Torres wrote a proposal to 

carry out linguistic studies on Ecuadorian Sign Language to help establish it as the main 

language of instruction for Deaf students (see Appendix L for document). She is one of 

the principal advocates of bilingualism for Deaf people in Ecuador. At the time of my 

visit, she worked for the Ministry of Education. Through her efforts, a bilingual 

education conference, Quito opened its doors to the Deaf community, educators, parents, 

and all interested in bilingual deaf education. The key speaker was Carlos Sanchez, who 

traveled from Venezuela to explain the Venezuelan and Colombian experience with 

bilingual education and how this model of education could be of help in Ecuador. In spite 

of efforts being made towards bilingualism in Quito, the main educational trends are still 

oralism and Total Communication. 

Discussion 

Ecuador took a big step towards recognizing the Deaf community when it made a 

change in their constitution to recognize Ecuadorian St^ Language as the language of 

the Deaf. The organization of a bilingual education conference could have been another 

big step towards bilingualism; unfortunately, the attendance was poor, and the interest 

and enthusiasm seems to have diminished since that time. It may take more time for this 

country to bring about positive changes. All the teachers of the Deaf at this time were 

trained in the medical model. None of the data available to me suggests that universities 

are making changes or planning to make changes in their teacher pre-service programs. 
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There are not at this time any programs to raise awareness of the Deaf community among 

the hearing conununity, with the exception of the bank that opened the doors to the Deaf 

and provided them with jobs that in the past had been done by the hearing. It is possible 

that awareness could be raised among all the hearing people who work at that bank and 

who become aware of the change and the fact that Deaf people can and do carry out 

meaningful jobs in their work environment. 

I had occasion to visit briefly with about six teachers of the Deaf. They are 

beginning to see the need for change, but they contend that there is not enough 

information available in Spanish for them to decide how to take a different direction in 

deaf education. In this global society the time will shortly come when experiences of 

success will be more easily shared among the countries in Hispanic America. 

They also informed me that they were having sign language classes every week, 

but sometimes native signers taught the classes, and other times hearing educators taught 

them. I do not know how these inconsistencies affected their program and their efforts. 

Whenever a native signer is available to teach a class, that person should be the first 

choice as long as he or she understands how language is acquired and plans the classes 

with a communicative, meaningful approach. 

It is hard to say how quickly or in what way deaf education in Ecuador may shift 

towards a bilingual model, but the seeds have been planted, and the efforts continue on 

the part of the Deaf community as well as hearing professionals who have the support of 
t 

the Deaf community. In fact, it was the Deaf community that persuaded Rocio Torres de 
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Cabezas to attend the iV* Conference on Bilingual Education for the Deaf in Colombia, 

and to become acquainted with changes that could benefit the Deaf in Ecuador. 

Summary 

Language Use 

Oral Spanish is the language of instruction in Ecuador. Some signs are used in 

schools that use Total Communication. Early intervention is still understood as early 

access to oral language. 

Educational Trends 

Oral schools and some Total Communication is available. They also have 

vocational schools that teach manual skills that may be used in future employment. 

Societal Aims 

The hearing society expects the Deaf to integrate and to participate in activities 

that limit the potential of Deaf individuals. Only one bank is willing at this time to hire 

Deaf people to do a job that has a little higher status than manual labor, which is the 

standard achieved by Deaf individuals up to this point. 

Nicaragua 

In I98S, the Nicaraguan government brought together Deaf children in Managua 

and surrounding areas. This represented essentially the entire Deaf population of the 

country, as ninety percent of Nicaraguans live in this capital city. Until this event. Deaf 

people had been ignored and had lived mostly in isolation from one another. This lack of 

a Deaf community was a significant factor in preventing the development of a 

Nicaraguan Sign Language. However, in 1985, sign language began to develop 
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spontaneously in Managua where the teenagers gathered together. Their language had the 

characteristics of a pidgin language, which is formed when "two or possibly more groups 

use their native languages as a basis for a rudimentary language of few lexical items and 

less complex grammatical rules." (Fromkin & Rodman, 1993, p.29S). In an 

unprecedented move to acknowledge the Deaf population, the sandinista government 

approached Judy Shepard-Kegl, an assistant professor at Newark's Center for Molecular 

and Behavioral Neuroscience, to help with the developing language. Brunet (1988) 

comments that "as she extended her world to include younger children, she began to see a 

richer, more intricate language emerge." This increasing complexity marked the 

evolution of the pidgin sign language into a Creole. "When a pidgin comes to be adopted 

by a community as its native tongue, and children learn it as a first language, that 

language is called Creole. Creoles become fully developed languages, having more 

lexical items and a broader array of grammatical distinctions than pidgins. In time they 

become languages as complete in every way as other languages" (Fromkin & Rodman, 

1993, pp. 298-299). 

Encouraged by Shepard-Kegl, the children continued to develop their language, 

which is now called "Idioma de Seiias Nicaraguense" (ISN) or Nicaraguan Sign 

Language (N.S.L.). In 1998, there are about 800 deaf people using N.S.L. in the area of 

Managua. 

Realizing that she was watching a language being bom, Shepard-Kegl hesitated to 

publicize the fact, or to request funds from any institution outside of Nicaragua. In 1994, 

with the help of her husband, she began looking for Deaf people in other areas of the 
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country. James Shepard-Kegl, a lawyer and pilot, helped her establish a school in 

Bluefields on the Atlantic coast. In this rural community, they discovered a newly 

organized group with thirty Deaf people who were requesting services. Their 

development of sign language was in its very early stages and was different than N.S.L. 

Now they had to make a big decision. Should they take the opportunity to study how a 

language is bom from the very beginning or should they introduce this community to 

N.S.L.? Deciding that their work was about people more than about research, they chose 

to bring N.S.L. to Bluefileds and established a new school. 

"La escuelita de Bluefields" (Bluefields school, affectionately using the 

diminutive "little school") was established to provide this group of Deaf children with an 

education. However, because the children did not have names for each other, they had to 

start by giving children a name. They also learned the days of the week and other basic 

information. There is a time when language skills have developed to the point where 

formal work on literacy development through print can begin. The Shepard-Kegls 

contend that literacy development is as important to a person as language development. 

Their work has moved on to work in literacy skills, both in sign writing as well as in 

Spanish. 

In 1997 these researchers received, for the first time, a grant from the National 

Science Foundation in the United States. Today N.S.L. is well established in Nicaragua, 

and literacy skills are developing in SignWriting. In 1997, the first Master's Thesis about 

SignWriting in Nicaragua was published in California by Janice Gangel-V^uez. A 

student at California State University at the time, Gangel-Vazquez stated in her abstract 
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that her work "is important for the history of SignWriting since it is the first study testing 

'sign language literacy* using SignWriting. She studied literacy levels of deaf children in 

Nicaragua, and the results point to success in reading signs. Valerie Sutton is the inventor 

of SignWriting. This is how she defines SignWriting in her Internet site for the Sutton 

Movement; 

SignWriting is a writing system which uses visual symbols to represent the 

handshapes, movements, and facial expressions of signed languages. It is an 

"alphabet" - a list of symbols used to write any signed language in the world. The 

SignWriting alphabet can be compared to the alphabet we use to write English, 

the Roman alphabet. The Roman alphabet can be used to write many different 

spoken languages. While each language may add or subtract one or two symbols, 

the same basic symbols we use to write English are used to write Danish, German, 

French and Spanish. The Roman alphabet is international, but the languages it 

writes are not. In the same way, the symbols in the SignWriting alphabet are 

international and can be used to write American Sign Language, Danish Sign 

Language, Norwegian Sign Language, British Sign Language, Dutch Sign 

Language - any signed language you choose. SignWriting makes it possible to 

have books, newspapers, magazines, dictionaries, and literature written in signs. It 

can be used to teach signs and signed language grammar to beginning signers, or 

it can be used to teach other subjects, such as math, history, or English to skilled 

signers. In the same way, the SignWriting symbols have no meaning by 

themselves. SignWriting is a set of visually-designed symbols used to record the 
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movements of any signed language. SignWriting records exactly how people sign, 

without changing the signed language being recorded. 

The idea of SignWriting was bom from the writing system used in choreography. In her 

SignWriting Internet site she explains that; 

DanceWriting is a way to read and write any kind of dance movement. A stick 

figure drawing is written on a five-lined staff. Each line of the staff represents a 

specific level. The bottom line of the staff is called the Foot Line. It represents the 

ground. The next line up is the Knee Line, which is at knee level, when the stick 

figure stands straight. The next line up is the Hip Line, and after that, the Shoulder 

Line. 

The history begins in Copenhagen. She recalls the story in the follovtang way: 

In 1974, Lars von der Lieth, and his research team at the University of 

Copenhagen, needed a way to record signs and gestures. They asked Sutton to 

record the movements from videotape. This was the beginning of SignWriting. Of 

course, SignWriting did not look the same then. Now, in 1997, SignWriting has 

been tested and used by groups of people. The system improved through years of 

changes. But back in 1974, SignWriting was basically DanceWriting from the 

waist up, with a few differences. 

This is the background information of the SignWriting system used in Nicaragua, 

along with Nicaraguan Sign Language, which is well established in the Deaf 

communities that now exist. Gangel-Vazquez explains that children who acquire sign 

language later in life have more difficulty acquiring literacy skills. Her study focuses on 
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these students. The bilingual education model in use incoiporates N.S.L., literacy skills in 

N.S.L. through the StgnWriting alphabet, and Literacy skills in Spanish 

Discussion 

It is again a political change that prepared the way for Nicaragua to formally 

acknowledge the existence of the Deaf community in Managua, and later, in other parts 

of the country. The use of a pidgin language is probably the beginning of all sign 

languages after Deaf people begin to form conununities. Without a community, they had 

created a personal language system of communication with family and friends; with the 

community now formed, N.S.L. naturally emerged. The second generation acquired this 

pidgin as their native language, thus creating a Creole. The same phenomenon was about 

to occur in Bluefields when the Sheperd-Kegls had to make the very difficult choice of 

watching a new language emerge, or teach N.S.L. to that community. It is possible that 

the Deaf in Bluefields did have names for each other, but nobody could understand them 

except themselves. Thus arose the necessity for giving each person a new name. 

The most significant event that affected the Deaf during this period of political 

change in Nicaragua is that the government turned its attention to this sector of the 

population that had been ignored up to that point, and provided them with help to 

establish their language and culture. The Deaf were already starting to form communities, 

but the government recognized them as official and enhanced their opportunities to 

acquire academic knowledge. 
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The Nicaraguan literacy development effort in deaf education is a complex one. 

Roberts (1994) points out that students must develop literacy skills in their first language, 

and Crawford (1999) also reminds us that. 

Using Sequoyah's syllabary, or phonetic writing system, tribal members achieved 

a 90 percent literacy rate in the Cherokee language. According to a 1969 Senate 

report on Indian education, in the 18SOs these schools "used bilingual materials to 

such an extent that Oklahoma Cherokees had a higher English literacy level than 

the white populations of either Texas or Arkansas" (p.30). 

One of the challenges faced by Nicaraguan Deaf is their late language acquisition, which 

is not very conducive to direct acquisition of literacy skills in Spanish. This is what 

Gangel-Vazquez study was specifically concerned with. There may be a concern on the 

part of hearing educators that by having their own writing system, this community will 

isolate itself. However, an empowering environment would be one that allows the Deaf to 

make that decision. Obviously, bilingual education is needed for programs that include 

two languages and two writing systems, but those schools are already in place in 

Nicaragua. 

Another very important consideration is brought up by Powel (1994), who points 

out that "concerns and issues related to the transfer of literacy skills must be considered 

in the context of political, social, economic, and educational consequences" (p.2). This is 

what makes literacy development a complex issue that is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation. 
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From a pedagogical perspective, however, literacy development can be defined 

and understood in several different ways. I already discussed the concept and definitions 

of literacy in the literature review. At this point, I would suggest it is too early to decide 

whether students who acquire language skills late in life in Nicaragua can benefit from 

acquiring literacy skills in SignWriting first, and transfer them later to Spanish print. 

Regardless of the results of this literacy development effort, N.S.L. has been established 

as the official language of Nicaraguan Deaf people, and this is a big step in the right 

direction. Crawford (1999) quotes Josue Gonz^ez as saying; "When children are 

painfully ashamed of who they are, they are not going to do well in school, whether they 

be taught monolingually, bilingually or trilingually." With the strong support the 

sandinista government gave the Deaf in the area of language acquisition, this is hopefully 

not the case in Nicaragua. 

Summary 

Language Use: Nicaraguan Sign Language is official. Deaf communities had begun to 

form when the sandinista government stepped in to strengthen their efforts and officialize 

their language. 

Educational Trends: Nicaragua offers bilingual education. The components of the 

programs are N.S.L., and literacy development using the SignWriting alphabet as well as 

literacy development in Spanish. 

Societal Aim: It is not clear at this point whether the hearing majority expects 

the Deaf to integrate, but they are aware of them as a socio-cultural group. The 

data available for this dissertation does not shed light on the educational 



outcome and the opportunities the hearing society ofTers the Deaf in their 

everyday lives. 
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CHAPTER VI: IMPLICATIONS 

A paradigm in decline often loses its grip slowly and 

unevenly, more quickly and completely here and there. 

Like an archaic cultural pattern at odds with its present 

context, certain central tenets of classic norms have 

persisted even in the work of those who have labored most 

to hasten their demise (Rosaldo, 1989, p. 94). 

To begin this analysis it is important to reiterate that usually the mainstream 

majority sees the linguistic and cultural characteristics of minority students as deficient. 

For this reason, they are placed on academic tracks that lead to a dead end, or they are 

placed in remedial programs where they do not have many opportunities for success. 

Decisions to place language minority students in such programs are usually made by 

people who adhere to a terminal or limiting ideology of education. Their views influence 

minority language students' education, both hearing and Deaf. On the other hand, 

language majority students are usually considered the norm, and their education has more 

positive characteristics. 

Society's definition of success is measured in terms of monetary, political or 

social achievement. For language majority students, bilingualism is a desirable attainment 

that enhances their success. On the other hand, students who speak Quiche, Guaram', 

Mapuche, Quechua, NahuatI or sign language, as well as the language of the majority are 
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not regarded in the same way. In some countries the indigenous languages are not 

official, yet the nuyority of Hispanic countries have a representation of language minority 

users. As mentioned earlier in this dissertation, the difference between the prestige 

enjoyed by foreign language programs for majority language speakers and bilingual 

programs for language minority groups clearly portrays this dichotomy. In writing about 

minority education in the United States Crawford (1999) points out; 

Cultural deprivation theory, which came to dominate educational psychology in 

the 1950s, rejected genetic explanations for underachievement by minority 

students. It pointed instead to environmental factors; parents' failure to stress 

educational attainment, lower-class values that favored "living in the present" 

rather than planning for the future, and inadequate English skills. "To make it in 

America," declared sociologist W. I. Thomas, what these "culturally inferior" 

children needed most was to master the language and the values of the dominant 

society. The job of the schools, he argued, was to "change their culture," that is, to 

overcome students' handicaps of ethnic background and enable them to assimilate 

(p. 34). 

This statement can be applied to the Deaf experience in places where Deaf people 

participate in remedial programs. Those who adhere to the concept of deafness as a 

terminal trait also adhere to the notion of genetic explanations for underachievement of 

Deaf students. They consider Deaf students abnormal. In addition, those who adhere to 

the ideology of deafness as a limiting trait may explain Deaf students' underachievement 

in terms of their cultural deprivation and argue that the job of the school is to change. 
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assimilate and integrate through the process of oralization. They see assimilation and 

integration as their only hope for a limited education. They also see the use of sign (as in 

Total Communication) as failure, and sometimes offer it as a second class alternative. 

Based on the data presented in this dissertation, when a Deaf person is seen as 

handicapped, the school setting remediates, treats, rehabilitates, integrates, and 

assimilates. None of these approaches caters to the needs of Deaf students, which Hagar 

Cohen (1994) states in the following manner; "In practice, few public schools can offer 

what most prelingually deaf children need; a visually oriented setting, communication 

access to all activities, interaction with deaf peers and deaf adults" (pp. SS-56). 

The fact that Deaf children need early access to a visually oriented setting, an 

educational environment that allows social interaction in sign language, and the benefit of 

social interaction with other Deaf children and with Deaf adults, cannot be ignored. It is 

also important for the home, school and conununity to validate and appreciate their 

language and culture. In this chapter I will point out how the three ideologies proposed in 

this dissertation have influenced the Deaf in the areas of language acquisition, 

educational trends and societal aims. The ideologies are not clearly delineated by country, 

but rather, by the ideologies of people in the different communities throughout Hispanic 

America. We cannot say that certain countries adhere to a certain ideology, but rather, 

that these ideologies are present in some form in almost every country. The fact that sign 

language is officially recognized does not guarantee the acceptance of bilingual education 

programs for the Deaf 
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Language Use 

Six countries included in this study have made sign language the official language of the 

Deaf; Uruguay, Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and Cuba. Argentina and 

Chile are officially working toward that goal. That means that their representatives before 

the national governments have proposed a law to make it official. The data available 

shows that this is not the case in Guatemala. Also, if Puerto Rico adopts A.S.L. as the 

official language, then a language would be official, but if we consider Puerto Rican Sign 

Language, then their language is not official. 

Countries that use the oralist approach or Total Communication consider early 

intervention as early access to spoken Spanish. Countries that offer bilingual education 

programs consider early intervention as early access to sign language. Colombia provides 

a good example of early intervention in Colombian Sign Language through their project 

"Casita Matema," in which they involve Deaf children. Deaf adults, parents, and 

educators. Uruguay, Venezuela, Nicaragua, and Cuba have also recognized the 

importance of giving Deaf children access to sign language. 

Countries that have recognized sign language as the official language of the Deaf 

have helped to establish the Deaf communities in their respective countries. However, as 

more Deaf communities and sign languages are discovered we must be mindful that we 

not consider their languages poor or inadequate because we would be perpetuating the 

exclusionary status of minority language. The Deaf communities, educators and policy 

makers must do some language planning. We must realize that often. Deaf people have 

been isolated. It is possible that we will see more pidgin and Creole languages emerge in 
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the future, and we must be ready for this advent. Children have the capacity to become 

bilingual, multilingual, bidialectal, and multidialectal. We must be careful not to continue 

imposing the language of majorities onto the minorities. As explained earlier, the term 

minority can be understood as having less power than the mainstream group, but the 

complexity of this term unveils different levels of power. Once a conmiunity establishes 

their language as ofificial, they have more power than other communities. There will 

always be those with less power that need, as much as anybody else, access to quality 

education. 

Hispanic America still has sectors of the population whose L-1 is a language other 

than Spanish. This in itself has influenced the birth of multiple sign languages for a given 

country, depending on the number of languages in use in a given country. They must deal 

with these issues in their everyday lives because of the necessity of living within a 

society that communicates through different languages. To deny opportunities in which 

children can develop their native language is counterproductive to their success in 

education. Changes have been slow partly because in the past the Deaf minority has had 

no "voice" or political power to change their reality or to express their own opinions, but 

this is slowly changing. 

The term "silente" [silent] has wide use in Hispanic America when referring to the 

Deaf The person can be silent because he does not know how to speak, he cannot speak, 

or because he has no voice within the power structure of a society. Ruiz (1997) points out 

that; 
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As much as language and voice are related, it is also important to distinguish 

between them. I have become convinced of the need of this distinction through a 

consideration of instances of language planning in which 'inclusion' of the 

language of a group has coincided with the exclusion of voice (p. 320). 

He is referring to the inclusion of a language that does not necessarily result in inclusion 

of voice, as is the case of the inclusion of Standard English and the exclusion of non

standard dialects. In the case of the deaf, the exclusion is double when sign language is 

not recognized as an official language, and sometimes, not even as a language, and the 

Deaf do not have a voice in the power structure of their country. 

Cohen et al. (1990) point out that multicultural [and multilingual] awareness 

presents itself in three different ways; positive hostility, official disinterest and positive 

reinforcement. Oralism is a clear example of positive hostility towards the Deaf When 

government officials or others who have the power to facilitate changes do not act, they 

demonstrate official disinterest. It is only through the implementation of bilingual 

programs that validate the Deaf language and culture that we can offer positive 

reinforcement. 

In Hispanic America, the Deaf developed sign language through their Deaf 

communities. Such is the case in Ecuador, where they even enhanced their language by 

adopting signs fi'om the Colombian and Venezuelan Deaf communities. Teenagers in 

Nicaragua were responsible for the first efforts in establishing the Nicaraguan Sign 

Language. It is also common for Deaf communities to offer sign language classes to the 
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hearing communities. It is not the hearing that have appointed them as teachers, rather 

they appointed themselves. 

Educational Trends 

The spectrum of possibilities in deaf education is wide, but it still depends on 

whether the national agency, the school principal, the teachers, the hearing community, in 

other words, the people with power, see the Deaf as handicapped persons or as members 

of a socio-cultural community. People who have definite ideas about the Deaf make 

decisions at national and local levels. Ultimately, the people with decision making power 

adhere to one of the three ideologies to make their decisions These decisions however, do 

not usually affect the whole country, as Veinberg (Personal Communication, January 

1999) pointed out in Argentina. In some countries, such as Chile or Argentina, we can 

still find Deaf people who live relatively isolated. Deaf students who are oralized or 

allowed to superimpose signs on Spanish syntax, and a limited number who may have a 

chance to participate in a pilot bilingual program. 

On the other hand, Venezuela and Uruguay experienced change from the top 

down starting at the national level. However, because the hearing community's 

ideologies could not change overnight, the implementation of bilingual programs did not 

meet the expected outcome. 

Hispanic American counties that do not have access to bilingual education 

programs for the Deaf can learn from the experiences of countries such as Venezuela, 

Uruguay, Colombia, Chile, Nicaragua, and Cuba. 
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Societal Aims 

I found Deaf communities and Associations for the Deaf in every country. This 

demonstrates privatization of the Deaf community. That is, the community is acting for 

itself to provide its members with a social environment in which they can: 

1. Organize sports teams; 

2. Create drama groups; 

3. Maintain contact with similar societies around the world; 

4. Teach sign language to the hearing community; 

5. Celebrate cultural events together; 

6. Commit themselves to cooperation with each other, 

7. Advocate for changes 

8. Encourage society to be responsible for training deaf people in different occupations. 

The Deaf in Hispanic America are also witnessing the evolution of national 

paradigms as their languages are recognized as official in Venezuela, Uruguay, 

Colombia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and Cuba. The govenmients are taking legal action to 

recognize and to accept other forms of communication, such as sign language for the 

Deaf and Braille for the blind in Ecuador. However, in order for bilingual education to 

succeed, not only the systems must be in place, but also there must be professionals 

available and ideologies must shift to operate the change. 

Barriers to Change 

1) Ideologies do not shift: The organization of a bilingual education conference in 

Ecuador (1999) could have been another big step towards biltngualism, unfortunately the 
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attendance was poor, and the interest and enthusiasm seems to have diminished since that 

time. Even though the government has recognized Ecuadorian Sign Language as official, 

ideologies have not shifted enough to support bilingual education for the Deaf in 

Ecuador. It is hard to know at this time whether Guatemala would consider a national 

conference to discuss bilingual education for the Deaf in their country. 

2^ Pre-service Teacher Training: It is still evident that the nuyority of teachers of the Deaf 

were trained in the medical model. This results in a lack of understanding on the part of 

professionals who will not easily shift paradigms, unless they can participate in a 

dialogue with other professionals that were trained in the sociocultural model of deafiiess. 

In Colombia, even during the implementation of the project INSOR, they discovered that 

Deaf teacher's aides were teaching parts to whole, and they needed to create some 

workshops for professional development of the people involved in which they could leam 

a different approach. 

3) Lack of Bilingual Teachers: Teachers in Colombia and Argentina reported the 

fhistration they feel when they teach without being proficient signers. Sign language 

proficiency must become an integral part of pre-service bilingual education programs. 

At the 1991 conference in Merida, Venezuela, it was reported that Venezuelan schools 

for the Deaf were not implementing bilingual education, because teachers were not 

proficient in V.S.L., and they had been trained in the medical model. 
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CHAPTER Vn: LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Two issues presented themselves as possible limitations to this study. Both of 

these were essentially part of the data collection process. During the data collection stage 

of this project, I was faced several times with the opportunity of obtaining data from an 

informant who would share the information only under the guarantee of confidentiality. 

Initially I was very concerned that the imposition of anonymity would constitute a serious 

limitation to the study. However, as I became more aware of the powerful political 

forces that shaped and limited opportunities for the deaf, I became aware that only the 

guarantee of confidentiality made significant information accessible, that would 

otherwise not have been available to me. I was moved by the trust the informants were 

willing to invest in me, and also by the depth of their commitment to Deaf education as it 

became clear that the sharing of their stories could indeed place them in political peril. 

Given the narrow political networks and small size of the countries I investigated, this 

was a very real possibility. 

I had initially intended to include the Hispanic Deaf immigrant population of the 

U.S. in my investigation, but this proved impractical for a variety of reasons. The 

linguistic and cultural environments they presented are far more diverse than they might 

immediately appear. While hearing Hispanic inmiigrants come from diverse cultural 

backgrounds, it is possible to consider them as a sociocultural group on the basis of a 

shared language. (Let me qualify that statement by saying that I do indeed recognize the 

diversity of dialectal differences among Hispanics, but communication is still possible by 
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the means of spoken Spanish.) In contrast, each Hispanic country has its own form of 

sign-language. This complexity is further compounded by a range of instructional 

programs employed by the various countries of origin. Thus, the multiple variables 

impacting on the Hispanic Deaf immigrants made it problematic to create a parallel 

comparison that would yield significant information. Additionally, while Deaf 

populations of the countries I investigated are facing the need for bilingual 

communication, the linguistic context of the Hispanic Deaf immigrant population is in 

reality a trilingual environment. Gemer de Garcia, (1997) comments that Hispanic Deaf 

children must learn to conununicate in three languages - ASL, English and Spanish - and 

that their hearing siblings often have similar demands. Therefore, it is necessary to create 

special programs that address their multilingual needs. I pointed out earlier that each 

Hispanic country has its own sign language. This information points to the fact that Deaf 

Plispanics may have learned a sign language different than ASL, which would make their 

education even more complex. 

Nevertheless, I would hope that there are findings from this study that can be 

generalized to the Hispanic Deaf immigrant population, and perhaps provide the 

beginnings of a fhunework for further investigation in that area. 
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CHAPTER Vra. CONCLUSIONS 

Like an archaic cultural pattern at odds with its present 

context, certain central tenets of classic norms have 

persisted even in the work of those who have labored most 

to hasten their demise. (Rosaldo 1989) 

In order to move in the direction of bilingual education programs for the Deaf^ 

several things must take place. First, the hearing community must become aware of the 

issues involved in Deaf education and accept that the Deaf are not defective models of 

hearing people, but a sociocultural group with their own language and culture. Rather 

than looking at Deaf children as deviatU from what is considered normal in a medical 

model, a socialcultural model offers a more positive outlook that removes the stigma 

attached to the identity, the language, and culture of the deaf child. Second, universities 

must create pre-service bilingual education programs with a sociocultural perspective. In 

turn, their graduates can become advocates of bilingualism and biculturalism for Deaf 

students and perform their jobs in a more effective fashion. Third, schools must 

incorporate Deaf adults into their bilingual programs. It is important for Deaf children to 

interact with Deaf adults, and to consider them their models. Fourth, families and fiiends 

must get involved. They must realize the importance of acquiring sign language, which in 

turn will strengthen family and community ties. Fiflh, all people with any amount of 

power must remove the risks from the Deaf child's environment. In a risk-free 
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environment, whether at home, school or community, most children can empower 

themselves and succeed. People with terminal or limiting ideologies constitute a risk for 

the Deaf child. Usually they do not provide a meaningful social environment in which the 

Deaf child can freely interact with other people - hearing or Deaf - in their first 

language. This also constitutes a risk. Not recognizing that Deaf children are not sick, but 

merely children who act and share the same emotions as all children, yet communicate 

their feelings and desires through sign language, is also a risk. Children are at risk in a 

hostile environment, in an environment that does not validate their identity. This type of 

environment is the risk, not the students. Lastly, anyone involved in Deaf education must 

make every effort to continue his or her professional development, and always search for 

new developments in the research available in order to avoid becoming stagnated. 

Paradigms can shift and ideologies can change through reflection on issues related to 

language, education and societal aims for the Deaf. Chsmge also requires that after we 

reflect, we take the necessary steps for the changes to occur. 



COUNTRY Language Use Educ. Trends Sotictal Aims Admin. Agency Sign Language Official 

Ycs/No 

Argentina O-OA OE- TC - TBE Integration ME^* LSA No 
Chile O-OA OE-TC-TBE Integration ME LSCh No 
Colombia O-OA -  LSC OE- TC - TBE Integration INSOR LSC Yes 
Cuba O-OA -  LSC OE-TC Integration ME-ANSOC LSC Yes 
Ecuador O-OA OE-TC Integration ME LSE In Constitution 
Guatemala O-OA OE-TC Integration ACPBD LENSEGUA No 
Mexico O-OA OE- TC - TBE Integration IMAL LSM No 
Nicaragua LSN BE Integration ME LSN Yes 
Puerto Rico O-OA OE-TC Integration ME No 
Uruguay O-OA -  LSU BE* Integration ME LSU Yes 
Venezuela OA - LSV TC-BE Integration ME LSV Yes 
Table 2. 

0=0ral 
OA-Oral language assisted by sign. 
OE=Ofal Education 
TC-Total Communication / Bimodalism 
TBE-Tend towards bilingual education in at least one place. 
BE=Bilingual Education 
ME=Ministry of Education 
IMAL=Instituto Mexicano de la Audicion y Lenguaje [Mexican Insitute of Speech and Hearing] 
iNSOR=Deaf Institute 
LS=Lengua de Seilas [Sign Language] Note Usually followed by nationality. Data not available for Puerto Rico. 
ACPBD=Advocacy Committee for the Blind and Deaf 
ANSOC=Asociaci6n Nacional de Sordos de Cuba [^^ational Association of Cuban Deaf] 
"'Oralism is a component of the bilingual education model. 
**Although the administering agency belongs to the Federal Government, each state has autonomy for implementing 
programs. 
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EPILOGUE 

When 1 began this research three years ago, I thought that the main barrier to the 

implementation of bilingual education programs in Hispanic America would be Total 

Communication. 1 was very wrong. In the past three years, I have seen a unprecedented 

movement towards inclusion. Schools for the Deaf are disappearing in some of the 

countries included in this study, such as Chile and Mexico, in favor of sending Deaf 

children to schools for the hearing. One of the main reasons for this change is that deaf 

education falls under the umbrella of Special Education. With the exception of the DeaC 

children who participate in Special Education can benefit from interactions with normal 

children. However, Deaf children are not defective, they are Deaf Their intellectual 

potential is as great as that of any hearing child. This misunderstanding is leading 

educators in Hispanic America towards a path that will yield nothing but the most 

disastrous results. Unfortunately, it would take years to see the depth of the damage 

caused to Deaf students. On the other hand, I was fortunate to come in contact with a 

Spaniard researcher, Maria del Pilar Ferandez Viader, who reported at length the results 

of inclusion of Deaf students in her country at the IV Conference on Bilingual Education 

for the Deaf in 1997. This is how the changes began to take place in Spain through the 

passing of a law in 1970: 

This law alluded for the first time to the integration of students 

who were "deficient and maladaptive" for a future incorporation to 

social life, as fully as possible in each case. (...) From that time on 
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the possibilities for schooling in regular schools was offered to 

handicapped students. As a consequence, many deaf students were 

schooled in schools for the hearing. (...) Many schools for the deaf 

were in crisis because they were empty (p. 72) 

She clarifies that the reaction to this law was different in different parts of the country, 

nonetheless, it affected many deaf students and many schools for the deaf. 

For the same reason, there were then different approaches to deaf education, all in 

connection with this law of integration. She enumerated the different kinds of 

approaches, which were: 

1. Schools for the deaf. 

2. Special classrooms for deaf students in schools for the hearing. 

3. Part-time special classrooms for deaf students in schools for the hearing (part of the 

time they were in a classroom with only deaf students, and the rest of the day they 

were in classrooms with hearing students). 

4. Classrooms for the hearing where the deaf student stayed all day. It was possible to 

have another deaf student in the classroom (small groups of two or three). 

5. Schools for integration in which the deaf student was the only deaf person in a school 

for the hearing. 

6. Some other combinations of the models mentioned above. 

Fernandez Viader pointed out that the voices of the deaf are not always heard, but 

what she primarily wanted to present was the reaction of Deaf people afler participating 

in this type of education. These are the statements she reports: 
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The Deaf ask that: 

1. sign language should be valued in deaf education; 

2. teachers of the deaf be better prepared and the schools have more technological 

advances and better facilities to serve deaf students; 

3. interpreters should be made available to deaf students; 

4. deaf professionals be incorporated in deaf education; 

5. schools offer better services for vocational and professional orientation of deaf 

students. 

It was also important to report the opinions and reactions of teachers of the deaf In this 

area, Fernandez Viader cites Marchesi, 1987 as saying that: 

1. Although, all the teachers who participated in the survey were using the oral 

approach, 66% of them believed oralism was not the best methodology to teach deaf 

students. 

2. The majority of the teachers believed that parents should leam Spanish Sign 

Language or at least Signed Spanish to better communicate with their deaf children. 

These results were compared to the results of another study done by Stewart (1993), who 

found out the following information in the United States: 

1. Deaf children must leam signs as early as possible to facilitate language acquisition. 

2. Educators of deaf children must know sign language. 

3. A positive attitude towards bilingual education for the deaf 

The parents were also included in her report. Fernandez Viader cites Leal y Sulleiro, 

1997, explaining that some parents still feel that as long as their children attend a school 
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for the hearing, they can become hearing, or like hearing people. Nonetheless, she also 

points out that parents are organizing themselves to demand bilingual education for their 

children, realizing that even if the children are able to leam an oral language, they will 

always lag behind their hearing peers. These parents also want to have meaningful 

communication with their children. Along these lines, it should be mentioned that parents 

sometimes are very angry at the fact that they cannot communicate effectively with their 

children. While attending a conference in Mexico City, I heard a father shout with anger 

through a microphone because he had followed the recommendations of experts and he 

still could not communicate with his fifteen-year-old son. He pleaded with professionals 

to be more reflective in their practice. 

It is unfortunate that Fernandez Viader's publication in the conference memoirs 

did not convey the emotion and the pleading tone of her voice as she gave the 

presentation. She expressed that her main concern was exactly what my concern is today, 

that a strong wave of inclusion for deaf students is sweeping all over Hispanic America. I 

am deeply concerned with the implications of closing down schools for the deaf and 

ignoring their very special needs, which are drastically different than the needs of other 

students who participate in special education. Their challenge, as other minority language 

students the world over, is the language barrier, not a mental deficiency or a physical 

defect. 



APPENDIX A 

No haria nada porque yo creo que ellos mismos deben iniciar las. Nosotros 

estamos tan preocupados porque sentimos que es nuestro deber el cuidarios, pero no 

importa cuwto poder tengamos, no podemos mover el sistema. Un sistema se mueve 

cuando se mueven las piezas de ese sistema. Ellos necesitan demostrar que tienen dentro 

de si el poder para mover el sistema. Ellos todavia no han descubierto ese poder porque 

hasta ahora todos quieren hacer las decisiones por ellos. 
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APPENDIX B 

This is the story of a young woman who, in her own words, "survived oralism". 

I was bom in 1973. My Deafness was detected as profound when I was two and a 

half years old before I had the chance to acquire a functional language to communicate 

with my interlocutors. After I was bom I was able to hear for a very short time. Tests 

revealed that I lost my hearing gradually, but in a very short time until I was completely 

Deaf 

In those days, deaf education was extremely attached to pure oralism. Los 

gabinetes logopedicos in the public and private hospitals would dedicate themselves to 

"rehabilitate" Deafiiess as if it were language and speech pathology. They did not allow 

the Deaf children access to sign language, their natural language, but rather they saw it as 

a great impediment to their social and educational mainstreaming later in life because 

sign language had limitations. 

There were two options: to go to a center specifically for the Deaf or attend a 

regular school and be mainstreamed. At the center, there were dozens of Deaf children 

who communicated spontaneously through sign language, but the signs were not 

standardized, but rather signs created by them. Education was oralist and sign language 

was undervalued - it had very low status and was labeled as "mimic". 

My family, with the oralist orientation of professional in those days, was advised 

to take me to a regular school with hearing children because they saw in me a great 
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cognitive and intellectual capacity, etc. [We must take into account that my parents 

coordinated very closely with the teachers and other professionals at the center I attended 

(a pre-school and then elementary school)]. This fact allowed me to do well in my 

education. Their acceptance of my Deafness in my familial environment was good. They 

never labeled me "handicapped." They would constantly educate me, that is, they would 

teach me language to communicate and to communicate de un mode ludico through daily 

experiences. 

Deaf children who attended regular schools for inclusion were isolated, paying 

attention that they did not have a Deaf classmate in the same classroom because they 

were afraid that they would get together and begin using this "mimical" type of code, 

[deaf education changed with the LOE law at that time. Children migrated from these 

centers to regular schools in their neighborhoods or one they preferred at an incredible 

rate. 

When I began my education at age three in a pre-school they used Italian 

pedagogy. They used the model of literacy acquisition Montessori. It is an analytical and 

phonetic method adequate for use in oral language. I was already attending a speech and 

hearing class in order to rehabilitate. I spent five hours a week aside from attending 

school. Whether in pre-school or in the regular school, I never had complementary 

support inside or outside the school, my level of participation was neither low nor high. 

Thanks to my linguistic abilities I could interact v«nth my hearing classmates and teachers 

without too much difficulty. I made progress in lip reading thanks to my linguistic 

development similar to that of the hearing person. But the main- and fat - problem was 
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that I could not access information. As time went by it became more and more evident 

that I was losing ground in being able to access information and that the feedback was 

diminishing progressively. I relied heavily in my indispensable tool which was to read 

every text my eyes saw; books, the chalkboard, comic books, fairy tales, magazines, class 

notes... I would read everything. It became an important habit that saved me from 

inclusion. 

My "motto" was ; the more comprehensible language (morphology, syntax,... that 

is the more linguistic knowledge I gained, the greater my capacity to read lips). I must 

add that if the interlocutor vocalizes well, it makes things easier for the Deaf person. 

With good linguistic , social and psychological characteristics - especially a good self-

esteem and a positive self-concept - a good relationship with classmates, with family, 

neighbors, friends,... it results in a better experience with inclusion in the hearing world. 

I never forgot I was Deaf, and I pointed it out when people seemed to ignore I was Deaf 

I have always been proud to be different than everyone else (although I had a million fits 

because I felt isolated from communication). 

My first oral and written language is Catalan, but in third grade I had to take a 

second language; Spanish. Professionals along with my parents did not want me to begin 

taking Spanish so soon. They were afraid I would mix both languages, but since I would 

stay I the classroom during Spanish class, I started to try it out and I did not have any 

problems. I was hard, but I made progress until I started secondary school at an institute 

in which they taught academics in both languages, and then I was able to make progress 

in Spanish like any other person. Right now, my proficiency in Catalan and Spanish is 
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similar, but my thinking and my most expressive language is Catalan, my native 

language. My knowledge of the culture *and customs are from Cataluifa. My family also 

feels catalanes. 

*I had a similar experience learning English. I was in elementary school when I 

began to leam my first foreign language. For years I had felt the curiosity towards that 

language and I would often ask the meaning of a word or a phrase I had read somewhere 

to adults who were proficient in the language, 

1 feel a great sensibility and attraction towards learning other languages. I still 

want to improve my Italian by myself and while visiting with hearing fiiends who know 

it. I started learning other languages from my native language which is Catalan. I think 

that thanks to the big doses of patience, my own will and my strong background in 

written and oral language. A couple of years ago I got a bachelor's degree in Special 

Education and right now I am taken the last courses in Speech and Hearing. I work at a 

school for the Deaf where we use sign language as the vernacular language and as the 

tool to leam the written and the oral language. At the same time I work at a club for the 

Deaf 
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APPENDIX C 

Nad el 7 de Mayo de 1961, en la bella Osomo, sur de Chile. Desde muy pequeffo 
demostre ser algo mas inteligente que el promedio de los restantes niAos. Per ejemplo 
comence a caminar a los 9 meses de edad y ya decia palabras basicas. A los cuatro afios 
ya tenia cabreados a mis padres con las famosas pregunta. D^ido a que mi madre me 
sobreprotegia, le pedi no ingresar con 6 afios a primero basico, pues queria seguir 
jugando, asi flie como yo solo a los 7 aAos pise por primera vez un colegio, quizas mi 
ventaja de edad con respecto a los otros me hizo tambien sobresalir, pero en fin desde I a 
cuarto basico los tuve en un exclusivo colegio particular con no mas de 1S alumnos en 
total(de todo el colegio) mi ensefianza flie personalizada. En cuarto b^ico sabia mas que 
un niifo de septimo, ctando estaba en quinto, le ganaba en conocimientos a un vecino de 
primero medio, a esa edad(l lafios), comence a juntarme con mis vecinos de tercero y 
cuarto aAo y solo hablabamos de viajes espaciales, de celulas y del atomo. 
Nunca flii un superdotado, lo que si flii es que flii una persona muy pero muy interesada 
en aprender y saber porque y como flinciona todo este mundo maravilloso. ^porque 
estamos aqui?, esas eran las preguntas que me mantenian despierto. Mis sueRos eran ser 
ingeniero aeronautico y corredor de autos. Alos 13 afios y de manera poco clara comence 
a darme cuentra que no persibia el tic tac de mi reloj pulsera. enrealidad no me di cuenta 
sino que hasta cuando empese a a tener que pedir que me retiersn ciertas paslabras, por 
ejemplo ante mis padres, estros se dieron cuenta que yo era muy pero muy "volado", 
pensaban igual que yo, que ese comportamiento se debia a la famosa edad del tonto y 
que es tipica entre los adioolescentes de 12 a 14 aiios. Me llebaron al otorrino 
y este detecto una perdida auditiva, no era para preocuparse dijo el problema fue que al 
pasar el tiempo, un solo ai)o(cuando ya tenia 14), se me hacia dificil escuchar las 
converzaciones de mis amigos, tenia que estar mas atento que lo normal, era la unica 
manera de "enchufarme" y seguir los temas del grupo. En el colegio fue critico, pues 
cuando estaba en sexto basico me di realmente cuenta que estaba sordo, ya no escuchaba 
como los demas. Tuve una de mis primeras crisis y fue bastante duro, porque mi familia 
no cointaba con los medios economicos para explorar mas mi enfermedad, ademas, en 
osomo era muy rudimentaria la prestacion que realizaban los medicos, a los IS aiios me 
llevaron a casa de un familiar en Concep cion, para ser atendido en el hospital regional, 
alli fueron lapidarios, "el chico esta sordo", le recomendaron a mis padres que me 
hicierasn un tratamiento artesanal, consistente en que antes de acostarme aplicara el calor 
de uja ampolleta a cada oido,segun el medico era para secar mi deteriorado oido medio, 
segun ellos humedecidosm,por un resfno mal cuidado. Ese tratamiento lo realice por 
espacio de 1 o dos mese, no lo podia soportar, pues las ampolletas practicamente me 
derretian las oregitas, ademas no notaba ninguna evoluciobn favorable, asi es que lo deje, 
me quede sorso, deje de estudiar, tube problemas con mis padre y comence a actuar como 
un demagogo, como una persona que ya no tenia flituro, con una persona que ya no tenia 
futuro, todos mis sueiUs, todo el taJento, todo el respeto que le tenia a mis himiliares, 
amis amigos a la sociedad, los tire a la basura. Maldeci a Dies, llore bastante y quice 
suicidarm,e como dos veces, intente dos veces dejar mi casa, dejar a mis padres y 
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convertirme en un bagamundo, sin meta, sin objetivos. me encerre en mi pieza por meses, 
solo bajaba a comer, solo en esa pieza me consumia por la rabia y el dolor, comprobe la 
amargura del corazon, esc Uanto sin lagrimas, ese dolor que no duele pero que te 
copnsume en lo mas profiindo del ser. no era nada, era un desperdicio social, te levante la 
voz a mis padre, cambio totalmente mi personalidad, desde el chico modelo, el mas 
talentoso pase a ser el flituro delincuente, el antisocial, a pesar de todoi esc segui 
asitiendoi al liceo y gracias amigos, AMIGOS DE VERDAD, descubri qyue podia seguir 
soflando esas metas que me habia trazado, solo podia Uegar a ser correrdor de autos, lo de 
ingeniero aeronautico era remoto, porque un maldito sordo no podria escuchar a al 
instructor, es decir eso yo mismo me lo respondia. Quizas gracias a mi talento natural por 
las matematicas y mi annor a la ciencia, logre sobresalir en esas asignaturas y sin ni 
siquiera estudiarlas, en cuarto medio, me di cuenta yo mismo que ese talento que tenia 
opodia hacerse renacer y me prometi estudiar todo el segundo semestre. ALo cumpli: y 
saque mejores notas que los mejores alumnos de todo el colegio, les gane a los mateos 
a los genios de matematicas, me hice famoso solo en un semestre oporque despues en la 
PAA saque uno de los mejores pountajes del liceo y quede gracias a eso estudiando 
ingenieria. Pero era sordo, no lo aceptaba y sabia que solo servia para resolver ecuaciones 
y solo para leer, leer sobre todo sobre temas que tienen que ver con la perfeccion, gracias 
aa esos libros y gracia a que me atrevi a leer la biblia y en especial el nuevo testamento 
descubri otras cosas, pero seguia siendo un sordo e incluso cada vez mas sordo, ejn la 
Universidad podia tomar apuntes de manera discontinua, pero me concentraba al maximo 
y practicamente quedaba en trance durante las clases de matematicas y fisica, siendo 
sordo salia del aula comprendiendo mas que los oyentes, incluso llegue a sacarme nota 7 
en la universidad(es decir un 100) y eso que eramos mas de SOO alumnos de 
ingenieria. 

NO PUEDO CONTINUAR, TENGO TRAMITE PENDENTE RESPONDEME SI LO 
QUE TE ESCRmO ES MUY ESPECIFICO O DEBO REORIENTARLO, DAME 
SUGERENCIAS...! 

ni en la universidad tuve la posibilidad de aprender seAas, ni leer los labios, ser sordo era 
un estorbo, e incluso otros tipos de discapacitados ni siquiera podian seguir estudios 
universitarios, pues en este pais;"el alumno debe tener salud compatible con la carrera 
que estudia", ni hoy en dia exesten asistentes o ayudantes que puedan escribirte lo que el 
profesor dialoga, se que en espana eso es muy comun. en fin tube que esconder mi 
limitacion audoitiva, y flie tan escndida que tenia compafieros que solo en los ultimos 
anios supieron que yo era sordo. 

estudie gracias a las fotocopias de mis compaileros, lo increible es que gracias a mi 
empeAo propuse un trabajo de titulacion bastante innovador y con el me gane un 
reconocimiento durante un concurso nacional de trabajos ded titulo, el reconocimiento 
file que mi trabajo flie elegido por los jurados(PHD y masteres)como el mejor de todos y 
me dieron un premio monetario y pase automaticamente a concursar en el concurso 
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latinoamericano de tesis, yo debia exponer ese trabajo en monterrey mexico y no puede 
conseguirme ios pasajes, el trabajo fue publicado y saque el 7 u octavo lugar. lo triste es 
que otro chileno lo gano y flie justamente el que habia sido segundo en el concurso 
nacional que yo gane....:-( 

una vez titulado, el director de departamento de ing. electrica de mi universidad, propuso 
al depto. que me contrataria como profesor del mismo. Lo triste es que alrededoor de 8 
profesores se oponian a mi nombramiento y solo por el hecho de ser sordo, creo que 
tambien influyo el hecho de haber sido diriginte estudiantil durante el gibiemo militar. en 
fin mi jefe me defendio y convensio a la fiierza que me contrataria y que mi problema 
auditivo no seria obtaculo para mi docencia. 

Como profesor en nada ha afectado mi sordera, pues sin ni siquiera saber el lenguaje de 
senas, y sin nisiquiera saber leer Ios labioss, soy capaz de dirigirme a una audiencia de 
hasta mas de 100 alumnos. cuando yo hablo de un tema que se que esel que yo dicto, las 
preguntas que me hacen Ios alumnos la dedusco mediante el reconocimiento(deteccion) 
de palabras aisladas, es decir, basta quye escuche dos o mas palabras de una frase y se 
con bastante serteza lo que me pregunta. Si no entiendo lo que me preguntan, les pidoque 
me escriban la pregunta. Tengo una gran facilidad para exponer, para hablar en publico, 
eso me ha ayudado bastante en mis clases. Ademas, hablo tanto que dejo a Ios alumnos 
bastante satisfecho sin casi ninguna duda. eso me hace sentir super realizado, porque 
demuestra una vez mas que las limitaciones en algun sentido pueden ser casi anuladas 
mediante el mejoramiento de otras cualidades, como la mia de ser bueno para exponer. 

En cuanto a mi vida particular, puedo decir que alii he tenido problemas para darme a 
conocer como persona, pues casi soy un desconocido. Me explico, por el hecho de ser 
sordo, soy solitarios y por ser solitarios soy algo timido, pero solo para dar el primer 
paso, despues todo es muy diferente porque soy super locuaz, animoso, entretenido y 
podria ser interpretado como un poco pesado, pues tengo una especie de humor 
directo qyue muchas personas podrian mal interpretar. pero en fin eso se debe a que no se 
por ejempio a que volumen debo iniciar una conversacion, pues mi realimentacion 
auditiva es casi nula. 

al ser solitario y al quedarme sin mis compaileros de estudios, quede sin amigos, sin 
amistades para que me presentes otros amigos, por ejempio, niAas y entablar amistad con 
chicas. nunca en mi vida he poleado, soy super apasionado, me encanta la belleza, me 
atrae bastante el fisico de la mujer, pero si ella no es inteligente, yo ni siquiera la 
tomo en cuenta. puede que ella no sea muy bomita, pero si es inteligente, para mi vale 
bastante. el problerma es que al no tener amigos, y por el hecho de haberme hecho una 
vida bastante ruda(por tener que soportar el peso de la sordera), mi temperamento, mi 
imagen no es posoitiva a primera vista. Para la mayoria de las personas, al verme por 
primera vez, les doy una impresion negativa, pues soy algo hosco(se podria pensar en que 
soy rudo....), pero es un gran error, porque esa imagen me la crie durante mi 
adiolescencia, cuando estaba en cointra de todo el mundo...! 
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APPENDIX D 

This is the story written by a twenty one-year-old young adult who is profoundly dea^ 
after graduating from an oralist high school in Hispanic America. The names 
mentioned in this text have been changed and the names of places were omitted. 

4 aAo Escuela profesor dag bueno programa niffo mucho cuando aiio en doctor 

enferma no porque son Maria Despn fuera enojada nineth por mi pegar mucho niito 

hablar porque a 12 aifo 1 primaria profes. Juan mala enojado hablar ella alma porque 

Ana Maria hablar fliera mynor todo cuarto mufieca este lugar amiga Sordo cuando 

Carlos te gusta ayudar estame estudiando donde examen 2 Primaria toda buena solo 

clases nacer una para (name of school) Escuela familla bailar, hablar, mamltar oido mi 

amor mama radio cantar in vano muy bien Despues regalar 7 ano pro Marcusia 

palabras profesora todos se llevar persona alma, elvir, tono, vidarl, Caria, Jose, Ivan, 

German, Jorge, Mario, Francisco. 

-Estudiar ella fuera pengar nineth mala, porque preguntar mi Ana hablar despes 2:30 

todos mynor menor Marco mieao mucho porque nineth mynor, Ofelia, Ana, Patricia, 

Estuardo, Carlos, Guillermo son 

hablar mano cuando estaba clases se fuera lugar. 

musea 12:00 comer todor vamo 

por mado intemacional cierto-

Diploma octubre 31 familia, profesora, clases. Ana.- ya. final 
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3 primaria Colegio (name) estudiar, amigo, elvin, juan, todos mucho estudiar no gustar 

mujer esposo hijo juan, 19 ano, sonara, 20 afio. Es casada yar buena tu mama estados 

unidos. note 

4 primaria col^o mixto montescirvat 

Estudiar nifia mucho nuestro hay en Examen donde tu Matematica yo Marco Estudiar 

solo clases mas tiene por intemacion dias 30 profesora Carta buena mietro enferma 

pave enferma cuando. Sto. primaria, y 6 to. se fue tu casa Carta clases profesar clases 

cien pts. Examen Estudiar muy amiga a los nuesta cieto muero deber Ingles y clases S 

pts. todos. 

1 Basico (name of the school) 

Estudiar muy bien clases si todos promovado 2 lugar 2 basico Regular aespacio nacio 

san miedo mala mujer pengar hablar porque solo clases yo esta (name of the place) si 

mi tia pensar clases vamos fno bonito Diciembre 29 mi papa despus 3 basico clases 

mas nuesto. 

9 deber mucho como fliera pintures profesora mala, Belinda, Myma, Soila, Juana, Luis 

y directora bolsa buscando porque bien pintura mucho todo se fliera Falta y Bienda 

profesora. 

4to Bachillerato 

Clases estudia le gusta Regular amiga mi mal porque hablar Son solo sordo mucho 

pengar enojada mala porque en tarde 1:30 mucho profesor clases trabajo mi biografia . 

3 lugar Examenes Estudiar si promovado todo regetar Marco flierte bena clases mi 

mama si firma nota. 
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Amiga, bueno, mucho te quiero hablan mi estudiar clases es asi todos pero 

Marco amia mi prona prof, hablar muy trabajo informadon, nacio clases aeropuerto 

practica estudia 4:30 tarde miedo rapido lous aesracto no me gusto buscando mueso 

hombre malo porque piense. 

Marco. 
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APPENDIX E 

Electronic Interview with a hearing professional who is an advocate of the Deaf. 

"... simplemente puedo decirte Ruth que,conio persona que soy, me importa el resto de 

IDS mios y duele y llama a actuar, cuando ves que la sociedad en general, padece otra 

clase de sordera, otra clase de ceguera, para no oir, para no ver, por ende, no asumir 

compromiso, de otras personas discapacitadas que no encuentran un camino de expresion 

minimo. Solo esc ya explicaria mi interes en el tema". 
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Appendix F 

CUBA 
Interview recorded in audiotape. 

Desde antes del afio 19S9, antes de que triunfara la revolucion, todo lo que habia 
para los sordos eran instituciones privadas con modelos/enfoques oralistas puros. 
Despu^ del aiio 1959, al tener relaciones con paises del vea socialista, especificamente 
con la Union Sovi^ca, se nos abren las puertas especialmente para que algunos 
profesores pudieran especializarse en ese pais, entonces terminaban como profesores 
especialistas en la SURDOPEDAGOGIA, incluyendo un enfoque oralista, pero al menos 
con dactilologia. Este sistema dactilologico es el alfabeto escrito con las manos para de 
esta forma, ayudar a desarrollar la lectura. Desde entonces comenzo todo un proceso, una 
revolucion de la comunidad sorda. Ellos ya tenian un alfabeto manual creado por la 
propia comunidad de manera natural, y que se le habia prohibido usar anteriormente. No 
se sabe como surgio esta dactilologia. La comunidad sorda no habian tornado en cuenta 
que los maestros hacian utilizable este alfabeto. Las generaciones mas jovenes dejaron de 
utilizarlo y asi comenzo a quedarse atr^ siendo utilizado nada mas que por personas 
adultas. Sin embargo, se noto durante visitas de profesores y directores del Ministerio de 
Educacion a las escuelas, que los nifios sordos no hablabaa, que solamente emitian 
sonidos apoyandose en la dactilologia. Lo hacian con las manos escondidas atras. 
Trataban de hablar con el apoyo dactilologico. Quiere decir que en esta emicion de 
sonidos, aparentemente para los profesores que siempre los aplaudian, el nii^o habia 
emitido palabras que aunque no entendibles, tenian significado cuando estaban apoyadas 
en la dactilologia. De esto surgio todo un trabajo investigativo. Se creo una escuela 
llamada "Condiciones Cientificas". Se determino que no era la condicion de sordos lo 
que los llevaba a ser asi, a tener un pensamiento concreto, dificultades en la memoria y en 
la escritura, etc. Todos los procesos cognitivos estaban un poco deteriorados y entonces 
empezamos a buscar la causa. Nos dimos cuenta de lo que estaba pasando y comenzamos 
a clasificar desde el punto de vista sicologico. 

Creamos grupos en escuelas experimentales donde les dabamos lengua de seiias, 
de manera natural primero un poco con la ensei^anza de esta lengua (porque habia nifios 
que no la habian adquirido), para luego incluir algunos conceptos de historia, de 
geografia y continuando el trabajo de manera natural con la lengua de senas. 
Descubrimos que todos estos procesos cognitivos estaban afectados en este mismo grupo 
de niilos, y que habian demorado increiblemente, y entonces presentamos otros trabajos 
de investigacion y nos oyeron aunque no del todo. El Ministerio de Educacion cambio su 
enfoque, no como lo queremos, pero ha cambiado a partir del aiio 93 en que se comenzo 
una lucha porque la lengua de sefias fliera aceptada legalmente como lengua natural y 
que todo el sistema educativo tenia que estar basado a partir de la lengua de sefias. La 
educacion ha tenido un poco de temor porque temian el fracazo e insistian en que si 
querian lo mejor para los sordos tenian que basarlo en pasos cientificos. Aunque no se 
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aprobo la lengua de seffas en las escuelas, por lo menos no se prohibio, pero se usaba solo 
como un apoyo para la ensefianza y no toda la ensefbuiza a trav^ de la lengua de sefias. 
EI maestro se apoyaba en la lengua de set)as para presentar un concepto determinado, 
pero que sucede, que hay niiios de padres oyentes que no tenian la lengua de sefia y 
habia nifios de padres sordos que si tenian la lengua de seitas. Llegaban niiios que podian 
utilizarlo como un lenguaje familiar, o sea, la lengua de seilas propia de la familia y el 
maestro se convertia en musico y poeta porque el maestro conocia la lengua de seiias que 
la comunidad sorda le habia dado, entonces todo esto traia como consecuencia que habia 
un ambiente desfavorable para el cumplimiento y empezaron a buscar este enfbque 
bilinguista y decian que con este enfoque el maestro no podia llevar la clase y 
empezamos a organizamos un poco. 

Vamos ahora a preparar a algunos maestros en la lengua de sefias para hacer esto 
nos sentamos a elaborar una serie de proyectos que los estamos ya llevando a cabo y 
muchos ya terminados. El primer proyecto era de la Universidad de Padres, que tiene 
como objeto llevarle a los padres todo lo que es comunicacion con su hijo y educacion a 
la vez. Llevamos los talleres de comunicacion a las escuelas para ensetlarles a los 
maestros que no era una serie de palabras las que ellos tenian que memorizar, sino todo 
un modo de comunicacion de la esctructura gramatical de la lengua de seilas, como se 
habia, como se Ueva el concepto, como el nifio sacaba el significado a traves de 
expresion facial, y una serie de cosas que facilitaron el aprendisaje del maestro, incluso el 
aprender la lengua de seilas. 
Tambien tenemos un proyecto muy comunitario que se llama "un padrino sordo para un 
nino sordo" que tiene como objetivo llevar a las casas donde hay ninos sordos con padres 
oyentes, un sordo que va a ser el padrino de d y va a practicamente convivir con esa 
familia para que el nifto empiece a ver desde temprana edad en que radica que sus padres 
hablen y que el no. Los ninos sordos no perciben hasta edades avanzadas el problema de 
la audicion sino que, lo que si ven es que unos hablan y otros no, y no tanto la audicion. 
Entonces queremos crear lo que se llama "Comisiones Cientificas" que es un grupo 
multidisciplinario donde continuen estas investigaciones. En esa situacion estamos ahora, 
o sea, encaminando esos proyectos. No est^ en practica todavia. Lo estamos 
estructurando. Es muy ambicioso y es a partir de la lengua de senas cubana que ya se 
debe aprobar oficialmente en el mes de diciembre. El proyecto requiere la apertura de un 
instituto, como una universidad donde se ensena la lengua de sefias. No la hemos 
nombrado todavia, es como una academia en las que en Cuba se ensefian otros idiomas y 
donde se llevaria la profesion de interpretes y de educacion, no de ninos sordos sino de la 
misma lengua. El curriculum ya esta desarrollado, pero hasta que no se apruebe la lengua 
de seflas no podemos empezar. Es un gran sueilo para nosotros. Lo mas importante es que 
en el "Circulo Infantil de Sordos de Ciudad Habana" si esta la lengua de seiias instaurada 
como proceso de socializacion, de educacion y de familiarizacion y los padres van a la 
universidad . Los padres que antes rechazaban la lengua de sefias ya estan a favor. Creo 
que este proyecto de "padrinos" es primordial. Tambien tenemos un noticiero para sordos 
en la television que funciona de lunes a viemes en un horario de 1S minutos con las 
noticias mas importantes para los sordos, pero tambien le estamos ensefiando la lengua 
de senas a la poblacion que quiera, por lo menos cinco palabras semanales a traves de la 
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television. Personas que antes no estaban interesadas, ahora se interesan porque ven el 
noticiero donde se les da informacion acerca de lo que esti pasando en la asociacion de 
sordos y acerca de la lengua de seffas de por que los sordos hablan asi. Toda esa 
informacion les esta llegando. Aunque tenemos solo IS minutos diarios, se usa por 
lomenos S minutos a la semana para sensibilizar a la poblacion oyente. 

Las pequefias cosas que hemos podido lograr ha sido porque la Asiciacion de 
Sordos se ha unido al Ministerio de Eduacion y al Ministerio de Trabajo y Seguridad 
Social como a algunos institutos cientificos y con el Ministerio de Salud. Parecia que 
despu^ de haber organizado el rempecabezas que teniamos nos quedaba una ficha suelta 
que eran estos espedalistas cUnicos que ven la sordera como una deficiencia auditiva y 
que sembraban en la &milia esa expectativa, que tenian que comprar una protests o que el 
nifio hablara y ahi el padre llegaba sin poder atravesar esta etapa de angustia y de temor, 
sino que se horrorizaba cuando entraba a la escuela y veia que todos los niAos estaban 
hablando. Buscaban entonces una escuela donde poner al nifio para que hablara. Ahora 
estamos contactados con el Ministerio de Salud para que tambien se incluyan en este 
nivel. EL fracazo de la educacion tradicional es obvio, y eso no lo saben ellos porque 
alios nomas ven la parte clinica, no saben que pasa con los niAos despu^ que se van con 
el papa. Mas alia no conocen. Entonces hada falta el acto clinico como parte del proceso 
educativo para que palparan realmente estos resultados: que no tenemos en Cuba sordos 
universitarios, que pocos sordos han pasado a nivel medio y se han integrado a escuelas 
oyentes, pero que cuando estos sordos terminan esta escuela de oyentes y se les hace el 
analisis psicologico, tienen una deformacidn de su personalidad, y muestran estos rasgos 
justamente por el sufirimiento que han tenido. Algunos han vencido, otros no han podido 
terminar, entonces este proceso educativo creo que no es solo la ensenanza media o 
primaria, como decimos nosotros, sino mas bien la enseAanza superior. Hasta ahora lo 
que tenemos aprobado es sordos en la universidad, con interpretes. 
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APPENDIX G 

Electronic Interview with Uruguayan member of the Deaf community. 

"Es correcto que el Uruguayan Sign Languaje (L.S.N), es oficial, siendo implementado 

desde 1988 para las entidades de educacion publica en sordos, pero en realidad esta en 

"proceso" de implementacion, ya que depende del nivel de cada persona sorda, 

actualmente hay unos cuantos, especialmente ios mas jovenes, est^ usando lenguaje 

L.S.U, unos pocos usan con y sin labiolectura, modelo oralismo, y otros muy pero muy 

pocos segun el grado de sordera hablan normalmente como oyentes." 
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APPENDIX H 

Ministerio De Educacion Nacional 

Decreto Numero 672 de 3 Abril 1998 

Por el cual se publica a el articulo 13 del decreto 2369 de 1997 

EL PRESIDENTE DE LA REPUBLICA DE COLOMBIA 

DECRETA 

ARTICULO PRIMERO Modiffcase el arti'culo 13 del decreto 2369 de 1997 
el cual quedara asi: 

Articulo 13 Las instituciones estales y privadas que brinden atencion educativa a nifios 
sordos menores de seis (6) anos en legua manual colombiana, establecerw en forma 
progresiva programas que incorporen actividades con personas adultas sordas, usuarias 
de dicha lengua, para que puedan servir de modelos lingiiisticos y facilitar asi, la 
adquisicion temprana de la lengua de setlas como su lengua natural y desarrollo de sus 
competencias comunicativas bilingiies, teniendo en cuenta las orientaciones que para el 
efecto imparta el Ministerio de Educacion Nacional, a traves de Institute Nacional de la 
Sorderara - INSOR." 

ARTICULO SEGUNDO: El presente decreto es vigente a partir de la fecha de su 
publicacion. 

PUBLIQUESE Y CUMPLASE 
Dado en Santa Fe de Bogota D C a los 3 de Abril de 1998 



APPENDIX I 

Para ios niAos que no han recibido antes ningun tipo de 

escolaridad, hay una aula de orientacion en la cual la meta 

es ayudar al niito a adaptarse al ambiente escolar, a 

educarlo en los habitos de la vida cotidiana. En la escuela, 

los nifios asisten a clases tales como Economia Domestica, 

Educacton Fisica, y Artes Industriales. Adem^ del 

programa academico, hay apoyo de otros departamentos 

para el desarrollo integral del nii^o. Estos son; Asistencia 

Social, Psicologia y Fonoaudiologia. 
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APPENDIX J 

Para ei proposito de esta ley, una persona minusvalida es 

una persona quiea, ya sea como consecuencia de una o mas 

deficiencias fisicas, psicologicas o sensoriales, congenitales 

o adquiridas, vista como una caracteristica permanente e 

independiente de la causa que la origind, es limitada por. 

Por lo menos un tercio de su capacidad para la educacion, 

el trabajo o la integracion social. (Articulo #3) 
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APPENDIX K 

MINISTERIO DE EDUCACION Y CULTURA 
DIVISION NACIONAL DE EDUCACION ESPECL\L 

PERFIL DEL PROYECTO 
1. DATOSINFORMATIVOS: 

1. Subsecretaria de Educacion 
2. Direccion Nacional de Educacion Regular y Especial, 
3. Division Nacional de Educacion Especial, 
4. Organismos responsables: 

• Organismo de Planificacion: 

• Division Nacional de Educacion Especial, 

• Organismo Ejecutor: UNIVERSIDAD INTERESADA EN EL 
PROYECTO 

Federacion Nacional de Sordos del 
Ecuador. (FENASEC) 
Division Nacional de Educacion Especial. 

5. FUNCIONARIOS RESPONSABLES: 

DIRECCION GENERAL: Lie. Fanny Paz Salazar 
JEFE DE LA DIVISION NACIONAL DE 
EDUCACION ESPECIAL 

Etapa de Planiflcacion.- Equipo B. de Tecnicos de la DNEE; 
• Lie. Rocio Cabezas, 
• Dra. Ligia Alcozer, 
• Dra. Laura Veintimilla 

Asesona.-
• Anlt. Edwin Mafia O. 

Etapa de ejecucion.-

II. INFORMACION ESPECinCA: 

6. NOMBRE DEL PROYECTO.-

Profesionales de la Escuela de Linguistica 
De la Universidad local, que acepte la presente 
E^esente propuesta. 

Federacion Nacional de Sordos del Ecuador. 

"ESTUDIO LIGUISTICO DE LA LENGUA 
DE SENAS ECUATORIANA. L.S.E" 

7. DURACION: 
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INCIO: Octubre de 1998. 
TERMING: MARZO DE 1998. 

8 COBERTURA: 

* Local con incidencia regional, nacional. 

9. POBLACION BENEnCIARIA: 

* Toda la poblacion sorda del Ecuador, instituciones de educacion y formacion 
profesional de personas sordas, padres y familiares de personas sordas. 

10. SECTOR. 

•Urbano, Urbano marginal; Rural y Cordones fronterizos 

1 1 .  A N T E C E D E N T E S . -

Desde hace 4 decadas aproximadament en el Ecuador, se viene ofreciendo educacion y 
habilitacion del lenguaje a personas sordas en diferentes instituciones educativas, tanto 
especiales como regulares, y a pesar de las variadas filosofias, metodologicas o enfoques con 
que se ha enfrentado este reto, los resultados continuan siendo muy pobres en relacion a 
posibilidades existentes de integracion socio - laboral para este grupo humano. 

Existen barreras que no ban podido ser vencidas para alcanzar una optima capacidad de 
comunicacion, la una referente a la calidad de lenguaje expresivo inteligibilidad del mensaje 
verbal, la otra, la falta del dominio del lenguaje escrito, que no permite su uso eficaz, de ahi 
que los sordos no sean lectores y escritores competentes. por lo que habitualmente no leen ni 
escriben con la Huidez necesaria. 

A criterio del Dr. Carlos Sanchez, profesional venezolano con amplia trayectoria en la 
investigacion de la sordera y sus implicaciones, y autor de obras sobre esta tematica, expone 
que no es posible llegar al dominio de una segunda lengua, sin el previo desarrollo dc la 
primera lengua matema, de ahi que el uso de una lengua de senas por parte de las personas 
sordas es expresion del funcionamiento del lenguaje humano, por consiguiente los sordos no 
son personas con carencias de lenguaje, sino hablantes de una lengua distinta de la que habia 
la mayoria oyente, y por esta razon no pueden ser considerados como enfermos ni como 
minusvalidos, sino miembros de una minoria linguistica. 

JUSTIFICATIVO- Las personas sordas no desean continuar manejando como una opcion 
de integracion laboral, su ingreso al sector productivo en calidad de mano de obra barata. cuya 
oportunidad aun depende de la "bondad" de los empleados que no reconocen en ellos valores 
intelectivos por sus limitantes en la comunicacion hablada y escrita. 

Ellos desean optar por algo mas que una certificacion de haber terminado la educacion 
primaha o de capacitacion laboral en una rama de facil aprendizaje, su apiracion es luchar por 
el derecho que les asiste a aspirar a una major calidad de educacion que les permita elevar sus 
niveles culturales e intelectuales. 

Como es logico deducir el proceso de ensenanza requiere el dominio de una lengua a traves 
del la cual se entreg^ien los conocimientos, para simbolizar, jerarquizar, conceptualizar. 
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formular hipotesis, y asi alcanzar una relacion y transferencia de concimientos teoricos a 
situaciones practicas en las ciencias y en la vida diaria; todo esto en los mismos momentos 
cronologicos del comun de las personas. 

La lengua de senas puede ser desarrollada a plenitud por los sordos, debido a su facil acceso 
por ser viso gestual y no fonetica como son las otras lenguas, de ahi que tambien se constituye 
en la base del desarrollo del lenguaje y concomitantemente del desarrollo intelecdvo. 

Son excepcionales los casos de personas, sordas que alcanzan niveles adecuados de desarrollo 
del lenguaje, por lo que se puede asegurar que en los ninos y jovenes sordos no existe un 
conocinuento ni en lengua oral ni en lengua escrita suflciente para sequir cotnprensivamente 
los contenidos curriculares, expresar inquietudes y participar en discusiones con sus propios 
criterios, contando con un instrumento esencial de su persamiento y una herramienta para la 
Socializacion y el desarrollo de la personalidad. 

Es por tanto indispensable contar con el estudio linguistico de la lengua de senas ecuatoriana, 
a fin de conocer todas las particularidades tanto sintacticas como morfologicas de esta lengua, 
con el fin de alcanzar su cognocitivas que ofrece cualquier lengua. 

Este estudio no solo beneflciara a los usuarios naturales de esta lengua, sino que permitiran a 
los agentes que interactuan con ellos en el compo educativo, laboral o social, alcanzar niveles 
optimos de comunicacion con los efectos positive que esto conlleva, de esta forma, luchan por 
un manana mas digno para las personas sordas deja de ser una Utopia, para convertirse en un 
proceso sistematico, permanente, basado en una mejor calidad de comunicacion. 

Esta estudio linguistico de senas, se ha efectuado ya en varios paises americanos, como 
tambien europeos, por parte de las escuelas de linguistica de instituciones universitarias, como 
ejemplo citaremos a Argentina, Uruguay, Colombia, Suecia, paises donde se estan secribiendo 
nuevas paginas sobre la educacion, capacitacion e integracion de personas sordas. 

Las organizaciones de sordos adultos del Ecuador respaldan esta peticion de estudio e 
investigacion de la lengua de senas ecuatorianas L.S.E. y tambien instituciones delicadas en la 
educacion y capacitacion de personas sordas. 

12. SINTESIS DEL PROYECTO. 

El proyecto consiste en una propuesta a las escuelas de linguistica de las universidades 
locales, para lla realizacion de un estudio linguistico de la lengua de senas ecuatoriana; para el 
efecto, se sugiere a los interesados realizar acciones de coordinacion con la Federacion 
Nacionai de Sordos del Ecuador FENASEC, que se el organismo responsaable de la emision y 
convalidacion de las senas sordas. 

Es interes de este Ministerio, una vez obtenido el objectivo que se plantea, de elevar a lengua, 
las senas ecuatorianas, socializar las conclusiones a nivel nacionai con el fin de alcanzar 
mejores respuestas educativas y de intergracion de las personas sordas. 

13. OBJETIVO GENERAL.-

13.1.1 Contar con un estudio linguistico de las senas ecuatorianas para que posea el sustento 
legal de lengua. al igual que cualquier otra de las lenguas audio parlantes, para 
beniflcio a la comunidad sorda del Ecuador. 

13.1.2 Elevar la jerarquia de las senas ecuatorianas a Lengua de Senas Ecuatoriana L.S.E. 
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14. OBJETIVOS ESPECIFICOS.-

14.1.1 Presentar la propuesta a las escuelas de linguistica de las Universidades locales, 
sobre el estudio linguistico de las Lengua de Senas Ecuatorianas. 

14.1.2 Solicitar a las universidades interesadas, reuniones de trabajo para ampliar la 
informacion sobre la peticion. 

14.1.3 Solicitar a la Federacion Nacionai de Sordos del Equador, su participacion activa 
cotno organismo aglutinador, generador y convalidador de las senas ecuatorianas. 

14.1.4 Una vez obtenido el estudio linguistico, difundirlo a nivel nacionai para promocionar 
su uso responsible en el ambito educativo. 

14.1.5 Elevar el nivel edcuativo de las personas sordas. 

ESTRATEGIAS.-

Buscar el apoyo de las Universidades a traves de sus escuelas de linguistica para 
el estudio de las lengua de Senas Ecuatoriana L.S.E. 
Comprometer la participacion activa de la Federacion Nacionai de Sordos de 
Ecuador, para cooperar con la universidad interesada en este proyecto. 
Solicitar a las instituciones que atienden en el sector educativo a ninos y jovenes 
sordos, cuyas fllosofias o metodologias no rinen con el uso de senas sus criterios 
de respaldo a esta propuesta; como tambien a las organizaciones de personas 
sordas adultas. 
Buscar luego de su estudio mecanismos para su diflision masiva. 
Capacitar a los maestros de este sector para lograr un manejo optimo de la 
Lengua de Senas Ecuatoriana. 

iVIETAS.-

Contar con su estudio linguistico de la Lengua de Senas Ecuatoriana. 
Promocionar el uso responsible de esta lengua en las instituciones de educacion 
que atienden a los ninos y jovenes sordos, con filosofia o metodologias abiertas 
al uso de senas. 
Contar con un respaldo cientifico para proponer leyes que promocionan su uso y 
el respeto a sus usuarios. 
Elaborar el nivel educativo de las personas sordas y lograr una mejor calidad de 
integracion sociolaboral. 

15. FASES DEL PROYECTO 

15.1 ETAPA PREVIA. 

Elaboracion del proyecto con la propuesta. 
Envio del proyecto a las Escuelas de Linguistica de las universidades locales. 
Reuniones de trabajo para ampliar y aclarar la propuesta con las universidades 
interesadas y la Federacion Nacionai de Sordos del Ecuador. 

15.2 ETAPA DE EJECUCION. 

Estudio linguistico de la Lengua de Senas Ecuatoriana a cargo de la escuela de 
Linguistica interesada en el proyecto. 
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Reuniones permanentes de trabajo entre la escueia linguistica y la Federacion de 
Sordos De Ecuador FENASEC. 

16. TIEMPO PREVISTO: 

16.1 Etapa previa; Mayo y Junio de 1998. 
16.2 Etapa de Ejecucion Julio de 1998 a Marzo de 1999. 

17. RECURSOS HUMANOS: 

Tecnicos de la Division Nacional de Educacion Especial. 
Rectores y Directores de las Escuelas de Linguistica de las Universidades 
Locales. 
Federacion Nacional de Sordos del Ecuador. 

TECNICOS: 

Plan Nacioal de Educacion Especial 
Constitucion Politica de la Republica del Ecuador. 
Ley de Educacion y Cultura y Reglamentos Respectivos. 

MATERIALES: 

Los necesarios para la difusion de los resultados a Nivel Nacional. 

Lie. Rocio Cabezas Dr. Laura Vientimilla Dr. Ligia Alcozer 
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APPENDIX L 

La escuela de sordos Fray Pedro Ponce de Leon, del 

Comite Pro-Ciegos y Sordos ofrece educacion con una 

metodoiogi'a oralista a ninos que son sordos o hipoacusticos 

entre los 6 y los 12 anos. Sus objetivos son; El dar al nino 

un lenguaje oral expresivo; orientar y proveer informacion 

a los padres acerca de las limitaciones audiologicas y sus 

implicaciones para la adquisicion del lenguaje , e integrar al 

nifio a las escuelas regulares o a la comunidad en la cual el 

vive. 
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